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Abstract
This dissertation presents a resolution proof technique for Propositional Linear 
Temporal Logic of discrete time with the "Until" operator. The presented proof tech­
nique stems from the resolution method developed by L. Farinas del Cerro and A. 
Cavalli. However, their method is incomplete, and their completeness proof, as origi­
nally reported, is incorrect. Unlike Farinas’s method, our proof technique incor­
porates the "Until" operator, which is a very powerful and useful in describing com­
plex temporal relationships which are common in many areas of computer science. 
Our technique is also proved complete.
The presented resolution method for linear temporal logic is similar to classical 
resolutions: the main goal is to show unsatisfiability of a set of temporal clauses by 
locating, either directly or indirectly, a state which contains unsatisfiability. Subse­
quent resolvents of a refutation are obtained by resolving out complementary literals 
referring to the same instant of time.
In order to increase the efficiency of the resolution proof technique, we have 
developed a refinement of the presented basic method. This refinement is similar to 
the well-known Ordered Linear (OL) strategy for classical resolution.
We also present the lifting of the basic resolution method to predicate linear tem­
poral logic. Unlike First Order Logic, clauses of predicate linear temporal logic may 
contain variables which are quantified existentially, because skolemization is not valid 
here. We use standard unification with substitution on universally quantified vari­
ables. However, if a term substituted in place of a variable contains any flexible sym­
bols, a constant or a function is flexible if it has different translation in different states,
then all occurrences o f the substituted variable must refer to the same instant of time 
(state). Otherwise, the unification may lead to incorrect results.
Resolution in predicate linear temporal logic, though very useful from a practical 
standpoint, is incomplete, since no predicate temporal logic with arithmetic model of 
time is complete.
Chapter One 
Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a field of computer science evolved from the basic 
human desire to model human intelligence. The idea of a "thinking computer" has 
appealed to people for many years, since the aid of such a machine would be of great 
importance in a wide area of human activity, including automatic natural language 
translators, image recognition systems, intelligent manufacturing robots, medical 
diagnosis systems, very sophisticated military applications, and many other applica­
tions. This broad area o f work has traditionally been divided into modeling human 
reasoning, vision, and understanding of the natural language, just to mention a few 
basic aspects of AI research.
Natural language understanding is of great interest for obvious reasons. Com­
munication with an intelligent computer should be accomplished by speaking, or at 
least writing, in a natural language. So far, a number of natural language understand­
ing systems have been developed [Wood72], [Marc80], [Wino72], and [Scha77], but 
none of the existing systems is even close to the level of language comprehension 
capable by a human being.
Image recognition should supply the "thinking computer" with the ability to 
understand images, i.e. to recognize the elements of some scene and identify their spa­
tial relationships. Many results in this area have been published in the books by 
David Marr [Marr82] and D. Ballard and C. Brown [Ball82].
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Robotics is another field of Artificial Intelligence research. One may say that it 
combines the research in the two above topics and more. Ideally, an intelligent robot 
should be able to communicate with humans in a natural language, "see" the surround­
ing world, move, and then, most of all, think.
Knowledge representation and automatic reasoning seem to be the central 
features of an intelligent computer. Research in these areas has focused on formulat­
ing ways of representing knowledge and then using the acquired knowledge for rea­
soning, similar to the way people use their knowledge for solving problems, answer­
ing queries, etc. The first-order predicate logic has served as one of the most fre­
quently used tools for knowledge representation [Mend64], [Lynd66]. It provides a 
precise and rich formal notation with clear semantics. Based on this knowledge 
representation language, researchers have developed many inference mechanisms. 
Resolution-based systems constitute a large group of the developed reasoning 
methods. Among other frequently used methods are rewriting techniques, forward 
and backward inference systems, goal reduction, and mating in matrices. The original 
resolution method was discovered by J. Robinson [Robi65]. Since then, many 
improvements and modifications to the original method have been proposed 
[Siek83a], [Siek83b], [Chan73],
Classical logic, although rich in expressive power, is not always an adequate tool 
for knowledge representation. Logicians had noticed this fact much earlier and 
developed modal logic (see, for example, [Hugh68, Hugh78] and [Gabb76, Gabb84] 
for descriptions of many systems of modal logic). The goal of modal logic was to 
provide the means for expressing such modalities as "It is possible th a t ... ", or "It is
necessarily the case th a t ... ". Temporal logic, which is a branch o f modal logic, pro­
vides similar capabilities for expressing modalities concerning the flow of time. It is 
possible to express modalities such as "It is possible sometime in the future  th a t ... ", 
or "It will always be the case th a t ... ". In modal and temporal logics, those modalities 
are expressed with the use of special non-classical operators. For example, the state­
ment 0 PRINTER_FREE, when interpreted in temporal logic, expresses the fact that 
sometime in the future  the availability of the printer, which is represented by the pro­
position PRINTER_FREE, will become true. The temporal relationship "sometime in 
the future"  is represented by the non-classical operator 0. Various systems of tem­
poral logic are described in [Gabb75,Gabb76,Gabb84], [McAr76], [Prio67,Prio77], 
[Resc71]. Since the temporal domain is crucial in many areas of Computer Science, 
various temporal logics have been of great interest to many researchers.
One of the first applications of temporal logic to computer science was in the 
area of concurrent program specification and verification, in which temporal logic is 
used for describing the execution of a concurrent program and also for testing various 
properties o f concurrent programs [Clar86], [Hail86], [Karp84], [Mann81], [Pnue79]. 
Temporal logic has also attracted researchers working on the subject of automatic syn­
thesis o f  concurrent programs. Here, some of the most prominent works are [Barr84], 
[Emer83b], [Mann84].
In the field of hardware description and verification, temporal logic has been 
very useful for expressing various temporal relationships among the components of 
circuits with state. Research in this area is reported in [Benn86], [Boch82], 
[Fuji84, Fuji85] [Halp83], [Mosz82, Mosz83a,Mosz83b].
Temporal logic proved to be useful in the specification of operating systems 
[Hopp85,Hopp86]. It was also used as a tool in network protocol specifications. 
Research in this area was published in [Cava84b], [Schw83].
In artificial intelligence, temporal logic has been used for solving problems in 
planning [Alle83], [McDe82]. It has also served as a programming language in tem­
poral logic programming [Aoya85], [Mosz84].
In almost every application of temporal logic, the crucial point has been to 
develop an inference method. Inference methods developed so far were both model- 
oriented, i.e. semantical in nature ([Mann84], [Emer83a], [Plai83]), as well as 
derivation-oriented ([Abad85, Abad86a, Abad86b], [Cava84a,Cava84b], [Venk85]).
This dissertation presents a resolution-type reasoning method for the linear tem­
poral logic of discrete time with the "Until" operator.
Chapter 2 contains a brief introduction to various systems of temporal logic, 
their languages, semantics, and axiomatizations.
Chapter 3 presents the resolution method for propositional linear temporal logic 
of discrete time with the "Until" operator, which is similar to the method o f Cavalli 
and Farinas [Cava84a, Cava84b]. Their method contains an error in the proof of com­
pleteness. It also does not handle the "Until" operator, which is very important for 
expressing various temporal properties of concurrent programs and hardware devices. 
We prove the completeness and soundness theorems for the developed resolution 
proof technique.
Chapter 4 presents a refinement of the basic resolution for propositional linear
temporal logic which realizes a strategy similar to the Ordered Linear (OL) strategy 
developed for classical logic. The proofs of completeness and soundness of the OL 
refinement are also presented.
Chapter 5 introduces a resolution proof method for predicate linear temporal 
logic of discrete time. This method uses the basic resolution rules, described in 
Chapter 3, extended to the predicate temporal logic case. The clausal form is different 
for the predicate case, because the skolemization, in the form used for the classical 
first order logic, is not applicable here. Also, the proof method for the predicate tem­
poral logic is incomplete since any syntactic proof method for the predicate linear 
temporal logic must be incomplete.
Chapter 6 suggests possible directions for future refinements of the presented 
methods.
Chapter Two 
Introduction to Temporal Logic
Since the origin of Computer Science, formal logic has played an important role 
in many areas of this fast evolving science. In the beginning, there was a need for 
using Boolean logic in designing the first digital circuits. Then came the algorithms, 
and researchers were trying to use logic in proving correctness of algorithms, and 
other important properties. Recently, formal logic started serving as a medium for 
programming computers, since the programming language PROLOG [Colm73], 
[Rous75] is based on a subset o f the First Order Logic (FOL).
Logic plays even more important role in the field of Artificial Intelligence. It is 
being used there as a tool for Knowledge Representation (KR), machine learning, and 
automatic reasoning, just to mention a few areas.
Without going into detailed studies of knowledge representation, which is not 
part of this dissertation, we can safely state that there is no common agreement as far 
as how to represent some fragment of the world using formal logic. There usually is a 
great number of possibilities in selecting the predicates and their associated meaning, 
their arity (number of arguments), and then expressing the known facts about the frag­
ment o f the world using formal logic formulas. For example, consider the following 
description of some imaginary situation:
All birds can fly. Clyde is a small bird. All small birds eat little insects.
The question is how should we represent the above sentences using formal logic? One 
may choose two unary predicates IS-BIRD and CAN-FLY to express the first sentence
in the following way:
Vx IS-BIRD(x) -»  CAN-FLY(x)
But already the second sentence introduces the following dilemma: should we estab­
lish another predicate IS-SMALL-BIRD, as in
IS-SMALL-BIRD( Clyde ),
or a different predicate SMALL, as in
SMALL( Clyde ) a  IS-BIRD( clyde)
It seems that the second solution is more adequate, since there is a connection with the 
first sentence, which uses the predicate IS-BERD. But then, someone may think that 
introducing a binary predicate IS-BIRD, binding an object, which is a bird, with its 
size would be best for representing the first two sentences, as shown below:
Vx Vy IS-BIRD(x, y) -»  CAN-FLY(x)
IS-BIRD( clyde, sm all)
But then again, someone else may not like the constant ’small’ used as a description 
of CLYDE’S size, and prefer a numeric specification. It seems that we could continue 
like that much longer. And still, we have represented only two sentences. What about 
a bigger and more complicated text?
Let us consider another example. Suppose we want to represent the following 
statement using formal logic:
I t  is hot.
Probably the simplest solution is to represent the above sentence by a proposition (a 
predicate without any arguments) IS-HOT. This solution immediately introduces
some philosophical problems, since the above statement contains two indirect sources 
of variability. Firstly, is it hot everywhere, even on the North Pole? Secondly, we do 
not know if  it is hot at all times. Thus, another solution may call for a binary predicate 
IS-HOT( place, time ), binding the place and the time, where and when it is hot. For 
example, with the use of such predicate we could encode the following fact:
IS-HOT( baton_rouge, july_29_at_noon)
In the beginning of this century, some logicians concluded that this type of variability 
of place and/or time does not have the same character as does any other variable used 
so far in formal logic (for example, as in All birds can fly.). This observation prompted 
the creation of Modal Logic.
Modal Logic distinguishes these two sources of variability. A majority of modal 
logic systems deal with the place-type variability. Usually, two additional unary con­
nectives are included in order to facilitate distinguishing among the sources of varia­
bility. These connectives, which are sometimes also called modal operators, are the 
necessity operator and the possibility operator, most frequently denoted by L and M, 
respectively. The intended meaning of the necessity operator is to provide a way of 
expressing the fact that something is true in any imaginable location, or, as logicians 
say, in any accessible world.
The semantics of modal logic is customarily based on the notion of possible 
worlds. In each world, we can establish the truth value of any standard logic formula. 
Usually, one of the worlds is treated as our current world. The remaining worlds can 
be divided into those which are imaginable, or possible, and the rest of the worlds, 
whose existence we could not possibly picture. We can say that all possible worlds are
arranged into a network by a binary accessibility relation. Any two connected worlds,
i.e. related to each other, should be interpreted as accessible. The truth of modal for­
mulas is calculated with respect to the current, i.e., "our" world. To be more specific, 
by stating the formula L A we assert that A holds in any possible world, i.e. any 
world which is accessible from our world. Similarly, the formula M  A is true in our 
world, if there exists an accessible world in which A is true. It is easy to observe that 
the L  operator has a universal character, while the M operator is existential in its 
nature.
Similar reasoning applies to time related variabilities. The semantics is also 
based on the notion of possible worlds. However, the interpretation of a possible 
world is different. Here, we think of it as representing a moment of time, in which we 
establish the truth value of any standard logic formula. In order to express some tem­
poral concepts, we can use a variety of temporal operators. In the following sections, 
we will proceed with a more thorough treatment of temporal modalities.
A detailed discussion of many aspects of modal logic may be found, for exam­
ple, in texts by Hughes and Cresswell [Hugh68], [Hugh78], or Dov Gabbay [Gabb76], 
and [Gabb84].
2.1. W hat is Tem poral Logic?
In the introduction to this chapter, we indicated the presence o f two sources of 
variability: place and time, and how modal logic enables us to control the spatial vari­
ability. Here we will discuss how the temporal logic deals with time variability.
Almost every statement or description with which humans communicate carries
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some tense information. According to Robert McArthur [McAr76], we can distinguish 
two categories of sentences from the temporal point of view. The first category con­
tains sentences which are time invariant, the so called atemporal statements. The truth 
value of atemporal statements does not depend on the time at which it is investigated. 
A good example o f a sentence in this category is the following:
1. 5 is greater than 0.
The second category includes sentences whose truth value does depend on the time of 
their utterance. A sentence in this category implies a temporal relationship which 
exists between the information carried by the sentence and the time at which the sen­
tence is expressed. For example, the sentence:
2. It is humid today.
implies that it was humid at the time the sentence was uttered, while the sentence:
3. I  will play tennis.
states that I will play tennis sometime in the future, relative to the time I expressed the 
above sentence.
Another type of temporal statment may include some condition, as in the following 
sentence:
4. I  am at home until it is not raining.
The above sentence describes the situation, in which my staying at home will extend 
from the time at which the statement was made until it stops raining, whenever this 
may be.
Temporal logic introduces a number of additional operators, known as temporal 
operators, which facilitate expressing o f temporal relationships. Traditionally, there 
are three basic temporal operators: P, for expressing the relationships involving the
past, F, for the future time, and T  for the present time. With these operators we can
express a variety o f temporal statements. Here is a number of examples.
5. P  (Jimmy Carter is the president o f  the United States o f America.)
6. T  (The relative humidity is high in Baton Rouge.)
7. F  (I am playing tennis.)
The expression 5, involving the operator P, reflects the information that Jimmy Carter 
was the president of the United States prior  to the time we stated the expression 5. 
The relative humidity was high at the time the expression 6 was stated. The operator T 
assures this. The operator F  makes the last sentence to refer to some future time, rela­
tive to the time this expression was stated.
Since the sentences qualified by the temporal operators are expressed using the 
present tense, the operator T may be dropped as extraneous. In this section, we will 
take a simplistic approach that any sentence not expressing any temporal relationships 
or any other explicit variability will be treated as a proposition. We will indicate this 
by enclosing such a sentence in parentheses. In the simple examples in this section, 
we will consider a natural language statement as a proposition, unless the statement 
contains some temporal information other than the present time. In the above exam­
ples, the statement Jimmy Carter is the president o f  the United States o f America does 
not contain any temporal information other than the present time, thus, it could be
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considered as propositional in nature. However, the statement Jimmy Carter was the 
president o f  the United States o f America, refers to the past, thus it had to be 
translated using the P  - past tense operator.
The minimal basic temporal logic Kt, which will be described later, uses only two 
temporal operators: P  for the past, and F for the future. Thus, sentence 8, below,
8. The relative humidity is high in Baton Rouge. 
expresses exactly the same temporal relationship as sentence 2.
Fortunately, we are not limited only to these two (or in fact three) temporal 
operators. Since there are no obvious restrictions on combining the basic operators 
with other temporal operators and logical connectives, we can imagine someone 
expressing his observation in the following way:
9. - i  F  ( /  am playing tennis.)
which translates into the observation that from the time I made statement 9 , 1 would 
not play tennis ever again. Similarly, in order to express the thought that the humidity 
will always be high in Baton Rouge, we can use the following construct:
10. - i F  (The relative humidity is not high in Baton Rouge.)
Since there is a negation in the sentence itself, we can transform the above into:
11. —i F —i (The relative humidity is high in Baton Rouge.)
which expresses exacdy the same concept. The composition of operators in the above 
expression, i.e. - i  F  -i can be read "It will always be the case that... ". This temporal 
specification is used frequently enough to be abbreviated by a new operator called G.
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Operators which are compositions of already existing operators will be called derived 
operators. G is a derived operator. Similarly, the composition —i P —i which means 
"It has always been the case that... ", will be denoted by a derived operator H.
Some systems of temporal logic, which will be discussed in the following sec­
tions, incorporate other temporal operators, which may not be derived out of the basic 
operators. For example, the operator U, called the until operator, may be used to 
express the relationship depicted in sentence 4:
12. (/ am at home) U  (It is not raining)
Sometimes it is very useful to treat time as a sequence of "moments of time", e.g. a 
sequence of seconds, or days. Systems of temporal logic which have this type of time 
structure are called tense logics o f  discrete time, as opposed to temporal logics o f real 
time. The operator O, called the next time operator is useful for expressing various 
temporal relationships involving a definite time difference, measured in "moments of 
time". For example, if a temporal instant is associated with one day, then the sentence:
13. The day after tomorrow I  will be in New Orleans. 
may be expressed as
14. 0  0 ( 7  am in New Orleans.)
So far, we have talked about systems of temporal logic or about temporal logics, 
without specifying what is a system of temporal logic. Throughout this dissertation, 
by a system o f temporal logic we will mean a formal system composed of the 
language, semantics, and axiomatization, whenever such axiomatization exists. Before
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proceeding to more detailed treatment of some of the temporal logics, we will briefly 
characterize the three components of a system of temporal logic. We will talk only 
about propositional systems. W e will defer a discussion of first order (predicate) tem­
poral logics until chapter 4.
Language o f propositional temporal logic
The language of temporal logic specifies what is the format of correct expres­
sions. Such expressions will be called well-formed formulas throughout this 
dissertation.
The first step in defining the set of well-formed formulas is the specification of 
the alphabet. By the alphabet of propositional temporal logic we mean the union 
of the sets of symbols, defined below:
a) the set II  of propositional symbols (shortly propositions): p, q, r, p 1; p2, etc.
b) the set of logical connectives: -1  (negation) and —» (implication)
c) the set of temporal operators: F  (future) and P  (past)
d) the set of left and right parentheses: (,).
A formula  of temporal logic (not necessarily well-formed) is a word of finite 
length over the alphabet, for example —> p, —> —i, p —» q.
A well-formed formula  (a wff) of propositional temporal logic is any proposi­
tional symbol, or, if A and B are well-formed formulas of propositional temporal 
logic, then - i A, A —> B, F  A, P A, and (A) are also well-formed formulas of pro- 
positional temporal logic. For example, the expression pi a  (—i q a  F r) is a wff.
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From now on, we will use capital letters A, B, C, etc. in order to denote well 
formed formulas, possibly with subscripts.
Semantics o f the propositional temporal logic
The semantics of the propositional temporal logic specifies how we are going to 
interpret well-formed formulas. Note, that without any interpretation a well- 
formed formula
p -> (q -> r)
is only a sequence of symbols without any associated meaning. The semantics of 
temporal formulas is usually defined by an interpretation.
An interpretation o f  temporal logic is a triple I = <W, R, m>, composed of an 
infinite set W of states (elements o f W are usually called worlds), a binary rela­
tion R on W (the relation R is usually called the accessibility relation), and a 
meaning function  m: W —> 2n , which assigns to each state w e  W the set of pro­
positions which are true in w.
The satisfiability o f a temporal formula A by an interpretation I in a state w e  W, 
denoted by Iw sat A is defined recursively, depending on the structure of A:
Iw sat P iff P e  m(w)
Iw sat - i  B iff n o tIw sa tB
Iw sat B —» C iff Iw sat B
implies Iw sat C
Iw sat F  B iff sat B for some w ' e  W,
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such that R(w, w')
Iw sat P B iff Iv/ sat B for some w ' e  W,
such that R(w', w)
Iw sat (B) iff Iw sa tB
We will say that a formula A is valid if, for any interpretation I and any state 
w e  W, Iw sat A. The fact that a formula A is valid will be denoted by t= A.
Axiomatization o f propositional temporal logic
Axioms are temporal formulas assumed to be true. With the use of axioms and 
inference rules, we want to be able to infer (or derive) other true formulas and 
only true formulas. The intention of an axiomatization and inference rules is to 
provide a different, syntactic way of testing whether a formula is valid or not. 
Unfortunately, not every system of temporal logic has a complete axiomatiza­
tion. A logic system is not complete if there exists a valid formula, for which 
there does not exist a derivation, no matter what axiomatic system we choose for 
that logic system.
An inference rule is a schemata of the form
which allows for asserting as true the conclusion B on the basis of true premises A 1( 
..., An. Applying inference rules is the only way of inferring new formulas.
Different systems of temporal logic have different sets of axioms. However, all logics 
we will discuss here contain as axioms all axioms o f standard propositional logic:
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A -> (B —» A) (Pi)
(A —> (B —> Q )  -> ((A -»  B) —> (A - 4  C)) (P2)
(—i A —> —i B) —> (B —> A) (P3)
The standard axiomatization of propositional logic contains the rule of Modus 
Ponens as its inference rule:
The Modus Ponens rule is also used as one of the inference rules of various temporal 
logics.
Although the axioms and inference rules look like formulas, they should be 
regarded as finite schemes of formulas, rather than the formulas themselves. In each of 
the above schemes (PI), (P2), and (P3), we can substitute any well-formed formula in 
place of A, B or C, and obtain an axiom. Such axiomatization is called infinite (there 
exists a finite axiomatization o f propositional logic). Similarly, the Modus Ponens 
inference rule may be applied to any formulas, substituted in place of A and B, pro­
vided that A and A -»  B are true.
At this point it is quite reasonable to ask if temporal information can be 
expressed using classical predicate logic, thus, doing away with additional non- 
classical operators. The answer is that it is possible to include an additional argument, 
the time variable, to all time dependent predicates, and to use it for expressing tem­
poral relationships. Doing that, however, would also require the addition o f axioms 
specifying the nature of time. Thus, it would be necessary to include axioms of linear
(Modus Ponens)
order, in order to model, for example, linear temporal logic. The underlined seman­
tics of temporal operators already incorporates the necessary assumptions about the 
nature of time, making the expression of temporal relationships more natural and 
elegant.
In the subsequent sections we will present a few significant systems of temporal logic.
We would like to emphasize the fact that some of the discussed systems may have a
different alphabet than the one shown above (for example different temporal opera­
tors), and thus a different set o f well-formed formulas. However, the general syntax is 
similar.
2.2. A Quick Review of Some Temporal Logics
This review of a few systems of temporal logic will begin with the system Kt, 
which is considered to be the basis of the majority o f temporal logics. In discussing 
each of the systems, we will limit our presentation to the language of the system, its 
semantics, if  it is different from the minimal system Kt, and its axiomatization. All of 
the discussed systems are complete. The reader can find a detailed treatment of many 
systems o f temporal logic in [Resc71], [McAr76], [Bent83], and [Prio68].
2.2.1. The Minimal System of Temporal Logic
The minimal system, called Kt, was developed by E J . Lemmon. Kt, as origi­
nally defined, has the following alphabet:
1. Propositional symbols: p, q, etc.
2. Logical connectives: —i (negation) and —» (implication)
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3. Temporal operators: G (always in the future) and H (always in the past)
4. Parentheses: (,).
Well-formed formulas are defined as in the previous section, with the provision of dif­
ferent temporal operators. In particular, G A and H A are well-formed formulas iff A 
is also a well-formed formula.
The semantics o f Kt is very similar to the general semantics of temporal logic, which 
was defined in the previous section. The semantics o f the operators G and H is given 
below (I is an interpretation of temporal logic and w e  W is a state):
Iw sat G A iff Iw- sa t A for each w ' e  W such that R(w, w')
Iw sat H A iff Iw' sat A for each w ' e  W such that R(w', w)
The axiomatization of Kt is as follows [Resc71] (we do not show here the axioms of 
the standard propositional calculus P l5 ..., P 3, which were already presented in the pre­
vious section):
G ( A —» B ) ( G A  G B ) '  (GO
H ( A —» B ) -> ( H A  -> H B ) (HO
(G2)
- i G - i H  A A (H2)
The following are the inference rules of Kt:
(Modus Ponens)
Note, that we do not impose any restrictions on the binary relation R of I; there is no 
restriction on the flow of time.
The system Kt is sometimes called the basic system of temporal logic, since the 
majority of the systems are enlargements of Kt.
2.2.2. Temporal Logic of Branching Time
As we have already mentioned, the system Kt does not impose any restrictions 
on the accessibility relation R. This implies that there are no restrictions on the model 
of time. The concept of branching temporal logic is based on a specific model of time 
which is represented by a branching structure. The basic system o f branching time 
logic, called CR, was developed by N. Cocchiarella [McAr76]. Here, we will discuss a 
similar system, called Kb, which was developed by Rescher and Urquhart [Resc71]. 
We can think of this model o f time as composed of moments of time, arranged in such 
a way that, from any given moment of time, when "looking into the past" we would 
see a straight infinite line of temporal moments (time does not have a beginning), and 
when "looking into the future" we would see many alternative, infinite branches. The 
sequence of actual events will follow one of these branches, and any branches which 
were not selected at some previous moment of time may be regarded as courses of 
events, which once were possible. In order to assure a branching model of time, we 
have to impose certain restrictions on the accessibility relation R. For any
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interpretation I = <W, R, m> o f the branching time logic, the relation R must satisfy 
the conditions of transitivity and backwards linearity. These conditions are listed 
below:
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz) ((R(x,y) a  R(y,z)) —> R(x, z) (transitivity)
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz) ((R(x,z) a  R(y,z)) ( R(x, y ) v x  = y v  R(y,x))) (back, lin.)
The system CR (of N. Cocchiarella) does not have the backwards linearity require­
ment.
The axiomatization of the logic of branching time Kb [Resc71] is that of the system 
Kt, enlarged by the following three axioms:
G A —» G G A (G3)
H A —> H H A (H3)
(H (A v  B) a  H (A v  H B) a  H (H A v  B)) —»
(H A v  H B) (H4)
The rules o f inference in Kb are the same as those o f the system Kt (modus ponens,
(RG), and (RH)).
2.2.3. Temporal Logic of Linear Time
The linear temporal logic, as its name indicates, is based on a linear notion of 
time. The time sequence is ordered as a straight line. To impose this requirement, the 
accessibility relation R must be transitive and connected:
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz) ((R(x,y) a  R(y,z)) -> R(x, z)) (transitivity)
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(Vx)(Vy) (R(x,y) v  y = x v  R(y,x)) (connectedness)
The simplest axiomatization o f the linear temporal logic, known as Kj [Resc71], may 
be obtained by adding the forwards linearity axiom (G4):
(G (A v  B) a  G (A v  G B) a  G (G A v  B)) ->
(G A v  G B) (G4)
to the axioms of the branching time logic Kb.
The rules o f inference are those of the system Kt (modus ponens, (RG), and (RH)).
There are several extensions of the basic system Kj of linear time.
The linear temporal logic of ending time (or beginning time) is an enlargement of the 
basic system Kj. It requires that the time sequence has the last moment (or the first 
moment). The formula:
G A v  F  G A (G5)
expresses the fact that time must stop, because G A is true in the last moment of time 
for any A (the other disjunct assures that the above formula is true in any point in 
time, thus in any ending sequence), while the formula:
H A v  P H A (H5)
requires that time must have the beginning (the reasoning is similar as above).
The linear temporal logic of dense time requires that between any two moments, of
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time there exists a third one. The axiomatization of such system may be obtained by 
including the following two axioms:
G G A —» G A (G6)
H H A  -> H A  (He)
The linear logic of discrete time assumes that the ordering of temporal moments is 
isomorphic with the ordering of integers. This type of temporal logic will be discussed 
more thoroughly in the following sections.
The necessary conditions which must be imposed on the accessibility relation R 
in each of the mentioned modifications of the linear temporal logic are fairly simple, 
since in all of these cases, the model of time is based on the theory of linear order.
2.2.4. Interval Temporal Logic
Various interval temporal logics have been developed. Here, the time structure 
is represented by intervals. Some systems of interval temporal logic do not provide 
any means for decomposition o f time intervals. The intervals are treated as indivisible 
units of time, which can overlap each other, be adjacent to each other, intersect, etc. 
and the truth o f formulas is investigated with respect to the truth value of propositions 
over the intervals (see for example [Rope80], [Humb79], or [Bent83]). Other sys­
tems o f interval temporal logic view intervals as composed of discrete instances of 
time (see for example [Schw83], [Mosz83]). At present I do not know of any com­
plete axiomatization of this type of interval temporal logic, and all proof methods are 
semantically oriented.
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2.3. Propositional Discrete Linear Temporal Logic with the "Until" Operator
In this section we will define the language of the propositional linear temporal 
logic, which will be used throughout the rest of this dissertation. The flow of time in 
this system may be viewed as an infinite sequence of discrete moments, i.e. for any 
moment of time there exists a unique immediate successor. Additionally, we assume 
the existence of the first moment of time, but the time sequence is infinite into the 
future. Such system has been presented by D. Gabbay (et al) in [Gabb80]. The tem­
poral operators present in this system are: X (next time operator), F  (sometime in the 
future operator), G (always in the future), and U (until operator). The semantics of 
their system is based on the interpretation I = <W, R, m>, in which W is isomorphic 
with the set of non-negative integers, and R introduces the linear order in W. m, as 
usual, is the meaning function. Note that we can denote the members of the set W by 
wj, where i is a non-negative integer, and w0  represents the first moment of time. Then 
R (W j, W j) is true iff i<j.
The semantics of the temporal operators is as follows:
IWi sa t X A iff IWj+i sa t A
Iw, sa t F  A iff for some i<j, Iw. sat A
IW( sa t A U  B iff there exists j, i<j, such that IWj sa t B, and
for all k, i<k<j, IWk sat A.
Gabbay (et al) also presents an axiomatization of this system, which is deduc­
tively complete. In the last portion of the paper [Gabb80], its authors argue that in dis­
cussing the properties of concurrent programs it is more convenient to have the
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present moment of time included in the future. Thus, the modified operator G ' would 
mean "From now on it will always be the case th a t ... ". In order to achieve this Gab­
bay (et al) introduced a new set of temporal operators F°, G°, and U°, each of which 
includes the present moment o f time as part of the future. These operators are deriv­
able in terms of the operators X, F, and U:
F° A =def A v  F  A
G° A A a  G A, and
A U° B =def (A a  GA) v  B v  (A a  (A U B))
The U° operator is frequently called the "weak" until, since in the formula of type 
A U° B, B does not have to be satisfied in the future.
The system of temporal logic based on the above temporal operators is also 
axiomatizable, as shown in [Gabb80]. The above temporal operators, i.e. X, F°, G°, 
and U° are frequently denoted by O, 0, □, and U, respectively. From now on, the 
symbol U  will denote the U° operator.
The rest of this chapter contains the description of the syntax and semantics of 
the propositional linear temporal logic, for which we will present a resolution-based 
deduction method.
2.3.1. Language of the Propositional L inear Tem poral Logic
We will begin by defining the alphabet of the propositional linear temporal logic.
Def 2.1.
The alphabet o f the propositional temporal logic consists o f the following:
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Aj. n  - a countable set o f propositional symbols (propositions, in short)
A2. the classical operators'.
- i  negation 
v  disjunction 
a  conjunction 
—> implication 
A3. the temporal operators:
□  always (in the future, including the present)
0  future (sometime in the future, including the present)
O next (moment of time)
U until (weak until)
A4. the parentheses ( ,) . ■
Def. 2.2.
The set of well-formed temporal formulas (wff) is the smallest subset of formulas 
(words o f finite length over the alphabet) defined recursively as follows:
Fj. Every propositional symbol is a well-formed formula.
F2. If A and B are well-formed formulas, then the following are well-formed 
formulas:
- 1  A, A v  B, A a  B, A -> B, □ A, 0  A, O A, A U B. ■
From now on, we will use the word "formula" (or "temporal formula") to denote a
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well-formed temporal formula.
Exam ple 2.1.
The following are some well-formed temporal formulas and their natural language 
meaning. Here, PR IN TER FR EE and JOB_SCHEDULED are two propositions.
O PRINTER_FREE
At the next moment of time the printer will be free.
0 PRIN TER FR EE
The printer will eventually be free, or it already is.
□ 0 PRIN TERFREE
The printer will be free infinitely often.
0 □  PR IN TER FR EE
At some time in the future (possibly even now), the printer will become free 
and from then on it will stay permanently free.
PRINTER FREE U JOB SCHEDULED
The printer will always be free, or until some job is scheduled. ■
With each temporal formula, we will associate a non-negative integer called its modal 
degree.
Def. 2.3.
The modal degree of a temporal formula A, denoted by d(A), is recursively defined as 
follows:
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d(P) = 0 if P is a proposition
d(A) = max{n, m} if A is of the form B v  C, B a  C, or B —> C, and
d(B) = n, d(C) = m
d(A) = n if A is of the form - i B or O B and d(B) = n
d(A) = n+1 if A is o f the form □ B or 0 B and d(B) = n
d(A) = max{n, m} + 1 if A is of the form B U  C and d(B) = n and
d(C) = m
Modal degree of a formula A is basically the nesting depth of the quantifiers when A 
is expressed as a formula in first order logic. Note that the formulas □ 0 p v  0 q and 
0  0  q a  □  □ r have the same modal degree 2 , although the total numbers of modal 
operators differ. (Moreover, semantically equivalent formulas (see Def. 2.9.) may 
have different modal degrees, e.g. OOP and 0 P.)
Def. 2.4.
The modal degree of a set of temporal formulas S, denoted by DEG(S), is a sequence 
o f non-negative integers
DEG(S) = (n0, n h n2, n3, ....),
such that nk is the number of formulas of modal degree k in S.
For any two sets S and R with the modal degrees
DEG(S) = (n0, n l5 n2, n3, ....)  and DEG(R) = (m^ nq, m2, m3, ....),
respectively, we write DEG(S) < DEG(R) if and only if there exists a k such that nk < 
mk, and n; = nij for i > k. ■
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Two semantically equivalent sets of formulas may have different modal degrees.
Def. 2.5.
Let S be a set of temporal formulas. By p(S), we will denote the total number of 
occurrences of the O-operator in the formulas of S. ■
2.3.2. Semantics of the Propositional Linear Temporal Logic
The interpretation of the language of the propositional linear temporal logic is
based on an one-way infinite sequences of states (or discrete moments of time). The
true/false of a proposition may depend on the time. Thus, the flow of time may intro­
duce changes in the value of propositions and, consequently, that of a temporal for­
mula.
Def. 2.6.
A triple I = « s ,  R, m>, where
a  is an infinite sequence of states, a  = s0, s1; s2, s3, ...
R  is the linear order in a , namely s0  < S! < s2  < ..., and
m is a meaning function, m: o  -»  2 n , which assigns to each state si; the subset 
m(Si) of propositional symbols which are true in that state
is called an interpretation of linear temporal logic. ■
Having defined the meaning of all propositional variables, we define the 
satisfiability of a temporal formula A by an interpretation I and a state Sj, denoted by 
Is. A, or shortly Ij A.
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The satisfiability of a well formed formula is defined in terms of its structure as 
well as in terms of the meaning of the propositional variables occurring in the for­
mula. The following recursive definition clarifies this concept
Def. 2.7.
Let I = « J ,  R, m> be an interpretation of linear temporal logic. The following defines 
the satisfiability of a temporal formula by the interpretation I and the state sj:
Ij sa t P iff P g m (S j) , if P is a proposition
I; sa t —i A iff not I; sat A
Ij sa t A v  B iff IjS a tA  or I js a tB
Ij sa t A a  B iff IjS a tA  and IjS atB
Ij sa t A —> B iff Ij sat A implies Ij sat B
Ij sa t O A iff Ii+1 sat A
Ij sat □  A iff V j>i, Ij sat A
Ij sa t 0 A iff 3 j>i, Ij sat A
Ij sa t A U  B iff V k>i, Ik sat A or
3 k>i, (Ik sat B and V j (i<j<k) Ij sat A). ■
The until operator U  is the "weak" until operator, i.e. A U B is true at state s; if 
for all j > i, B is false at Sj and A is true at Sj. (B does not necessarily have to be 
satisfied if A is always satisfied.) The other variation of the "until" operator mentioned 
in the introduction to section 2.3, assumes slightly different semantics, in which in 
A U B, B must be eventually satisfied.
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The following definitions introduce the usual concepts of satisfiability, tautology, 
and the model of a temporal formula, all of which refer to the state s0. Note that I, sat 
A = Iq sat (O 1 A). It is convenient to write I sat for I0  sat A.
Def. 2.8.
1. A temporal formula A (or a set S of temporal formulas) is called satisfiable if
there exists an interpretation I such that I sat A (I sat A; for every Aj e  S). In
that case, we will say that I is a model of A (of S).
2. A temporal formula A is called valid (or tautology) if each interpretation I is a
model of A. We will denote this fact by 1= A. ■
Example 2.2.
The formula O OOp Al Hq i s  satisfiable, while the formula □ —i p a  Op is not. Nei­
ther is, however, valid. □ p —> 0 p is a valid formula. ■
Def. 2.9.
Two temporal formulas A and B are said to be semantically equivalent if and only if, 
for any interpretation I and any state si5 the following holds:
I, sat A iff IjsatB ■
Example 2.3.
The formulas in each row of the table below are semantically equivalent:
OP = P v 0  O P
□  P = P a O O P
P U  Q s  Q v ( P a O ( P U Q )
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□ ( P a Q) □ P a D Q
0(PUQ) (O P) U  (O Q)
O (P v Q ) O P v O Q  ■
Def. 2.10.
A formula B is a logical consequence of formulas A j, A2, ..., An if for any interpreta­
tion I
if It= (Aj a  A2  a  . . .  a  An) then 11= B ■
2.3.3. Axiomatic System of the Propositional L inear Tem poral Logic
In addition to specifying the semantic notion of validity, we will present a syn­
tactic approach. Both approaches are equivalent, which will be later expressed in the 
form of the completeness theorem. In Chapter 3, we will show yet another syntactic 
approach in the form of the well known resolution method [Robi65] adapted to linear 
temporal logic, which is more suitable for computer applications.
Def. 2.11.
Axioms o f the propositional linear temporal logic are the following schemes: 
A —> (B —» A)
(A -> (B —> C)) -»  ((A —» B) —> (A —> C))
(-i A —» - i B) —» (B A)
□ (A —» B) ( n A - ^ n B )
O (A —> B) -> (O A —» O B)
- i O A <-> O - i A
□ A —» A a O □ A
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□  (A -> O A) -> (A -> □  A)
□ A -»  A U B
A U B h B v ( A a O ( A U B ) )  ■
The above formulas are called schemes, since we can substitute any temporal formu­
las in place of A, B, or C in the above schemes and obtain valid axioms. Note that the 
first three o f the above schemes are the axioms of the classical propositional logic.
Def. 2.12.
The inference rules of temporal logic are the following schemes:
■ — (Modus Ponens)
B
□ A
(Necessitation)
The axioms and the inference rules can be used in order to derive additional valid 
temporal formulas.
The notions of proo f and theorem  are defined in the usual way.
Def. 2.13.
A proo f of a temporal formula A from a set of temporal formulas S is a finite sequence 
of temporal formulas Aj, A2, ..., An, such that:
1. An = A
2. Each Aj, 1 < i < n, is either:
a) an axiom, or
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b) a member of the set S, or
c) was obtained as a result of the application of some inference rule to Aj, 
j < i, or to Aj and Ak, j, k < i.
In that case we say that a temporal formula A is derivable from a set of temporal for­
mulas S. We will denote this fact by S h  A. ■
Def. 2.14.
A formula A is a theorem  of linear temporal logic iff it is derivable from the axioms of 
linear temporal logic. We denote this fact by writing b  A. ■
The completeness and soundness theorem of propositional linear temporal logic 
say that a linear temporal formula is valid if and only if it is a theorem. Thus, both 
methods of testing the validity of a temporal formula are equivalent. This fact pro­
vides a finite method of testing the validity of a propositional temporal formula (the 
direct verification o f the validity of a propositional temporal formula by enumerating 
all possible interpretations is infinite).
Theorem  2.1. (Completeness and Soundness of Propositional LTL)
A temporal formula A is valid if  and only if it is a theorem. In short, 
h A  iff h A . ■
Proof:
The proof of soundness part is simple. The completeness part of the above theorem 
can be proved with the use o f the tableau method, similar to the one presented in 
[Wolp81]. ■
Neither the syntactic nor semantic method, unfortunately, is very suitable for 
computer applications.
In 1965, J.A. Robinson proposed a different method of testing the validity of a logical 
formula of standard logic. The method, known as the resolution principle, uses a dif­
ferent set of inference rules (see [Robi65]) which are easily implementable on a com­
puter. In the following chapter we will present a refutation proof method for proposi­
tional linear temporal logic withe the "Until" operator.
Chapter Three 
Resolution in Propositional Linear Temporal Logic
During recent years, temporal logic proved to be an attractive tool aiding 
researchers in many areas of Computer Science. However, it is not sufficient to incor­
porate only the language of temporal logic as the representation apparatus. We also 
need an automatic verifyer of temporal formulas capable of testing their validity. This 
task is usually accomplished by automatic theorem provers.
A number of theorem provers for temporal logic has been developed. Majority 
of theorem provers developed so far were semantics-based. That is, in order to estab­
lish the satisfiability of a temporal formula (or a set o f formulas), a semantic-type 
prover attempts a construction of a model of the formula (formulas). If such a model 
exists, then the formula (formulas) is satisfiable. (Note that the concept of satisfiability 
is dual to validity, since if a formula is unsatisfiable, then its negation must be valid.) 
Provers of this type have been developed for linear temporal logic by P. Wolper 
[Wolp81], Z. Manna and P. Wolper [Mann84], O. Lichtenstein and A. Pnueli 
[Lich85], and for the temporal logic of branching time by E.M. Clark, A.P. Sistla,
I
E.A. Emerson and their collaborators [Emer83], [Emer84], [Clar8 6 ].
A few syntax-oriented provers have also been developed, but mainly for linear 
time temporal logic. These provers rely on some sort of syntactic manipulation of the 
formulas to be tested. A family of provers, based on the nonclausal resolution 
[Mann80], [Murr82], was developed for linear temporal logic by M. Abadi and Z. 
Manna [Abad85], [Abad8 6 b], [Abad8 6 a] (the last of these papers presents a similar
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method applied to various modal logics, other than temporal). G. Venkatesh [Venk85] 
developed a clausal-type resolution for a subset o f linear temporal logic.
Louis Farinas del Cerro proposed a different approach to resolution theorem 
proving in non-classical logics. His method was originally developed for the modal 
logic system K [Fari82], and then later extended to the modal logic system T [Fari8 6 ], 
as well as to a variant of the linear temporal logic (without the Until operator) 
[Cava84b], [Cava84a]. The Farinas’es method, as presented in [Cava84b], was used as 
the basis for the decision method for the propositional linear temporal logic with the 
Until operator, presented in this chapter. We also present the correct completeness 
proof. The original proof in [Cava84b] contained an error. The last section of this 
chapter presents a short comparison of the resolution method for the propositional 
LTL with the proof method developed by Manna and Wolper [Mann84].
3.1. What is the Resolution Method?
Before presenting a resolution method for propositional linear temporal logic, we 
will present an informal introduction to resolution proof method for classical proposi­
tional logic. A thorough treatment of the resolution method may be found in [Chan73] 
or in [Love78]. The reader may also consult [Siek83b] and [Siek83a], which are col­
lections of most significant papers in the area of automated reasoning, containing a 
vast number o f results in the area of resolution theorem proving.
The resolution rule o f inference for automated reasoning was first discovered by J.A. 
Robinson in 1965 [Robi65]. The rule is a descendant o f the cut rule, which is a gen­
eralization of the modus ponens rule. The cut rule is applicable to a formula of the
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form
p a  (q v  r) a  (-i q v  s)
and results in a formula of the form
p a  (q v  r) a  ( - 1  q v  s) a  (r v  s).
The resolution rule of inference is very similar. Its premises are of the form p v q  
and - i p v  r, and the conclusion is the formula q v  r.
Proving that a formula A is a theorem of some theory S ' is done by refutation, i.e. by 
demonstrating that S = {-iA} u  S ' is unsatisfiable (contradictory). In order to show 
that a set S is unsatisfiable, in turn, we must infer false  at the end of the refutation pro­
cess. The resolution rule, however, is applicable only to formulas of propositional 
logic which are in the clausal form, i.e. which are disjunctions of literals (proposi­
tions, possibly negated). Thus, before starting the refutation process for the set S, 
every formula in S must be converted into its conjunctive normal form and split into 
separate clauses. (A known theorem says that any formula and its conjunctive normal 
form counterpart are semantically equivalent.) In short, the goal o f a refutation proof 
is to infer two formulas which are literals o f the form p and ->p such that they yield 
the empty clause as the result o f the application of the resolution rule. Such a pair of 
literals is called a complementary pair. The empty clause, to be denoted here by 0 ,  
represents false (the empty clause is unsatisfiable).
Exam ple 3.1.
Consider the set {p v  q, -ip, —iq). Its refutation is a sequence of clauses 
1 . p v q
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2. —ip
3. q p v q  resolved with -ip
4. —iq
5. 0  q resolved with —iq ■
A complete resolution proof method requires that any unsatisfiable formula must be 
refutable. An additional rule o f inference is then necessary. This rule takes as a prem­
ise any clause of the form p v  p v  q and yields the formula p v q  as its conclu­
sion. This rule is usually called the factorization rule.
Example 3.2.
Both the resolution rule as well as the factorization rule must be used in order to prove 
that the set of clauses {p v  q, —ip v  q, p v  —iq, —ip v  —iq} is unsatisfiable. The proof is 
as follows:
1. p v q
2 . -ip  v  q
3. q v q p v q  resolved with -ip  v  q
4. q factored q v q
5. _1P v  “ iQ
6 . “ •P q resolved with -ip  v  -iq
7. P v  —>q
8 . -■q -ip  resolved with p v  -iq
9. 0 —iq resolved with q.
It is not difficult to notice that the main idea behind the resolution method is that we 
need to locate the smallest unsatisfiable set, which later will be denoted by SUS. In 
case of the prepositional logic a set of complementary literals {p, —<p} is the smallest 
unsatisfiable set. We may look at the process o f finding a refutation for a set of 
clauses as a task of generating the transitive closure of the relation "is a conclusion 
o f '. W e begin with the original set of clauses, and then proceed by expanding it with 
new clauses which are conclusions of either the resolution rule or the factorization 
rule. As soon as we discover that the set {p, -ip} is a subset of the transitive closure 
constructed so far, we may conclude that the original set o f clauses is unsatisfiable. 
This process is frequently looked upon as a search for the smallest unsatisfiable set. 
Chapter 4 deals with modifications of the search process, which result in significant 
increase o f time and space efficiency.
3.2. Outline of the Resolution Proof Technique for Propositional Linear Tem­
poral Logic
The standard resolution method, after a suitable modification, can be applied to 
various modal logics. The original work in this area was done by Louis Farinas del 
Cerro [Fari82, Fari8 6 ]. The resolution proof method for the propositional linear tem­
poral logic of discrete time was originally reported by Cavalli and Farinas del Cerro in 
[Cava84b] and [Cava84a]. In this section we extend their work to propositional linear 
temporal logic of discrete time with the "Until" operator. We also present a correct 
proof o f the completeness theorem. (The proof presented in [Cava84b] is incorrect for 
reasons explained later.) As in the case of the classical propositional logic, the resolu­
tion rule of inference for the propositional temporal logic is applicable only to clauses
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o f  linear temporal logic.
Def. 3.1.
A literal o f  temporal logic, or simply a literal is a formula of the form O 1 p o r O '- i  p, 
i > 0, where p e  II  is a propositional symbol. ■
In other words, a literal of temporal logic is a literal in the sense of standard logic, but 
it may be preceded by zero or more O (next-time) operators.
Def. 3.2.
A clause o f  linear temporal logic, or simply a clause, is a formula of the form:
Li v  ... v  Lni v  □ Aj v  ... v  □ An2 v  0 Bj v  ... v  0 BDj v Q U D j V  ... v  Cn4 U  D„ 4 
where
L; ( 1  < i < nj) is a literal o f temporal logic,
Aj, Cm (1 < j < n2, 1 < m < n4) is a disjunction, possibly as general as
a clause, and
( 1  < k < n3 , 1 < m < n4) may be as general as a conjunction o f clauses.
Each of the disjuncts in a clause is called a unit clause. A clause with 
n i = n2  = n3 = n4  = 0 is called the empty clause. The empty clause will be denoted by 
0 . ■
The definition of a clause of linear temporal logic is a generalization of the definition 
of a clause of the standard logic, in which only Lj's may occur but without any O 
operators.
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Def. 3.3.
A temporal formula A is said to be in conjunctive normal form  if it is of the form 
A = Cj a  C2  a  . . .  a  Cn, n > 1, 
where each Q , 1 < i < n, is a clause of temporal logic. ■
Lem m a 3.1.
For any temporal formula A, we can construct a corresponding formula A ' which is in
conjunctive normal form, has the same modal degree as A (d(A) = d(A')), and is
semantically equivalent to A (A ' may not be unique). ■
Proof:
The proof may be performed by a simple induction, as in the case of the propositional 
logic. The formula A ' is obtained by successively applying the following replacement 
rules, where A ' or a subformula of A ' which has one of the forms on the left is 
replaced by the corresponding form on the right. A ' is equivalent to A because each 
left hand side form is semantically equivalent to the corresponding right hand side. 
The replacement rules for propositional logic (DeMorgan’s laws, distribution rules, 
etc.) are not listed here, though necessary.
- 1  O A O A
-i 0 A □ —1 A
- .□ A 0  —1 A
-.(A  U  B) -iB a  0-iA a  ((O
O (Aj A  . ..  a  An) O A] A  . ..  A  O A,
O (At v  ... v  An) <-> O A i v  ... v  O A,
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O A A <-> A O A, if A is either □, or 0
O ( A U B ) (O A) U (O B)
a<<<<w□ <-> □  Aj a . . .  A D A n
0 (A! v  ... v  An) <-> OAj  v  ... vO An
(A a  B) U  C (A U  C) a  ( B U  C)
A U  (B v  C) ( A U B ) v ( A l ) C )  ■
Example 3.3.
One possible sequence of steps in converting the formula 
( p a  □ ( p —» O 0 p ) ) - » n 0 p 
into a conjunctive normal form is the following:
- i ( p A D ( p - > o O p ) )  v  n o p
—i p  V —i D ( p - ^ o O p )  v  mOp
- . p  V 0 —i ( p —» O 0 p )  v  mOp
- > p  V O ( p A - i O O p )  v  n o p
—i p  V O ( p A O - i O p )  v  n o p
- I p  V 0 ( p A  o  n - i p )  v  DOp
-1  p  V
Def. 3.4.
O ( p A D O - i p )  v D O p
Let S = {C^ v  C2, C3, C4, ... } be a set of clauses. By SPLIT(S) we will denote a fam­
ily o f sets of unit clauses Sj = {C l5 C3, C4, ... }, S2  = {C2, C3, C4, ... } , . . . ,  obtained 
from S by splitting all of the disjunctions governing the clauses of S (but not the dis­
junctions inside unit clauses). ■
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Example 3.4.
Let S = { p v O q ,  Dr } .  Then SPLIT(S) contains two sets:
Sj = { p, □  r }, and 
S2  = { 0 q, □  r }. ■
Lemma 3.2.
A finite set S of clauses is unsatisfiable iff each S ' e  SPLIT(S) is unsatisfiable. ■ 
Proof:
"=>" Assume that there exists S ' e  SPLIT(S) such that S ' is satisfiable. Let S' = {A1; 
... , Am}. Since S ' is satisfiable then there exists an interpretation I which is a model 
of S'. Thus, for each A;, 1 < i <> m, I is a model of Aj. Since for each i, 1 < i < m, A; is 
either a member o f S, or Aj is a disjunct in some clause in S, then S is satisfied by I, 
which contradicts our assumption.
"<=" Equally simple.
Q.E.D.
We will also use the following abbreviations:
Def. 3.5.
We define the operators 0n, and U n, n > 0, as follows:
□ n  A =  A a  O A a  . . .  a  On_1  A 
0n A = A v  O A v  ... v  O n_1 A
A U n B = (A v  B) a  . . .  a  (A v  ... v  On A v  On B) ■
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A refutation proof for a set o f temporal clauses must detect a state which contains the 
unsatisfiability. As we will see, it is not always possible to detect a specific state, say 
the n-th, which contains the unsatisfiability. In that case it is enough to prove the 
existence o f such state. In order to illustrate this observation let us consider some 
unsatisfiable sets and their refutation-like proofs.
Exam ple 3.5.
Consider the unsatisfiable set
Sx = { O ->p, O -nq, □  (p v  q) }.
An interpretation I satisfying the first two formulas in Sj is shown in Fig. 3.1. The "?" 
means that the value for the corresponding proposition is irrelevant.
S o  s i ________________________ S 2 ________________________ • • •
Fig. 3.1. An interpretation of the set {O —rp, O -iq}.
Obviously, the formula □ (p v  q) is false in any interpretation satisfying {O -ip, 
O -iq}, due to unsatisfiability in Sj. In order to detect this unsatisfiability using some 
syntactic method, we would like to be able to perform the following derivation steps:
O q  u s in g  □  (p v  q )  a n d  O -ip
O (q  a  - i q )  u s in g  O q  a n d  O - i q
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O 0  using O (q a - q )
0  using O 0 .
Here, O 0  denotes falsity at state Sj. ■
Example 3.6.
Consider the unsatisfiable set
S2  = { □  -,p, 0 —>q, □ (p v  q) }
and the interpretation I of the form shown in Fig. 3.2. which satisfies the first two ele­
ments in S2.
s 0___________ Sj___________ Sg____________ ^ __________ Sj____________ ^
-.p  -ip  - .p  ... - .p
q q q ... -.q
Fig. 3.2. An interpretation of { □ -ip, 0 -iq }.
Clearly, the state s,, i.e. the first state which satisfies the formula —tq, contains the
smallest unsatisfiable set since the formula □ (p v  q) is false at s;. An example of a
syntactic proof of the unsatisfiability of S2  is presented below:
□ q using □  (p v  q) and □ -ip
0  (q a  -iq) using □  q and 0  -iq
0  0  using 0  (q a  -.q)
0  using 0  0 .
Here, 0 0  indicates falsity at Sj for some i > 0. ■
Exam ple 3.7.
Consider the unsatisfiable set
S3 = { p, O -ip, —iq, O —iq, p U  q }
and the interpretation I of the form shown in Fig. 3.3. which satisfies the first four ele­
ments in S3.
So Sj S2
—>q —iq ?
p -.p  ?
Fig 3.3. An interpretation o f S3.
It is easy to see that,p U q is semantically equivalent to
q v  (p a  O (p U q)), then to 
q v  (p a  O (q v  (p a  O (p U q)))), then to
q v  (p a  . ..  a  O (q v  (p a  O (p U q)))...),
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which after converting to conjunctive normal form is as follows:
(q v  p) a  (q v  O q v  O p) a  . . . a  (q v  ... v  Ok q v  Ok p ) ...
Thus, in order to prove the unsatisfiability of S3 we need to show that, for some k > 0, 
the set
^ 3  = { P> O —ip, -iq, O -iq, q v  O q v  ... v  Ok q v  Ok p }
is unsatisfiable. In our example, if k = 0 then we are not able to resolve the literal p 
from q v  p. However, if k  = 1, then the refutation-like proof may be as below:
0  v  O q v  O p using q v  O q v  O p and -iq
O q v  O p using Boolean simplification o f the above
0  v  O p using O q v  O p and O -iq
O p using Boolean simplification of the above
O 0  using O p and O -ip
0  using O 0 .  ■
Example 3.8.
Finally, let us consider the unsatisfiable set 
S = { p, n ( - i p v O p ) ,  0 -ip  }.
Its refutation-like could proceed as follows:
—ip v  0 (p a  O -ip) a semantically equivalent formula to 0 -ip
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0 (p  a  O - i p )  resolving the above with p
0 (O p a  O -ip) using 0 (p a  O -ip) and □ (—ip v O p )
where p  a  O - i p  and - i p  v  O p ,  i.e. the clause set 
{ p , O - i p ,  - i p  v  O p }  is reduced to { O p ,  O -ip  },
i .e .  th e  c la u s e  O p  a  O - i p .
OO 0  using 0 (O p a  O —ip)
0  using OO 0 . ■
3.3. Resolution Rules for Propositional L inear Tem poral Logic
In this section we will present a set of inference rules for resolution-type theorem 
proving in propositional linear temporal logic with the "Until" operator. These rules
are a modification and extension of those presented in [Cava84b], and are complete, in
the sense that the negation of any valid formula of linear temporal logic is refutable in 
this set of rules.
Def. 3.6.
Let Cj and C2  be two clauses o f propositional linear temporal logic. We define two 
operations R(C1; C2) and R'CQ) and the concept of resolvability among clauses. If Cj 
and C2 are resolvable (or, if Cj is resolvable), R  (or R ') yields as its value a clause, 
called the resolvent. The definition is recursive and it depends on the structure of Cj 
and C2. The rules R 1-R3 are those of the ordinary propositional logic.
Rj. If P is a proposition then P  and - iP  are resolvable.
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R(P, P) = 0
R2. If Dj and D2  are resolvable, then Dj a  F j and D2  are resolvable.
R(Dj a  F |, D2) =  R(Dj, D2) a  D j a  D2  a  F j
R3. If D j and Cj are resolvable, then Dj v  D2  and Cj are resolvable.
R(Dj v  D2, C j) = R(D j, Cj) v  D2
R4. If □  E and F are resolvable, then □ E and A F are resolvable.
R(D E, A F) = A R (D E ,F ) A e  {O, 0, □}
R5 . If E and F are resolvable, then □  E and F are resolvable.
R (n  E, F) = R(E, F)
R6. If E and OF are resolvable, then 0E and OF are resolvable.
R(0E, OF) = 0 R(E, OF) v  0 (0E a  F)
R6'. If 0E and F are resolvable, then 0E and OF are resolvable.
R(0 E, OF) = 0 (E a  OF) v  0 R(0 E, F)
R7. If E and F are resolvable, then O E and O F are resolvable.
R ( 0  E, O F) = O R(E, F)
Rg. If C and E are resolvable, then C U D, □ E are resolvable.
R(C U D, D E) = R(C, E ) U D
Rg'. If D and E are resolvable, then C U  D, □ E are resolvable.
R(C U  D, □ E) = C U  R(D, E)
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R9. If OnE v  0( Dn-E a  O nE ) and F are resolvable for some n < p(S), then OE and F 
are resolvable.
R( OE, F ) = R( 0„E v  0( Dn-E a  OnE ), F )
R 10. If C Un D and F are resolvable for some n < p(S), then C U D  and F are 
resolvable.
R ( C U D , F )  = R ( C U n D,F)
Rjj .  If D and D ' are resolvable, then 0 (D a D ' a F )  is resolvable.
R '( d>(D a D ' a F ) ) = < D ( ( R  (D, D ' ) a D a D ' a  F)). ■
Our intention is to apply the above operations only to unit clauses. However, some 
subformulas of unit clauses may be non-unit, thus these operations have to be defined 
for general formulas.
Def. 3.7.
Each of the following substitution operations, which eliminate an occurrence of 0 ,  
and results in a semantically equivalent formula, will be called a simplification opera­
tion. Substitute:
0 for any subformula 0  a C,
c for any subformula 0  v  C,
c for any subformula C v C ,
c for any subformula C a C,
0 for any subformula A 0 ,  A
D for any subformula 0 U D ,
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□ C for any subformula C U  0 .  ■
Def. 3.8.
Let Cj v  E and C2  v  F be two clauses, where Q  and C2  are unit clauses, resolvable 
through R  (or R '). The following inference rules are called resolution rules of linear 
temporal logic:
Ci v  E, C 2  v  F
(RR-I)
R (C !,C 2) v E v F
Ci v E  
R '(C j) v  E
(RR-n)
The simplified (see Def. 3.7.) result of the application of any of the two resolution 
inference rules is called a resolvent. ■
Exam ple 3.9.
Consider the two clauses:
Cj = □ ( p v  q ) v  O r  
C2  = 0 - i  q v  O r.
Resolving the clauses Cj and C2, using RR-I, R4, R3, and Rj in that order, we obtain 
the following resolvent 
O p v O r v O r .  
which after simplification yields:
0 p v  O r. ■
The concepts of deduction and refutation in temporal logic are defined similarly as in
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the case of classical propositional logic.
Def. 3.9.
Let S be a set o f clauses, also called axioms. A finite sequence of clauses Ci, C2 ,
Cn is called a deduction o f  a clause C from S if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Cn = C, and
2. Each Q , 1 < i < n, is either:
a) an element of the set S, or
b) a resolvent of some clause Cj (or clauses Cj and Ck, in case of RR-I.),
1 < j , k  < i. ■
Def. 3.10.
A set o f clauses S is called refutable if there exists a refutation of the empty clause 
from S. ■
Example 3.10.
The following is a refutation o f the set 
S = { □ (p v  q), □ -1 p, 0 —1 q }:
Ci = □ (p v  q) axiom
C2  = □ - 1  p axiom
C3 = □  q resolvent of Q  and C2
R (n  (p v  q), □ p) = □ R(p v  q, p) = □ (R(p, -.p) v  q) = □ ( 0  v  q) = □ q
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C4  = 0 -i q axiom
C5 = 0  resolvent of C 3 and C4
R(D q, 0  -iq) = 0 R(q, ->q) = 0 0  = 0  ■
Each resolution step in a refutation proof R will be frequently represented graphically 
by showing its premises and resolvents. For example, the refutation proof presented 
in Example 3.10. may be represented graphically as below:
 P ^ P  , 0 _ , q
 ________________
0
3.4. Completeness and Soundness of the Resolution for Propositional LTL
The proof of completeness of the resolution method for propositional linear tem­
poral logic described in the previous sections is quite complex. It requires the intro­
duction of several new concepts. We will begin by defining the erase operations, 
which explain the basic idea behind the process o f identifying (directly or indirectly) 
the state containing the smallest unsatisfiable subset (i.e., a subset of the form (p, 
—«p}> in the set of temporal formulas.
In what follows we will talk about a set S o f unit temporal clauses:
S = { L |, ..., L^, □ A j , ..., □  A„2, 0 B j , ..., 0 B„3, C , U D j, ..., C„4 U  Dn4}.
Such a set may contain any number of literals and clauses of the form □ A, OB, and 
C U D .  For the sake of clarity o f the presentation we will assume that S contains only 
two clauses of each kind, i.e.:
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S = {Lj, L2 , □  A j, □  A2 , 0 Bj, 0 B2 , Cj U  Dj, C2  U D2 }.
This simplification will not affect the generality of the presented operations and 
proofs, but it will enable us to avoid using the cumbersome notation.
Def. 3.11.
Let S = {Lj, L2 , □  A j, □  A2, 0 Bj, 0 B2, Cj U Dj, C2  U  D2} be a set of unit clauses. 
The following three operations on S (in general, on any set of unit clauses) are called 
erase operations, k  > 0, where each erase operation e(S, C) replaces the clause C by 
one or more clauses of lower modal degree:
(1) ek (S, □  Aj) = (L j, L2 , Aj, O Aj, ... ,  Ok Aj, □ A2,
0 B j, 0  B2, Cj U  D j, C2  U  D 2 }
(2) e(S, 0  Bj) = {□ Aj, □  A2, B j ,  0 B2, Cj U Dj, C2 U D2}
(3) ek (S, Cj U  D j) = {Lj, L2, □ Aj, □  A2 , 0 Bj, 0 B2,
C j U k D j, C2 U  D2}. ■
If Bj in e(S, 0 Bj) is a conjunction Ej a  . . .  a  En, then Bj should be replaced by the
clauses E j , ..., En:
e(S, 0 Bj) = {□ Aj, □ A2, E j, . . . , En, 0 B2, Cj U Dj, C2  U D2}.
Similarly, after expanding the element Cj Uk Dj, k > 0, (see Def. 3.5.) we have:
ek (S, Cj U Dj) = {Lj, L2 , □  Aj, □  A2, 0 Bj, 0 B2,
D j V Cj,
D j v  ODj v  OCj,
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D j v  ODj v  ... v  OkDj v  OkCj,
C2 U D 2}.
For example, if
S = { p U q ,  - ,q ,  0 - 1  q, - i p }
then
ei( S, p U  q ) = { q v  p, q v  O q v  O p, q, O q, O p }.
If any of the clauses in the set resulting from the application of any o f the erase opera­
tions is non unit then it must be normalized and/or split into unit clauses using the 
SPLIT operation (see Def. 3.4.).
Def. 3.12.
Let C = 0 Cj. We define the transformation T1, i > 0, to be 
T* (C) = Cj V O  Cj V ... V  O*  ^C j V  0 (—i Cj A O  —I Cj A ...  A  O*  ^ —i Cj A O ' C j ).
T 1 affects only clauses of the type 0 B. T° denotes the identity transformation. ■ 
Lemma 3.3.
The transformation T‘(0 B) does not change the modal degree of the formula 0 B: 
d(0 B) = d( T'(0 B)).
Moreover, formulas 0 B and T'(0 B) are semantically equivalent. ■
Proof:
The semantic equivalence can be proved by a straightforward reasoning: any model of 
0 B is a model of T‘(0 B), for any i > 0. If B is satisfied by some interpretation I 
within the first i instances of time, then I also satisfies
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B v  O B v  ... v  O1-1 B, thus also Tl(0 B).
If B is satisfied by some interpretation I later than within the first i instances o f time, 
then I also satisfies
0 (-> B a  O - i B a  ... a  O 1-1 - i  B a O 1 B), thus also T‘(0 B).
Proving that if I satisfies Tl(0 B) then I satisfies 0 B is even simpler.
Q.E.D.
Def. 3.13.
Let S be a set of unit clauses. By T(S) we will denote the transformation of the clauses 
in S, in which all clauses of the form 0 B, but only such clauses, are transformed by 
T1, for some i, i > 0. n
Example 3.11.
Let S = { q, □  p, q U r, 0 s }. If  T(S) transforms only the clause 0 s with the use of 
the transformation T 1, then
T(S) = { q , D p, q U r ,  s v O ( - i s a O s ) } ,  
and SPLIT( T (S ) ) contains the following two sets:
= { q, □ p, q U r, s },
S2  = { q, □ p, q U  r, 0 ( - i  s a  O s ) }.
Also,
e( S2> 0 ( - i  s a  O s ) )  = { □  p, q U  r, - i s, O s }, 
e0 ( S 1, D p )  = { q , p , q U r , s } ,  
e0 ( S 1, q U r )  = { q , n p , q v r ,  s }. ■
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Def. 3.14.
Let S be a set of unit clauses, such that DEG(S) = (0, 0, 0 , . . . ) ,  i.e. S does not contain 
any operators □, 0, or U. We define the transformations ©l, i > 0, to be:
0 ‘(S) = (C ': O ' C ' e  S}.
In particular, ©°(S) denotes the subset of literals of S with no O  operators. ■
Note that, for each i, 0 '(S ) is a set of literals and the unsatisfiability of 0 ’(S) can be
i
detected by the classical resolution method for propositional logic.
The erase operations together with the transformations T1 and ©‘ form the basis for the 
resolution rules for the propositional linear temporal logic with the "Until" operator. 
We will show that with the use of these operations and transformations we are able to 
decrease the modal degree DEG(S) of a set of clauses S, while preserving the 
unsatisfiability of the set S.
Let S be an unsatisfiable set of clauses. On the basis of Lemma 3.2, each of the sets in 
SPLIT(S) is unsatisfiable. Then at least one of the following three cases is possible:
1. The source o f the unsatisfiability, i.e. the smallest unsatisfiable subset, o f some 
S' e  SPLIT(S), contains only literals. For example the sets Sj and S2  below have
f
this property:
S j  =  { D p ,  q ,  O q ,  i q } ,
S2  = { □  p ,  O  O  q ,  0 q ,  O O n q } .
In that case we will be able to apply the transformation 0 1 for some i, 
0 < i < p(S'), in order to locate SUS. We can use the upper bound of p(S') on i
because ©'(S') is empty, for any i greater than p(S').
The smallest unsatisfiable subset, of some S ' e  SPLIT(S) does not contain any 
clauses o f type 0 B (but possibly clauses of type DA, or C U  D, or literals). For 
example, this is the case in the the sets S3 and S4  below:
53 = { □ p, q, 0 q, O  O  -> p }
54  = { p U  q, □  -i p, - i  q }.
If  the unsatisfiability is due to interaction of some literals and a formula of type 
□  A (or C U  D), then the erase of □  A (or of C U  D) may be limited to the first 
p(S ')+ l instances of time, since the literals may not refer to the instant of time 
later than p(S'). Then we can take the finite portion o f the equivalence:
□ A A a  O  A a  . . .  a  O k A a  □  O k+1 A, k > 0, that is:
A a  O  A a  . . .  a  O P ^  A.
For example,
55  = { □ p, O  O  O  -i p }, p(S5) = 3,
e3 (S5, □  p) = { p, O p, O O p, O O O p, O O O p } = S6.
S6  is unsatisfiable.
In case o f the clause C U D, we may take the finite portion of the equivalence: 
C U D « D v  (C a  O  (D v  (C a  . . .  a  O  (C U  D ) ... ))),
that is C Up(S') D.
After converting the right hand side of the above formula to conjunctive normal 
form, we obtain a number of clauses, which are added in place of C U D. Such
clauses are of the form:
D v  O D v  OO D v  ... v  Ok D v  Ok C, 0 < k < p ( S ' ) .
Then if
S7 = { p  U  q ,  p ,  - i  q ,  O  q  },
ejXSy, p  U q )  =  { q  v  p ,  q v O q v O p ,  p,  - i  q ,  O  q  } = S8.
58 is unsatisfiable.
Since we can restrict the erase operations ek(S, □  A) and ek(S, C U  D) by allow­
ing only k to be not larger than p(S), then from now on, 
e(S, □  A) will denote ep(S)(S, □ A), and
e(S, C U D )  will denote ep(S)(S, C U D).
The smallest unsatisfiable subset in some S' e  SPLIT(S) contains any clauses, 
but at least one clause o f type 0 B. The side effect of the erase operation
e(S', 0 B) is the deletion o f all literals from the set S'. If we would use a different
erase operation, say e', which does not delete the literals from the set S', then 
such erase operation e ' would not preserve the satisfiability. For example, the set
59 = { 0 p, -ip  } is satisfiable, but the set e'(S9, 0 p) = { p, -ip  } is not.
The necessity of the transformation T may be illustrated by the following exam­
ple. Let
Sio = { n o  o -ip,Op,-ip, o —ip}.
S 10 is unsatisfiable, but
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e(Sjo> □  °  O  ~ ' p )  
is satisfiable, so is
e(S10, 0 p) = { □ O  O  -i p, p }.
On the other hand, if the transformation T is defined as in Def. 3.13., then after 
applying T, composed of the transformation T2  applied to the clause 0 p, each o f  
the sets S u , S l2, and S13, obtained from the SPLIT(T(S)):
T(S10) = { Q O O - i p ,  p v O p v O ( - i p A O - i p A O O p ) ,  - i p ,  O p },
s„ = {□ o O —i p, p, —i p, O —i p },
Si2 = { □ o O -1 p, Op, -1 p, O -1 p },
Sj3 = { □ O O —ip, 0 ( —i p A O —i p A  O O p ) ,  —ip, O —i p }, 
is unsatisfiable. The first two sets are unsatisfiable due to the unsatisfiability 
among literals only, and the set S 13 is unsatisfiable due to the clauses
□  O  O  - i  p  a n d  0 (  —i p  a  O  —i p  a  O  O  p ) .
The modal degree of S 13 can be decreased further by erasing the clause 
0 (  —i p A O  —i p A O  Op )  and the resulting set, S 14, is also unsatisfiable:
5 14 = { □ O O —ip, —ip, O —ip, O O p } .
The reason for including the conjunction
0 ( —i B a  O—i B a  . . .  a  Ok —^i B a  Ok B) 
instead of just 0O k B may be illustrated by the following example:
Let
5 15 = {p, □( -ip  v  O p), 0-i P }•
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It is not possible to reduce the modal degree of the set S while preserving its 
unsatisfiability without the use of the transformation T 1 affecting the clause 
0 -ip, and then splitting the resulting set into two sets S 16 and S 17 of unit clauses, 
as below:
T(S15) = {p, □( -.p  v  O p), -,p  v  0(p a  O—i p)},
5 16 = {p, □( -ip  v  O p), —.p},
5 17 = {p, □( -ip  v  O p), 0(p a  O -, p)}.
The set S 16 already contains SUS. The erase of the clause 0(p a  O -i p) from S17: 
e(s17, 0(p a  O -i p)) = { □( -,p  v  O p), p, 0-> p} = S18, 
gives us the set S 18 which is unsatisfiable. However, if the transformation T 
results in the set S19:
^19 = {P> n ( ~1P v  O P)> 0 O -i p}, 
instead of the set S 17, than erase of the clause OO-i p, also dropping the literal p, 
results in the set S2o:
e(S19, OO-i p) = {□( -ip  v  O p), O -i p}, 
is satisfiable.
The above observations are formally expressed by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.4.
Let S be an unsatisfiable set of unit clauses, such that DEG(S) = (0, 0, 0, ... ). Then 
there exists a transformation 0 1, 0 < i < p(S), such that 0 '(S ) is unsatisfiable. ■
Proof:
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If DEG(S) = (0, 0 , 0 , . . . )  then S is composed of literals only. Assume that for every i, 
0 <. i < p(S), ©l(S) is satisfiable.
Let I1 = « r i, m‘> be a model o f Si = 0 l(S). Then any interpretation I = <o, m>, where
m(sk) =
mk(sk) iff 0 < k < p(S) 
mP<s)(s£(S)) iff k > p(S)
is a model of S. Then S is satisfiable, which contradicts our assumption that S is 
unsatisfiable.
Q.E.D.
Lem m a 3.5.
Let S = {Lt , L2 , □ A l5 □  A2, 0 B 1} 0  B2, U  D 1? C2  U D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses, such that DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0 , . . . ) .  Then there exists a transformation T of 
the set S, such that for all S ' e  SPLIT(T(S)) either:
1. there exists a transformation 0 1, 0 < i < p(S'), such that ©‘(S') is 
unsatisfiable, or
2. for each formula of type 0 B occurring in S', e(S', 6  B) is unsatisfiable, or
3. •  there exists a formula of type DA occurring in S', such that e(S', DA) is 
unsatisfiable, and
•  there exists a formula o f type C U D  occurring in S', such that 
e(S', C U  D) is unsatisfiable. ■
Proof:
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Assume that for every transformation T, there exists a set S ' e  SPLIT(T(S)), such 
that:
a) for every i, 0 < i < p(S'), ©'(S') is satisfiable, and
there exists a formula of type 0 B, occurring in S', such that e(S', 6  B) is 
satisfiable, and
for every formula of the form □ A, occurring in S', e(S', □ A) is satisfiable, 
or
b) for every i, 0 < i < p(S'), ©‘(S') is satisfiable, and
there exists a formula of type 0 B, occurring in S', such that e(S', 6  B) is 
satisfiable, and
for every formula o f the form C U D ,  occurring in S', e(S', C U D) is 
satisfiable.
Since we are free to chose any T, let us assume that T is an identity transformation, 
thus S = S'. We will show that in each of the above cases we can prove that the origi­
nal set S is also satisfiable, thus contradicting the assumption of the lemma. We will 
examine each case separately.
Case a)
Let
Xj = e(S, □ Aj), for any i, 1 < i < r, □  Aj e  S 
Y = e(S, 0 B), for some 0 B e  S
r is the number o f formulas of type □  A in S.
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Let
I ' = <&, m'>, where o ' = {s'0, s \ ,  s '2, ... } be a model of X;, and 
I"  = <o", m">, where o "  = {s"0, s " 1; s"2, ... } be a model of Y.
Then consider the interpretation I = <o, m>, where o  = s0, s l5 s2, s3, ... and 
m : o  —> 2 n  is constructed from m ' and m " in the following way:
I sa t 1^ 2, because
Lj is of the form Ok p (or Ok -ip), where 0 < k < p(S), and if I ' sat L; 
then P  e  m(s'k), and then P  e  m(sk), i = 1,2.
I sa t □  A2, because both I ' and I"  satisfy □ A2.
I s a t D  Aj, because
I ' sat A j, O Aj, ..., Op A l5 and
I" sa t □  Aj
I sa t 0 B2, because both I ' and I"  satisfy 0 B2.
I sa t 0 B ^ because
It is more illustrative to view the o  sequence as:
Then the following statements are true:
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1" sa t Bj (thus, I"  sat 0 Bj)
I sa t Cj U  D l5 C2  U  D 2, because
for any i = 1,2,  f  sa t Cj U Dj, and I"  sa t Cj U  D;, and
a) if  Q  U  D; is satisfied by I ' within first p(S) states, then obviously 
I sat Cj U  Dj, because m and m ' are identical on the first p(S)+l 
states.
b) if  Q  U  Dj is satisfied by I ' within more than the first p(S) states, 
then obviously Q  is satisfied in each of the first p(S)+l states, and 
it is later satisfied by I.
If S does not contain any clauses of type □  A, we can use interpretations satisfy­
ing the literals, followed by the interpretation I".
This proves that in the case a) all the clauses of S are satisfied by I. Then I sat S, 
which contradicts the assumption that S is unsatisfiable.
Case b)
Let
Xj = e(S, Cj U  Dj), for any i, 1 < i < t, Q  U  D; e  S 
Y = e(S, 0 B), for some 0 B e  S
t is the number o f formulas o f type C U D in S.
Let
I ' = « r /, m'>, where o ' = {s'0, s 'j, s '2, ... } be a model of Xb and
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I" = <a", m">, where a "  = {s"0, s"j, s"2, ... } be a model of Y.
Then consider the interpretation I = « J , m>, where o  = s0, s1; s2, s3, ... and 
m : o  —> 2 n  is constructed from m ' and m " in the following way:
Then the following statements are true:
I sa t L j ,  L2 , because
Lj is be of the form Ok p (or Ok -ip), where 0 < k < p(S), and if 
I ' sat Lj then p e  m(s'k), and then p e  m(sk).
I s a tD A j ,  i = 1 , 2 , because 
I ' sat □ A;, and 
I"  sa t □  Aj
I sa t 0 B2, because both V and I"  satisfy 0 B2.
I sa t 0 Bj because
I"  sa t Bj (thus, I"  sat 0 Bj)
I sa t C2  U D2, because both T and I"  satisfy C 2  U  D2.
I sa t C j  U D j ,  because 
I"  sa t C j  U D j ,  and 
I ' sat { D j  v  C j ,  D j  v  O D j  v  O C j , . . . ,
Dj v  ODj v  ... v  Op(S)Dj v  Op(S)Cj }.
Then either:
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•  Cj U  Dj is satisfied by I ' and thus I sa t U  D 1; or
•  Cj is satisfied by the first p(S)+l states of the interpretation I ' and
then since I"  sa t U  then I sat Q  U  Dj.
If S does not contain any clauses of type C U  D, we can use interpretations satis­
fying the literals, followed by the interpretation I".
This proves that in case b) all the clauses of S are satisfied by I. Then I sat S, 
which contradicts the assumption that S is unsatisfiable.
Q.E.D.
In the case o f propositional linear temporal logic, the problem of locating the smallest 
unsatisfiable set (SUS) is more complicated than in the case of the standard proposi­
tional logic. The search for the set of type {p, -ip} must take into account the
sequence of states, and directly or indirectly identify a state S; at which the
unsatisfiability "occurs". For example, the set (O  p, □  —ip} is unsatisfiable, because 
(p, -ip} occurs at Sj.
The transformation and erase operations, which were defined above, can be used 
to locate the basic unsatisfiable set.
Exam ple 3.12.
Consider the set of clauses
S = { □ (p v  q), □  - i p, 0 - i  q }.
Then
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e( S, 0 —i q ) = { □  (p v  q), □  —i p, —, q } = 
e( { Sj, □ (p v  q ) ) = { p v  q, □  - i  p, - i  q } = S2) 
e( S2, □ p ) = { p v  q, p, q } = S3.
Each of the two sets in SPLrT(S3) contains the smallest unsatisfiable set. ■
In order to illustrate the importance of the transformation T (see Def. 3.13.) we will 
present one more example.
Example 3.13.
Consider the following unsatisfiable set:
S = { p, D ( - i p  v  O O p ) ,  O n - i p } .
Let us apply the transformation T 1 to the clause 0 □ —< p.
T(S) = { p, □ ( - .  p v  O O p ) ,  □ - . p v O ( O p A i n o - - i p ) } .
SPLIT(T(S)) consists of the following two sets:
S ^ l p ,  D ( - i p  v  O O p ) , □ —i p }
S2  = {P.  □ ( _1P v  O O p ) , O ( O p A D O - i p ) } .
We can locate SUS in Sj, by applying the erase operation to □ -i p: 
e( Sj, □ - i  p ) = { p, □  ( - i p v  0 O p ), - i p, O -i p }.
f
Locating the SUS in the set S2  is a little more complicated:
e (S 2 , 0 ( 0 p A D O - i p ) )  = { n ( - i p  v  O O p ) ,  Op,  □ 0 - l p }  = S3
e(S3, 0 p) = { □ ( - i  p v  O O p ) ,  p, □ 0 - , p }  = S4 
Then the operation e( S4, □ ( - i  p v  O O p ) )  results in the set
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S5 = { - i p v O O p ,  o - i p v o o  Op ,  o o —i p v o o o o p ,  p, n o —i p}.  
SPLrr(S5) contains eight sets:
S6 = { ->p> 0  -1 p, 0 0  - 1  p, p, □ 0  p }
s 7 = { —> p, 0 p, 0 0 0  0 p , p , mo-ip}
S8 = { ~1P) 0 0 0  p, 0  0 - 1  p,p,no-ip}
s 9 = { p. 0  0 0  p, 0 0  0  op,p,no —ip}
Sio = { 0  o  p, o —ip, o o —ip,  p, n o —i p }
S n  = { 0  O p, O - 1  p, 0  o  O O p, p, □  O - 1  p  }
512  = { 0 o  p, 0 o  O p, O O - 1  p, p, □  O - 1  p }
513 = { o o  p, o o  O p, o o  O O p, p, □  O -I p }.
Sets S6  through S9  obviously contain SUS. The erase operation with the clause OOp, 
followed by erase of the clause □ O -ip  yields the set containing SUS for the remain­
ing sets. ■
The following three lemmas form the basis for the completeness proof of the refuta­
tion proof technique for the propositional linear temporal logic with the "Until" opera­
tor. They show that we can "lift" a refutation of a set S ' (resulting from an application 
of some erase operation - see Def. 3.11.) to a refutation of the original set S.
Lemma 3.6.
Let S = {Lj, L2 , □  Aj, □  A2, 0 Bj, 0 B2, Cj U  D j, C2  U D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses. If there exists a refutation of the set ©l(S), 0 < i < p(S), then it can be 
transformed into a refutation of S. ■
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Proof:
Let p ' be a refutation of ©‘(S). If i > 0 then we can transform p ' into a refutation p of 
S by prefixing each literal in clauses of p ' with O1 and replacing each resolution step
p->_.q bv Qi p .  Qiq
r C^r
The replaced resolution steps are correct, since we can use the operations of type R7 
successively to yield
R (0 * p, O* q) = ... = 0 *R(p, q).
Also, we can reduce O10  to 0 .
If i = 0 then p ' is already a refutation of S.
Q.E.D.
The next lemma shows that if there exist refutations of sets e(S, 0 B j) and e(S, 0 Bj),
i.e. with erased clauses of type 0 B, then there exists a refutation of S. Before stating
the lemma we will present a few examples.
Example 3.14.
Consider the unsatisfiable set
S = { □ (p v  q), □  -ip, 0  }.
Then
S' = e(S, 0  —iq) = { □ (p v  q), □ —ip, —iq }. 
is unsatisfiable. The following is a refutation of S':
°<pvq>• , o - , P
p______________
0
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which can be transformed into a refutation of S, as shown below:
□ (p v q )» 0 -nq n
Op ’ P 
0
where the replacement of -iq  with 0  ->q, and p with 0  p causes 0  operator to pro­
pagate to all resolvents and finally to 0  itself. This is then simplified to 0  All infer­
ence steps are still correct, and the above is indeed a refutation of the set S. ■
However, such transformation, which propagates 0 to the final 0  is not always possi­
ble, as shown in the following example:
Example 3.15.
Consider the unsatisfiable set
S = { □ (p v  q), □ (—.p v  q), 0 -iq  }.
Then
S ' = e(S, 0 ->q) = { □ (p v  q), □  (-,p  v  q), -,q  }. 
is unsatisfiable. The following is a refutation of S':
□ ( p v q ) ,  -iq □ ( - i p v q ) ,  -iq
 P _________ -*P
0
Now, replacing -iq  by 0 -iq  gives the first two corresponding resolvents 0 p and 
0 -ip, from which we cannot propagate 0 to the empty clause. Fortunately, it is possi­
ble to find an alternative refutation of S', for which the replacement of -iq  by 0 -iq 
allows propagating 0  to the final 0 .  The following refutation of S':
□ ( p v q ) ,  □ ( - ■ p v q )  ;
 n q  ’
0
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is transformable into a refutation of S:
□ ( p v q ) ,  □ ( - . p v q )  0
   !_______
0
■
Example 3.16.
Consider the set
S = { p U  q, 0  □  -ip, □  - .q  }.
Then
S' = e(S, 0 □  - >p) = { p U  q, □ —ip, □ —iq }.
The following refutation o f S':
p U q ,  □ -ip  _
-x -— ^ , □  —i q
 9_______________
0
does not allow propagating 0 o f 0 □  —>p. The alternative refutation of S'
p U  q , □  -iq „
* — „------- *  . □ - 'P
q p ______________
0
does, however, allow propagating of 0 to generate a refutation of S: 
p U q ,  □  -iq A^ , 0  □ -ip
 ° P ______________ _
0
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In general, 0 B may be a conjunction, i.e. 0 B = 0 (E! a  . . .  a  En). Then it is easy to 
observe that the trouble comes when a refutation of e(S, 0 B) contains a binary resolu­
tion step of the form:
E ,  F 
G
where both E and F are derived from Ej (or one or more conjuncts) in B, or if, say E = 
C U D  and F is derived from Ej (or one or more conjuncts) in B. We will call such a 
resolution step unsafe. The following lemma shows that any refutation of 
S ' = e(S, 0 B) can be transformed into a refutation of S.
Lemma 3.7.
Let S = {Lj, L2 , □  Aj, □ A2, 0 B j, 0 B2, Cj U  Dj, C2  U D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses, such that DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0, ... ). If there exist refutations of the sets 
e(S, 0 Bj) and e(S, 0 B2), then there exists a refutation of the set S. ■
Proof:
Case A. There exists a refutation, say p', of e(S, 0 Bx) which does not use the clause 
0 B2.
The proof is inductive on the number of unsafe resolution steps in p', denoted by 
'O(p'). In what follows, letters E, F, E ', etc. will denote clauses derived from some 
conjuncts Ej, 1 < i < n, o f 0 (Ej a  . . .  a  E„). By D, D j, etc. we will denote any other 
clauses.
1 . D(p') = 0  (there are no unsafe resolution steps in p')
Replace each inference step of the form
□ A , □  A , 0 (Ej a  . . .  a  En)
G ^ 0 (G a  E j  a  . . .  a  En)
The above derivation change is correct, since we can use the resolution opera­
tions R2  and R4.
\)(p') = m+ 1
Let p ' be of the form:
a , “ 2 "
Suppose that the clause G is the resolvent of the last unsafe resolution step in p'. 
We will show that in this case we can eliminate the last unsafe resolution step by 
a suitable transformation o f p'. The proof will be by induction on the number of 
binary resolution steps between E and the first occurrence of some E; in a 1; and 
F  and the first occurrence o f Ej in 0 2 , respectively, i, j < n. We will denote this 
number by
fim (p') = Bin( a t) + B in(a2).
The case when one of the E or F is of the form C U D is described in point 3. 
below.
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2.1. Bin{p ' ) = 0
Each resolution step in a j  and is a unary resolution step, obtained by applying 
the operation R '. In this case a refutation p of S can be obtained by a direct 
transformation o f p', as shown below:
0 (Ej a  E2  a  . . .  a  En)
0 (E A  Ej a  . . .  a  En)
0 (E a  F A  Ej a  . . .  a  En)
0 (G a  E t a  . . .  a  En)
The above transformation is correct since we can use the resolution operations 
R n  andR 2.
If both a j  and 0 C2  used the same Ej, then the transformation is still correct, 
because R u  and R2  preserve the conjuncts while adding the resolvent. The case 
when either E o f F is of the form C U D is explained later in point 3.
2.2. Bin(p') = 1
Suppose that p ' is of the form:
E l f  D 
E(p) ’ F 
G(q)
The notation E(p) means that the resolvent E was obtained from E 1 and D by 
resolving upon the proposition p. We will also say that p occurs in Ej with the 
opposite polarity than it occurs in D. Then we have the following two cases:
2.2.1. q occurs in E i (with the opposite polarity than in F).
Then we can transform p ' into:
E l 5  F 
E'(q) * D  
G(p)
The lemma is then proved by inductive hypothesis. (Appendix A.I. contains 
explanation why such transformation is possible.)
2. q occurs in D (with the opposite polarity than in F)
0 (Ej a  . . .  a  En) , D 
0 (R (E 1 , D ) A . . . A E n)
0 (R(D', E J  a  . . .  a  E J
assuming that F = E2.
The above is correct since if D is of the form □ A and we can use the resolu­
tion operations R n , R4, and R2.
Bin( p ') = 2
Suppose that p ' is of the form:
E i , Dj E2  , D2 
E(p) ’ F(q)
G(r)
If the proposition r occurs in E! (with the opposite polarity than in F), then we 
can transform the refutation p ' into:
(If r  occurs in E2, with the opposite polarity than in E, then the transformation 
is symmetrical.)
If r  occurs in Dj and D2  (with the opposite polarity), then we can transform p ' 
into:
P i , D2
E 1 ’ F' (r)h 2 > ----------------------
E '( p )
G(q)
and then handle the transformed p ' as in case 2 .2 . above.
If both binary inferences occur in (or in 0 (2), then the necessary transforma­
tions are explained in the case for Bin(p') > 2.
Bin(p') > 2
Suppose that p ' is of the form:
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2.4.1. If p2  occurs in D j (with the opposite polarity than in D2), then we can 
exchange E ; and D2, thus bringing E; one derivation closer to E, in effect 
decreasing Bin( p').
2.4.2. If p2  occurs in E; then the proof is obtained by induction on Bin(a{).
2.4.2.1. B in(ax) = 1
Then we can swap the derivation leading to F with the derivation leading to 
D j, because p2  (which is equal to r in this case) occurs in Ej.
: : e ,
Ej Pi •
E(Pi) p
—■— —-------------  transform into
G(r)
Then the lemma is proved by the inductive hypothesis.
2.4.2.2. Bin(a{) > 1
If r occurs in D'„ (with the opposite polarity than in F) then we can exchange 
the derivation leading to Dn with the derivation leading to F. This eliminates 
the last unsafe resolution step:
Ej D t •
d ' 2  d 2  :
-------------------  E:
jr_______ Dn
G
Ei f  ;
E'(pl) Dj
GW
If, on the other hand, r  occurs in D„ then we can transform the derivation in 
the following way:
& ___
G
The above transformation decrements by one Bin(a{).
If the last unsafe derivation is of the form:
Ei
C U D  g
G(p) D i 
H(q)
where Ej comes from 0 (Ej a  . . .  a  En) then:
If q occurs in E (with the opposite polarity than in D ^ , then we can apply the 
following transformation (see also Example 3.17.):
Ej Di •
d ' 2  d 2
D '
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3.2. If q occurs in C U  D  (with the opposite polarity than in D j) then the derivation 
should be transformed into:
Ei
Dj C U D  •
G'(q) E
H(p)
3.3. It may be necessary to apply the above transformations (described in 3.1 and 
3.2) several times, before we can actually eliminate the last unsafe resolution 
step (see examples 3.17. and 3.18.).
Case B . The refutation p ' uses 0 B2 and the refutation p "  uses 0 Bj.
Then there exist two refutations pj and p2, where the 0 operator has been put into its 
proper place, i.e. in front o f Bj in p ' and in front of B2 in p", respectively, and pro­
pagated onto subsequent resolvents. In addition, the refutations pj and p2 are identi­
cal to the point where 0 B t and 0 B2 are resolved, or to the point where, say 0 Bj and a 
descendant o f 0 B2 are resolved, or vice versa (see Appendix A.2. for more explana­
tions). The refutations pj and p2 are presented in the Fig. 3.4. Then the operation R6 
can be used to obtain the refutation of S, combining pj and p2 as in the Fig. 3.5. Both 
E and F must be of the form 0 B, thus future resolution steps must involve other 
clauses of the form □  A. Then o f course we can use the rule R4  in order to accommo­
date for the additional 0  operator.
Q.E.D.
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a a
pl " 0 Bi  0 B2 
f E
p2 1 0 B2 0 Bj
r f
y.
0 0
Fig. 3.4. Refutations pj and p2.
Example 3.17.
Let
S = { p U q ,  0 □  ( -ip  v  r), □  -iq, □  - .r  }.
Then
S’ = e(S, 0 □ ( -<p v  r)) = { p U  q, □  ( -ip v  r), □  -,q , □  -ir  }. 
The following derivation o f S':
□ r
0
can be transformed into a refutation below
p U q □ -iq .^ a ^  □ (—ip v  r)
□ r
0
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a<
OBj 0 B2 
fO E v  0 F
Y1
0
Fig. 3.5. Combining the refutations pj and p2.
which can be directly transformed into a refutation of S.
A different refutation of S':
p U  q □ (-ip v  r) 
r U q
□  - .r
□ -iq
0
can be transformed into:
□ -ir  □  (-ip v  r)
_q.zp
p U q
□—iq
0
and then into the refutation:
□ - ir  □ (-ip v  r) p U  q CHq
□ -ip_____________ D p
0
which can be directly transformed into a refutation of S. ■
Example 3.18.
Let
S = { p U  q, 0 □ -<p, □ (—iq v  r), □  - ir  }.
Then
S' - e(S, 0 □ —>p) = { p U  q, □  —ip, □ (—>q v  r), □  —ir 
The following refutation of S':
P U q  D " p d H v , )
 9------------------------
0
should first be transformed into 
p U q  □  (-iq v r )
tt n - ,Pp U r
xl---------------------------------  □ —ir
0
and later into the refutation:
p U q  □ (—iq v  r) ^
______ p U r _____________
 ____________
0
which can be directly transformed into a refutation of S.
□  - i p
Lemma 3.8.
Let S = {Lj, L2 , □ Aj, □  A2, 0 Bj, 0 B2, Cj U  Dj, C2  U  D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses, such that DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0, ... ). If there exist refutations of the sets 
e(S, □  Aj) and e(S, Cj U  Dj), then there exists a refutation of the set S. ■
Proof:
Let us denote by
□ A the formula □ Aj, and by 
C U  D the formula Cj U Dj.
There are two cases:
A. The refutation p ' of S ' = e(S, □ A) uses the formula C U D ,  and the refutation p" 
o f S" = e(S, C U D )  uses the formula □ A. Then there exists a refutation p of 
the set S obtained from the refutation p ' by replacing any occurrence of A by
□ A and replacing the following resolution steps:
E A , E D A— - —  by ------  —  if E = n E
F D F
E A 1 E □ A ■ r- t-. _ y-. / A p  /— - —  by -----   ifE  = O E , o r  E = 0 E .
The transformed resolution steps are correct, since we can use the resolution 
operations R4  and R5 .
In addition, we will perform the following replacements:
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C U D  A . C U D  D A  
C U D '  y C U D '
C U D  A
D v  ... v  R (0 ‘ D, A ) ... Ok D v  Ok C
C U D  A . C U D  D A
D v  ... v  Ok D v  R (O k C, A) R(C, A) U  D ’
The above replacements are justified by the resolution operations Rg, Rg', and R 10.
B. If any refutation, i.e. either p ', or p" does not use the clause C U D ,  or D A,  
respectively, then it can be transformed into a refutation p of S, using a similar 
method as shown in the previous case.
Theorem  3.1. (Completeness o f the Resolution for Linear Temporal Logic)
If a set S of temporal clauses is unsatisfiable then S is refutable. ■
Proof:
The proof is by induction on the modal degree of S, i.e. DEG(S).
1. DEG(S) = ( 0 ,0 ,0 , . . . )
The proof will be by induction on the number of v  (disjunction) symbols occur­
ring in the set S, denoted by V(S). In fact, this number is equal to the number of 
disjunctions governing the clauses of S (if DEG(S) > 0 then the total number of 
disjunctions in S may be greater than the number of disjunctions governing the 
clauses in S).
Q.E.D.
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1.1. V(S) = 0
By Lemma 3.4., there exists an i, 0 < i < p(S), such that ©'(S) is unsatisfiable. 
Since ©' does not contain any non-classical operators (O, 0, □, or U) then ©’(S) 
is refutable by the classical resolution method (see, e.g. [Chan73]). Then by 
Lemma 3.6. S is refutable.
1.2. V(S) = m + 1
Assume that the theorem holds for any 0 < V(S') < m. The proof for the induc­
tive case is identical as in the case of the resolution for classical logic [Chan73]. 
Let C = L v  Cj be a clause from the set S. (L is a literal of linear temporal 
logic.) Let us consider the following two sets:
Si = (S -  {C}) u  {L}, and 
S2 = ( S - { C } ) u { C 1}.
Both of the above sets have exactly m disjunction symbols. Also, each one of 
them is unsatisfiable, for if, say, Sj was satisfiable then there would exist an 
interpretation satisfying both S -  {C} and L, thus satisfying S, which is impos­
sible. Then by induction hypothesis each of the two sets is refutable. Let pj be a 
refutation of the set Sj and p2  be a refutation of the set S2, respectively. The 
refutation p of the set S can be constructed from the refutations pj and p2  by res­
toring clauses Cj in p 2  to their original form, i.e. by adding "L v" in front of 
each one of them, and then putting the modified refutation p2  on top of the refu­
tation p ^  We can use the resolution operation R3 in order to accommodate for
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non-unit clauses.
2. DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0 , . . .)
Assume that the theorem holds for any set X, such that (0, 0, ...) < DEG(X) < 
DEG(S). The proof in this case is performed again by induction on the number 
o f v  (disjunction) operators governing the disjuncts in the clauses of S.
2.1. V(S) = 0
S is an unsatisfiable set of unit clauses. By Lemma 3.5., there exists a transfor­
mation T of S, such that for all S ' e  SPLIT(T(S»:
a) for some i, 0 < i < p(S'), ©'(S') is unsatisfiable, or
b) for each subformula o f type 0 B occurring in S', e(S', 0 B) is unsatisfiable, 
or
c) •  there exists a subformula of type □ A occurring in S', such that e(S', □ A) 
is unsatisfiable, and
•  there exists a subformula of type C U D  occurring in S', such that 
e(S', C U  D) is unsatisfiable.
The proof is by induction on the number of v  (disjunction) operators introduced 
by the transformation T, denoted by V(T).
2.1.1. V(T) = 0, i.e. T(S) = S (T is a series of identity transformations.)
Then, by Lemma 3.5., either
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a) Sm = ©m(S) is unsatisfiable for some m, 0 < m < p(S), or
b) S'j = e(S, 0 Bj) is unsatisfiable for each j = 1, 2, or
b) S" = e(S, □  Aj) is unsatisfiable for some i, i = 1, 2, and 
S'"k = e(S, Ck U  Dk) is unsatisfiable for some k, k = 1, 2.
In each o f the above cases, the resulting unsatisfiable set has lower modal 
degree than S. Then on the basis o f the inductive hypothesis each of the above 
sets is refutable. Thus, in each case we can construct a refutation of the set S, 
on the basis of the lemmas 3.6., 3.7, 3.8, respectively.
2.1.2. V(T) = n + 1
Assume that the theorem holds for any transformation T ', for which
0 < V(T') < n. The number of sets in SPLIT(T(S)) directly corresponds to the
number of disjunction symbols introduced by T. By Lemma 3.2.. each of the 
sets in SPLIT(T(S)) is unsatisfiable. Also, each set in SPLIT(T(S)) has fewer 
disjunction symbols introduced by T, thus, by the inductive hypothesis each 
one of them is refutable. Let
B v  O B v  ... v  O1-1 B v O ( - i B a O - i B a  ... a  O1-1 - i  B a O 1 B)
be a clause in T(S), which was introduced by some T1 in the series of transfor­
mations T, and whose disjuncts occur in sets S0, ..., Sj, where each Sp e 
SPLIT(T(S)), 1 < p < i. The sets S0, ..., S; are refutable by inductive 
hypothesis. Let us denote their corresponding refutations by p0, ..., p,, respec­
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tively. Then the refutation of the set containing the clause 0 B can be con­
structed from the refutations pp, 1 < p < i, in the following way:
1. Replace all the clauses O B in p t by B v  O B.
2. Replace all the clauses O 2  B in p 2  by B v  O B v  O 2  B.
i. Replace all the clauses
0 (—i B a O —i B a ... a O' 2 —i B A  O* B),
which occur in p;, by
B v  O B v  ... v  O* 2 B v  0 (—i B a O —i B a ... a O' 2 —iB  a O* B).
Then we can construct the refutation p ' by putting the modified (as above) 
refutation p; on top of the modified refutation pi_j, ..., on top of the modified 
Pj eventually followed by the refutation p0. Preceding everything with the 
operation of type R(0 B, A) yields a refutation of the original set containing 
the clause 0 B.
We conclude this part of the proof by stating that the set S is refutable for any number 
of disjunction symbols introduced by the transformation T.
2.2 V(S) = r + 1
Assume that the theorem holds for any set S, where 0 < V(S) < r. The induc­
tion step in this case is similar to the induction step in case of the resolution in
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classical logic. Let C = v  Cj be a clause from the set S. Let us consider the 
following two sets:
51 = (S -  {C}) u  ( E J ,  and
52  = ( S - { C } ) u { C 1}.
Both of the above sets have exactly r disjunction symbols. Also, each of them 
is unsatisfiable, for if, say, Sj was satisfiable then there would exist an 
interpretation satisfying S -  {C} and E 1} thus satisfying S, which is impossi­
ble. Then by induction hypothesis each o f the two sets is refutable. Let pj be 
a refutation of the set Sj and p2  be a refutation of the set S2 , respectively. The 
refutation p of the set S can be constructed from the refutations pj and p2  by 
restoring clauses in p2  to their original form, i.e. by adding "Ej v" in front 
o f each one, and then putting the modified refutation p2  on "top" of the refuta­
tion p! (we can use the resolution operation R3).
This proves that the theorem holds for any modal degree of a set of temporal formu­
las, thus for any set o f temporal formulas.
Q.E.D.
Theorem  3.2. (Soundness of the Resolution for Linear Temporal Logic)
If a set S o f clauses is refutable then S is unsatisfiable. ■
Proof:
We need to prove that both resolution rules are logical consequences, (see Def. 2.10.),
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that is if the premises are satisfied by some interpretation I then the conclusion is also 
satisfied by I. W e have two resolution inference rules. Before we will investigate 
each one o f them we will show that the R and R ' operations are logical consequences, 
as well.
1. No interpretation satisfies P and —«P, then of course R j is a logical consequence.
2. It is obvious that R2  and R 3 are logical consequences.
3. The operation R4  is a logical consequence, because
if I sat (D E a  A F) then I sat A ( m E  a  F), A e  { O, 0, □ }
4. The operation R5  is a logical consequence, because 
if I sa t (D E  a  F) then I sat ( E a F ) .
5. The operations R6  and R6> are logical consequences, because
if I sa t (0 E a  0 F) then I sa t 0 (0 E a  F) v  0 (0 F a  E).
6 . The resolution operation R 7 is a logical consequence, because 
if I sa t (O E a  O F) then I sat O (E a  F).
7. The operations R 8 and Rg' are logical consequences because
if I sat (C U  D a  □ E) then I sat (C a  E) U  D, and
if I sat (C U  D a  □ E) then I sat C U (D a  E).
8 . The operation R9  is a logical consequence, because the formulas
0nE v  0( lUn~E a  OnE ) and 0 E are semantically equivalent for any n.
9. The operation R 10 is a logical consequence because for any n: 
if I sa t (C U  D a  F) then I sa t (C Un D a  F).
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1 0 . The last operation, R jj (that is R '), is a logical consequence for obvious reasons.
The reduction operations, realizing the Boolean simplifications are obviously logical 
consequences as well. Since the resolution rules (I and II) are also logical conse­
quences then the entire resolution proof method for propositional linear temporal logic 
with the "Until" operator is sound.
Q.E.D.
3.5. Exam ples
We will present two examples o f refutation proofs.
Exam ple 3.19.
In this example we will show a refutation proof of the following theorem: 
( p A l H ( p - > O 0 p ) ) - » I I ] 0 p  
which says that "If p  and i f  it is always the case that i f  p  then p  is possible in the 
future, beginning with the next instant o f time, then p  is infinitely often possible."
Since we will try to prove that the above sentence by refutation, we have to negate it 
first, which is shown below:
( p  a  □ ( p —» O O p ) )  a  o m - t p
Conversion o f the above formula to its conjunctive normal form yields:
p A D ( - 1 p v 0 O p ) A 0 D - , p
Thus, the set for which we will show a refutation proof is as follows:
S = { p, m ( - i p  v  O O p ) ,  O n - i p }
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The following is a refutation proof of S:
1 . O d - i p
2 . p
3. 0 ( 0  —ip a n o  —i p )
4. n ( - i p v o o p )
5. ■ 0 ( 0 0 O p  a  Op a  n o - i p )
6. 0
Some steps require a little explanation.
•  In order to obtain clause 3. we employ the following sequence of resolution
operations:
R( 0 □ -ip, p) = R( □ -ip  v  0 (-i CHp a O □ -.p), p ) =
= R( □ p, p) v  0 ( Op a  n o  -.p) -  
= R (-ip ,p ) v  0 ( 0 p a  n o  -np) =
= 0 ( 0 p a  n o  -.p)
•  The sequence of resolution operations resulting in the clause 5 is a s follows:
R ( 0 ( Op a D O  -.p), □ ( -<p v  0 O p)) =
= R( 0  ( Op a  n o  ip ) ,  □ □ ( -ip  v  0  o  p)) =
= 0 R ( 0 p a  □ o  - ,p ,□ ( -,p  v  0 Op))  =
= 0 R( 0 p, □ ( -ip  v  O Op ) )  a Op a n o  -,p) =
= 0 ( 0  R(p, i p  v  O O p )  a Op a n o  -ip) =
= 0 (0  ( R(p, -ip) v  O O p )  a o p  a n o  -.p) =
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=  0 ( 0 0  o  p a  op a  n o  —ip)
•  The final step is as follows:
R' ( 0(000 p a  0 p a  n o  -ip) = 0 ( R ( 0 0 O p ,  n o p ) A 0 p )  =  
0 ( R( 0 0 O p , n a o - , p )  a Op) = O(0aOp)  = 0  ■
Exam ple 3.20.
This example is a slight modification of the one presented in [Mann84], The follow­
ing are the temporal logic specifications of two processes realizing mutual exclusion 
problem.
1. Specifications of the first process:
- i in P !  U  begin j
□ ( b eg i^  —> O ( begin! U  end!))
□ ( end! °  ( ench U begin!))
2. Specifications of the second process:
- i  in P2  U begin2
□ ( begin2  —> 0  ( begin2  U end2))
□ ( end2  —» O ( end2  U begin2))
3. Specifications of the mutual exclusion:
□ ( begin! ~ > ( ( “ > begin2  ) U  e n d !))
□ ( begin2  - > ( ( - ■  beg in !) U end2  ))
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4. Absence of starvation for both processes:
□  0  in Pj
□  0 in P2
5. Single event condition within each process:
□ (begin! <-» -iendi)
□  ( begin2  <-> -i end2)
Here, in Pj, i = 1, 2, is defined as follows:
and should be treated as a syntactic abbreviation only.
The above specifications are converted into their corresponding conjunctive normal 
forms, as below.
in Pj = begin; v  end;
( - i  begin! a  —i e n d j ) U begin! (E.1)
□  ( - i  begin! v  (( O beg in !) U  ( O end^)
□ ( - i end! v  (( °  end i ) U  ( O begin!)) (E.3)
(E.2)
( - i  begin! a  —i endt ) U  begin! (E.4)
□ ( - i begin! v  (( O begin j ) U ( O endi)) (E.5)
□ ( - i endi v  (( O endt ) U  ( O begin!)) (E.6 )
□  ( - i  begin i v  ( ( -n begin2 ) U e n d i)) (E.7)
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□ ( - i begin! v  ( ( - i begin2 ) U  e n d i )) (E.8 )
□ ( 0  begini v  0  e n d !) (E.9)
□  ( 0 begin2  v  0 end2 ) (E.10)
□ ( begin! v  e n d i ) (E .ll)
□ ( —i begini v  - i  e n d i ) (E.l 2)
□ (begin 2  v  end2 ) (E.13)
□ ( - i  begin2  v  - i  end2  ) (E.14)
Assume now that we want to prove if the above specifications will not let both 
processes to enter their critical sections simultaneously at, say, the second instant of 
time. The formula expressing this would be as follows:
-i O ( begin j  a  begin2  )
For the refutation reasons we negate the above formula and convert it to its conjunc­
tive normal form:
( O begin! a  O begin2 ), 
which introduces two additional clauses:
O begh^ (E.15)
O begin2  (E.16)
The refutation of the set consisting of the clauses E .l trough E.16 may be performed 
as follows:
O begin! E.15
□ ( - i  begini v  - ie n d ! )  E.12
O - i endi E.15 & E.12 (E.17)
O begin! E.15
□ ( - i begini v  ( ( —' begin2  ) U endt )) E.7
( O -ibegin2  ) U  ( O endj ) E.15 & E.7 (E.18)
O - i  begin2  E.17 & E.18 (E.19)
O begin2  E.16
. 0  E.19 & E.16 (E.20)
The clause O - i begin2, i.e. E.19, was obtained in the following way:
R ( O -i end^ ( O -ibegin2  ) U ( O e n d i ) )  =
= R( O —i endi, O -ibegin2  v  O endi ) =
= O -ibegin2  v  R  ( O end l5 O -i e n d i ) =
= O -ibegin2 )
A more general question would be:
Will the two processes always preserve mutual exclusion?
The translation of the above query to temporal logic may be as follows:
□ - i (  begini a  begin2  )
The above formula after negation is presented below:
0 (  begini a  begin2 ) (E.21)
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The refutation of the set { E . l , E . 1 4 ,  E.21 } is shown below:
□ ( - i b eg i^  v  (( - 1  begin2  ) U  endi )) E.7
□ ( - i beg i n j  v  - l e n d j )  E.12
□ ( - i  b eg i^  v  -ibeg in2 ) E.12 & E.7 (E.22)
0  ( begini A begin2 ) E.21
0  (-i begin2  a  begini a  begin2  ) E.21 &E.22(E.23)
0 E.23 (E.24)
■
3.6. Concluding R em arks
As a simple consequence of the Lemma 3.5., we present the following 
Corollary
If a set S o f temporal formulas is unsatisfiable, than the unsatisfiability of S can be 
detected within the first p(S)+l states. ■
The unsatisfiability of S may be detected as late as p(S)+l, even if the nesting of O 
operators in any formula in S is smaller than p(S)+l. For example, the unsatisfiability 
of the set
S = { m(P —» OOOQ), O O O P, D -.Q }  
can be detected only in the state Sg, although the maximum nesting of O operators 
among the formulas of S is 3.
The above corollary gives us a termination condition for the resolution method:
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discard any formulas, which contain more than p(S) O operators.
The termination condition enables us to halt the infinite derivation of the following 
satisfiable set:
S = { l=](-,P v  OP), P }
1. P
2. OP
3. O OP
Already the clause 3. violates the termination condition, thus the refutation process 
will stop after the clause 2. The addition of the termination condition to the resolution 
method for prepositional linear temporal logic with the Until operator makes the 
entire method decidable.
A different method of testing the validity of a temporal formula was developed 
by P. Wolper [Wolp81]. (In fact, W olper’s method was developed for the extended 
temporal logic (ETL), but his method also handles the temporal formulas of the linear 
temporal logic with the Until operator (not extended).) W olper’s method builds a 
tableau-like graph of a formula, according to the rules in Fig. 3.6. In essence, the con­
struction o f the graph is a systematic search for a model of a formula to be tested. In 
what follows, by an elementary formula we mean a literal (a proposition, possibly 
negated), or a formula of type OA. The construction of the graph is as follows (for
formula replace by
A a  B {{A, B}}
—.(A v  B) {{-.a .-.B }}
--(A -> B) {{A, -iB}}
— A {{A}}
—iOA  {{O—iA}}
□A {{A, O DA}}
-.(A  U  B) {{—.B, —iA v  O—i(A U B)}}
-iOA {{-iA}, {O-iOA}}
A v  B {{A}, {B}}
—i(A a  B) { { - ^ M ^ B } }
A —> B {{-.A},{B}}
OA {{A}, {O OA}}
A U B  {{B } ,{A ,0 ( A U B ) }}
—'DA {{—.A}, {O -dA }} .
Figure 3.6. Tableau replacement rules.
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the detailed description of this method consult [Wolp81]).
1. The initial node is labeled by {A}, where A is the formula to be tested. Repeat­
edly apply steps 2. and 3. until no more nodes can be created.
2. Select an unmarked non-elementary formula A from a node n labeled Tn. Select 
an appropriate table entry for A. Let it be {S1; ..., Sn}. Then for each set S;, 
1 < i < n, create a son of n labeled by
(Tn - {A}) u  {Si} u  {A*} 
where A* is marked A.
3. If a node n contains only elementary formulas, then create a son of n labeled by 
the O-formulas from Tn with their outermost O operators removed.
Wolper calls the initial node, or a node obtained in step 2. a pre-state. Similarly, all 
nodes obtained in step 3. are called states. The size of the graph is an exponential 
function o f the length o f the formula to be tested. In order to decide satisfiability, we 
apply the following rules:
4. If a node contains a complementary pair {p, —ip} of literals, eliminate that node.
5. If all successors o f a node have been eliminated, eliminate that node.
6 . If a node which is a pre-state contains an eventuality (a formula of type OA, 
-iCHA, or -i(-iA  U B)), which cannot be fulfilled, eliminate that node.
For example, a formula OP, where P is a proposition, is fulfilled, if there is a path 
reaching a state containing P as one of its formulas.
In order to compare the tableau method with the resolution method we present the fol­
lowing example:
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Example 3.14.
Consider the following formula:
□ ( -P  V  OP) A  P A  0-iP 
The initial node is labeled by the set:
T 0  = {n(-iP  v  OP) a  P a  0-P } .
The next node is obtained from Tj by splitting the conjunctions:
T t = {□(-JP v  OP), P, 0-.P , n ( - P  v  OP) a  P a  0-.P*}.
Tj is a son of T0. The original formula is marked in Tj. Then the set T2  was obtained 
by application of the rule for DA:
T2  = {-.P  v  OP, O n (-,P  v  OP), P, 0-.P, □(—iP v  OP) a  P a  0-iP*,
□ ( -P  v  OP)*}.
Then splitting the formula - i P v O P  results in:
T3 = {{—.P, O n (- ,p  V  OP), P, 0—iP, □(—.P V  OP) A  P A  0-iP*,
□(-.P  V  OP)*, -nP V  OP*},
{o p , o  n (- ,p  v  o p ), P, o -P ,  □(—iP v  o p ) a p  a 0-.P*,
□(-.P  v  O P)*,-,P  v  OP*}}.
The first set in T3 contains a complementary pair, thus, it can be eliminated. The next 
non-elementary formula to be replaced and then split (in the second set in T3) is 0 —iP:
T4  = {{OP, O n(-nP V OP), P, -,P , CK-JP V  OP) A  P A  0-iP*,
□(-.P  v  OP)*, -,P  v  OP*, 0-iP*},
{o p , o  n (- ,p  v  o p ), p , o  o-iP, □(—«P v  o p ) a p  a 0-.P*,
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□(->P v  OP)*, - ,P  v  OP*, 0-iP*}}.
Again the first set in T4  contains a complementary pair and it is eliminated.
The set T5
t 5  = { o p , o  n ( - ,p v  o p ) ,p ,  o o - i P , n ( - i P v o p j a P a o - i P * ,
□(-.P  v  OP)*, - P  v  OP*, 0-JP*}.
contains only elementary formulas and the set obtained by the application of step 3. of 
the algorithm to T5, results in:
T6 = {P, n (-iP  v  OP), O-iP, n (-.P  v  OP) a  P a  0-.P*,
□(-.P  v  OP)*, -iP  v  OP*, 0-P*}.
T6  is identical to T j and is not added to the graph.
Since the entire graph may be eliminated by the application of steps 4., 5., and 6 . then 
we conclude that there does not exits a model of the initial formula, thus it is 
unsatisfiable.
The refutation o f the set
S = { □ (-P  v  OP), P, 0-.P} 
is shown below:
1. O^P
2. P
3. 0(P a  O-iP)
4. 0 (-iP v  OP)
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5. 0(OP A P A O—iP A □ (-iP  V  O P))
6. 0
Clauses 1. and 2. belong to S. The clause 3. was obtained in the following way:
R(0-iP, P) = R(-iP v  0 (P a  O-iP), P) = R(-iP, P) v  0(P a  O-.P) =
— 0(P A O—iP)
The clause 4. belongs to S, and the clause 5. was obtained in the following way:
R(0(P a O-iP), n (-,P  v  OP)) = 0R(P a O-iP, □  (-.P  v  OP)) =
= 0(R(P, □ (—.P v  OP)) a  P a  0 -.P  a  □ (-.P  v  OP)) =
= 0(O P A P A O -tP A □ (—iP V  O P))
The empty set was obtained as follows:
R '(0(O P a P A O -iP  a □  (—iP v  O P)) =
= 0(R(OP, 0 -.P) a  P  a  □  (-,P v  O P)) = 0
The difference o f the two methods, i.e. the tableau and the resolution, is quite obvious. 
While the tableau method systematically constructs a possible model of the initial for­
mula, the resolution method manipulates the clauses in order to infer new ones, even­
tually, hopefully, the empty clause.
Chapter Four
Ordered Linear Resolution Strategy for Propositional LTL
The resolution method in its original form suffers greatly from its inefficiency, 
both in terms of space (usually, a large number of intermediate clauses has to be gen­
erated before a refutation can be found) and time (the time required for finding a proof 
increases drastically as a function of the number of clauses). Immediately after the 
publication of the first paper on the resolution method by J.A. Robinson [Robi65] 
researchers in the area of theorem proving began the quest for improved performance 
of the resolution-based theorem provers. Since then, many modifications have been 
introduced. These modifications are usually known under the name of resolution stra­
tegies. The term strategy refers to the specific way of searching for a refutation of a set 
of clauses. Some strategies, as we will see, require certain modifications to the resolu­
tion rule itself. Here we will briefly present a few of the well known strategies. A wide 
selection o f resolution strategies is presented in [Chan73], [Love78], or in 
[Siek83a, Siek83b].
•  Set-of-Support Resolution [Wos65]
The set-of-support strategy was developed by L. Wos, G.A. Robinson, and D.F. 
Carson as one of the first improvements of the original resolution. This method 
stems from the observation that, frequently, a theorem is to be proved from a 
satisfiable set of clauses, which are the axioms of some theory. If a formula is a 
theorem of the theory, then inclusion of its negation to the set of axioms makes 
the entire set unsatisfiable. The set-of-support strategy divides the entire
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unsatisfiable set of clauses S into two disjoint sets T and S -  T, such that S -  T is 
satisfiable. The set T may be composed o f the clauses generated from a theorem 
under consideration, while the set S -  T may be composed of the theory’s axioms 
(other methods of choosing T may as well be used.) The set-of-support strategy 
requires that two clauses may not be resolved if both of them are members of 
S -  T. At least one clause must be a member of T, or a successor of a clause in T. 
Such a clause is said to be supported by T. This restriction limits the search 
space considerably, by eliminating all resolutions among the axioms of the 
theory. The set-of-support strategy is complete.
•  Unit Resolution [Chan70]
The unit resolution strategy, developed by C.-L. Chang in 1970, requires that two 
clauses my be resolved only if at least one of them is a unit clause (a single 
literal). The motivation behind this strategy was that if at least one of the clauses 
is unit then the resulting resolvent is shorter than the parent clause, thus closer to 
the empty clause, which is the goal o f the refutation process. However, the unit 
strategy is incomplete, since not every unsatisfiable set 6 f  clauses contains a unit 
clause. For example, the set {p v  q, p v  -iq, ->p v  q, -ip  v  —iq> is unsatisfiable, 
but we cannot perform even a single step of unit resolution since it does not con­
tain a unit clause.
•  Input Resolution [Chan70]
The restriction imposed on the resolution of any two clauses o f an unsatisfiable 
set o f clauses S requires that at least one of them is a member o f S. This restric­
tion introduces incompleteness of the input resolution. For example, the set
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{p v  q, p v  -iq, —ip v  q, -ip  v  —iq} is unsatisfiable but there is no input refutation 
of it. Input and unit resolution methods are equivalent, for, as proved in 
[Chan70], any unsatisfiable set S is unit-refutable if and only if it is input- 
refutable.
•  Linear Resolution [Love6 8 ]
The linear resolution was developed by D.W. Loveland around 1968. In each 
step o f a linear refutation, at least one parent clause must be an input clause or an 
ancestor of the other parent This strategy is called linear because any proof may 
be represented by a line o f so called central clauses and another line of so called 
side clauses. The side clauses are either members o f the input set or the ancestors 
o f the clause on the same level (the other parent), as in Fig. 4.1.
Fig. 4.1. A linear refutation proof.
This strategy is complete, which in connection with great improvement in 
efficiency makes this strategy very attractive.
0
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•  Model Elimination [Love69]
This strategy, developed by D.W. Loveland, is a, further restriction imposed on 
the linear resolution. The model elimination works on chains, which are ordered 
clauses, containing two types of literals: A-literals and B -literals. This strategy 
also incorporates the set-of-support strategy and subsumption testing. The model 
elimination strategy requires also modification of the resolution rule, which is 
replaced by two operations: extension and reduction. The extension operation 
may introduce A-literals, which are the literals resolved upon and saved in the 
resolvent. This strategy is complete. In the following sections of this chapter we 
will describe this strategy in greater detail and develop a similar strategy for pro- 
positional linear temporal logic.
4.1. OL-Resolution Rules for Propositional Linear Temporal Logic
Ordered linear resolution is another name for the model elimination resolution, 
briefly described in the previous section. The OL-resolution is a variant of the linear 
resolution. In addition to the usual requirements of the linear proof (in each step of a 
linear refutation, at least one parent clause must be an input clause or an ancestor of 
the other parent), clauses are not treated as standard clauses, i.e. sets of literals, where 
disjunction operations are treated as symmetric. Here, each clause is an ordered 
sequence of literals, called an ordered clause. Each literal in an ordered clause may be 
marked as resolved, or left unmarked as waiting to be resolved. The last feature 
enables us to encode the information about resolved literals within the clauses. We 
will assume that the literals an OL-clause are ordered from left to right, with the left­
most literal being the first in sequence (OL-clauses are sometimes called sequences, or
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chains). Consider the two clauses: p v  -iq  and r v  -ip. These clauses are resolvable 
in terms of OL-resolution. It is required that the first literal of the first clause must be 
one of the literals resolved upon. Thus, in this example the literal which must be 
resolved is the literal p o f the first clause (we are free to choose any literal from the 
other clause, provided that the two literals are complementary). The standard resol­
vent of the two clauses would be —>q v  r, with the resolved literals, i.e. p and -ip, 
deleted. The OL-resolvent, however, is of the form r v  [p] v  -iq. The boxed literal p is 
marked as resolved. Also, any framed literals which are not preceded by any non­
framed literals may be deleted. Information of resolved literals is very useful, since it 
enables us to retain the completeness of the method while adding the restriction of an 
input proof. This will be illustrated in the following example.
Exam ple 4.1.
In the previous section we showed that there does not exist an input resolution proof 
of the set
S = {p v  q, p v  -,q , - ,p  v  q, -ip  v  —iq}.
A refutation of this set with the provision of ordered literals but without the informa­
tion o f resolved literals is shown in the Fig. 4.2. (we also assume the availability of the 
factoring rule, in its usual format).
An OL-refutation of the same set (with the information of resolved literals) is 
presented in the Fig. 4.3.
The last step of the refutation in Fig. 4.3. simulates the last step of the previous refuta­
tion, shown in the Fig. 4.2., in which the side clause used was q. But note that in the
I l l
p v q -iP v q
P v  - i  q factored q v q
Fig. 4.2. A linear proof for the set S.
P v - ’p v q
q p v  - i  q the framed p was deleted
—'P v  —i q
—.q v [3 v 0
I
0
Fig. 4.3. An OL-refutation of the set S.
OL-refutation q was present in the clause as the resolved literal (framed). This type of 
clause will be called reducible. A reducible clause will always represent a 
corresponding refutation step o f a similar linear proof, in which the parent side clause 
is included in the reducible clause. ■
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Note, that the proof in Fig. 4.3. is an input proof, i.e. all side clauses are members of 
the input set, thus greatly reducing the number of alternative side clauses to be con­
sidered at each step. The OL-resolution relies on the set-of-support resolution as well. 
An additional requirement calls for a selection of such top clause C (the starting 
clause) that the remaining part of the input set, i.e. without the top clause C, is 
satisfiable.
In this section we will present the OL-resolution developed for propositional 
linear discrete temporal logic with the "Until" operator. A similar method for the sys­
tem T of modal logic was presented by L. Farinas del Cerro in [Fari8 6 ]. We will 
begin by defining the ordering of literals in temporal clauses. For the definition of a 
temporal clause consult the Def. 3.2. As we know, a clause o f propositional linear 
temporal logic is a disjunction o f elements, which may be composed of many literals, 
and have a complex structure. The following recursive definition specifies the partial 
ordering o f literals in a temporal clause. The ordering cannot be total, since the ele­
ments may contain conjunctions of literals and any literal in a conjunction may be 
considered the first. For example, in the clause
0  ( p a  O q ) v n r  
either p or q may be selected as the first literal.
Def. 4.1.
An ordered temporal clause, E = E! v  E2  v  ... v  En, is a clause (Def. 3.2), in which all 
the occurring literals are partially ordered, according to the following definition:
1. All the literals in E, precede all the literals in Ej iff i < j. Thus, the first
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literal in E j is also the first literal of the clause E.
2 . Ej may be composed of many subformulas with the use of various temporal 
operators. The first literal of Ej is defined recursively according to the struc­
ture of Ej. If E j is of the form:
L, where L  = O* P or Ol —i P, then L  is the first literal of
Ei.
□ A then the first literal of A is the first literal of Ej.
0 B then the first literal of B is the first literal of Ej.
C U D  then the first literal o f D is the first literal of E^
Fj v  ... v  Fm then the first literal of Fj is the first literal of Ej
Gi a  . . .  a  Gr then the first literal o f G;, for any 1 < i < r, 
is the first literal of Ei. ■
Now we can define an OL-resolution operation for ordered clauses. Note that the fol­
lowing recursive definition effectively realizes the concept of resolving the first literal 
o f the left parent clause. This operation will be called extension.
Def. 4.2.
t
We define the operation E  on ordered temporal clauses and the property of resolvabil­
ity among ordered temporal clauses. If two ordered clauses Q  and C2 are resolvable, 
then E(C \, C2) yields as its value an ordered clause called the extension of Cj against 
C2. The definitions of E  and resolvability are recursive and it take into account the 
structure of Q  and C2.
1. If P is a proposition then P  and - i P are resolvable.
E (P ,- .P )  = 0 ,  and 
E(-nP, P) = 0 .
2. If Aj and C2  are resolvable then Aj a  ... a  Am and C2  are also resolvable, 
1 < i < m.
£ (A j a  . . .  a  Am, C2  ) = E (Aj, C2 ) a  Aj a  . . .  a  Am
2'. If Cj and Aj are resolvable then Cj and A! a  . . .  a  Am are also resolvable,
1 < i < m.
E (C U Aj a  . . .  a  Am) = E(Ci, Aj) a  A x a  . . .  a  Am
3. If and C2  are resolvable then E 1 v . . . v E n and C2  are also resolvable.
E {Ej v  ... v  En, C2) = E(E 1? C2) v  E2  v  ... v  En
3'. If Cj and E, are resolvable then C t and E t v  ... v  En are also resolvable, 1 < i < n.
The boxed clause Cj is marked as resolved upon.
E (Cj, E j v  ... v  En) = Ej v  ... v  E (C U Ej) v  ... v E n v[T!71
4. If □ A and B are resolvable then □ A and A B are also resolvable,
A e  { □, 0, O }.
E (n  A, A B) = A E(D  A, B), and 
E (A A, □  B) = A E (A , □  B).
5. If A and B are resolvable then □  A and B are also resolvable.
£ (□  A, B) = E(A, B), and 
E ( A , D B ) = £ ( A ,  B).
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6 . If 0 A and B are resolvable then OA and OB are also resolvable.
E (OA, OB) = 0 E (OA, B ) v  0 (OA a  OB).
6 '. If A and OB are resolvable then OA and OB are also resolvable.
E (OA, OB) = 0 (OA a  OA) v  0 E (A, OB).
7. If A and B are resolvable then O A and O B are also resolvable.
E (O A, O B) = O J?(A, B).
8 . If A and C are resolvable then A U B, and □ E are also resolvable.
E (A U B, □ C) = E (A , C) U  B, and 
E (a  C, A U B) = E(C, A) U  B.
8 '. If B and C are resolvable then A U B and □ C are also resolvable.
E (A  U B, □ C) = A U  E(B, C), and 
E (p  C, A U  B) = A LJ E(C, B).
9. If 0nA v  0( □n-'A a  OnB ) and B are resolvable then OA and B are also resolv­
able.
E (OA, B) = E (0nA v  0( ^ A  a  O nA ), B ), and 
E (B, OA) = E (B, 0„A v  0( On^A a  OnA )).
10. If C U n D and F are resolvable for some n > 0, then C U D  and F are resolv­
able.
E(C  U  D, F) = E(C  U n D, F), and 
E(F, C U  D, F) = E(F, C Un D).
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The extension operation is undefined for any two ordered clauses which are not 
resolvable. ■
The following definition introduces the reduction operation, similar as for the OL- 
resolution for the classical logic.
Def. 4.3.
Let C be an ordered clause. The following operation will be called a reduction opera­
tion. It will be denoted by R(C).
R (< P (\E \v E 1 )) = 0 > ( E 1 )
/ ? ( O ( ( U ) ) )  = O ( 0 )
R( O  ( Ej v  ... v  [E[] v  ... v  En ) )  = O  ( E{E lf E;) v  ... v  En) 
if only Ej and Ej are resolvable.
R  ( <D ( Aj a  A2  a  B ) )  = <D ( E ( A lt A2) a  A t a  A2  a  B ) 
if  only Aj and A2  are resolvable.
The resulting ordered clause is called a reduced ordered clause of C. ■
The simplification operation realizes the Boolean simplification of ordered clauses. 
Def. 4.4.
Let C be an ordered clause. Each of the following substitution operations will be 
called a simplification operation. It will be denoted by S(C).
S ( 0 ( C a C) )  = 0 ( C )
S ( 0 ( C v C ) )  = <D(C)
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S ( < P ( 0 a C)) = <D(0)
S ( < D ( 0 v C ) )  = O ( C )
S( O  ( A 0 ) )  = 0 ( 0 ) ,  A is either □, 0, or O. 
S( O  ( 0  U  C )) = 0 > ( C )
5 ( O ( C U 0 ) )  = O ( D C )
S( O  ( ( 0 ) ) )  = <D ( 0  ) ■
Exam ple 4.2.
The two ordered clauses □ p v  q and 0 -ip  v  r are resolvable by extension:
E ( D p v q ,  0 - > p v r ) = E ( n p ,  0 - i p v r ) v q  =
= E ( D p ,  0 - i p ) v r v  | P p |  v  q = r v  |Dp|  v  q 
The ordered clause 0 ( □  p v  [r| v  |- ip |) is reducible:
J ? ( 0 (D p  v [ r ]v | 5 3 ) = < > ( £ ( □  p, - .p ) v[rl v R p l ) 
= O([r]v[5g) = O(Bp]) = O(0)  = 0  ■
The concept of OL-deduction in temporal logic is similar to standard OL-deduction. 
Def. 4.5.
Let S be a set of ordered clauses, also called axioms. Let C and D be two ordered 
clauses and let C e  S. An OL-deduction of D with the top ordered clause C is a 
sequence o f ordered clauses C j , ..., Cn, where
1. C , = C
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2. Cn = D
3. Each Ck, 1 < k < n, is a simplified
a) extension of Q  against some clause B e  S, i < k, or
b) reduction of C ^ .  ■
An OL-deduction will be represented as shown in the Fig. 4.4. Note that not all of the 
central clauses require a side clause, since some of the central clauses C; may be 
obtained by a reduction.
C
B
n-1
C„
Fig. 4.4. Representation of an OL-deduction.
Def. 4.6.
Let S be a set of ordered clauses and let C be a clause from the set S. An OL- 
refutation of S with the top clause C is an OL-deduction of the empty clause from S 
with the top clause C. ■
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Example 4.3.
Let
S = {□ (P v  q), D i p ,  0 —iq }.
An OL-refutation of S is presented below:
1 . □  (p v  q)
2 . □  q v  |D (p v  q)| extension o f 1 . with □ -ip
3. |D (p v  q)l extension of 2. with 0 -iq
4. 0  reduction of 3. ■
T heorem  4.1. (Completeness o f OL resolution for prepositional LTL)
Let S be an unsatisfiable set o f ordered temporal clauses and C a clause from S. If 
S -  {C} is satisfiable then there exists an OL-refutation of S with the top clause C.
Proof: (See Appendix B.)
4.2. Exam ples
We will present two examples, similar to the ones presented in Chapter 3.
Exam ple 4.4.
We will show an OL-refutation o f the set 
S = { p, □ ( - i p  v  O O p ) ,  0 □ —i p }
Let us number the clauses in S:
1. p
2. n ( - i p v o o p )
3. On->p
Note that S -  {0 □ -i p} is satisfiable, thus we can use the clause 3 as the top clause. 
The following is an OL-refutation of the set S:
0 □ - i p top clause 3.
0 ( 0 p a  D O —i p ) ext. with 1 .
0 ( 0 ( 0 O p  v [ g )  a  Op a  D O - i p )
ext. with 2 .
0  reduction
The first step was as follows:
E  (0 n —ip, p)= E  (□  —ip v 0 (—i n —ip a  o  □ —ip), p ) =
= 2? ( □  p, p) v 0 ( 0 p  a  D O  -ip) = E  (-ip, p) v 0 ( 0 p  a  D O  -ip) =
= 0 (0 p a  n o  -ip).
The second step:
E ( 0 ( Op a n o - . p ) , □ ( i p  v o o p ) )  =
= 2? ( o ( Op a n o  -ip),□ ( -ip v o op)) =
= 0 2? (0 p a  n o  -ip,□ ( -ip v o op)) =
= 0 (E ( 0  p, □ ( -ip  v 0 o  p)) a  Op a  n o  -.p) =
= 0(02? (p, -ip v OOp) a  Op a  n o  -ip) =
= o (0 ( E (p, -ip) v o o  p v 0 )  a  op a  n o  -ip) =
= 0 (0 (0 o  p v 0  ) a  Op a  n o  -.p).
The final step is as follows:
R ( 0 ( 0 ( 0  o  P V 0  ) A Op A n o  -np) ) =
= 0 ( E ( 0 ( 0 o p v  0 ) ,  n o  -ip) a 0 p) =
= 0 ( 0 £ ( 0 o p  v 0 ,  □ o - i p ) a op)  =
= 0 ( 0 ( £ ( 0 O p ,  □ o  -np) v  0 )  a 0 p) =
= 0 ( 0 ( 0  E (  O p, O - i p ) v  0 )  a  0 p) =
= 0 ( 0 ( 0 O £ ( p , - , p )  v 0 )  a 0 p) =
= 0 ( 0 ( 0 0 0  V 0 )  a 0 p) =
= O ( ( 0  v 0 )  a 0 p) = 0 ( 0  a Op)  = O 0  = 0 .
Exam ple 4.5.
This example is an OL-refutation of the set of OL-clauses, similar to the clauses E .l, 
E.17 from the Example 3.13. Here are the input OL-clauses:
1 . ( - i  b eg i^  a  - i  endi ) U begin!
2 . □  ( -i b eg i^  v  (( °  b eg in i) U ( O endi))
3. □ ( - i  endi v  (( O e n d i ) U ( O begini))
4. ( - i begini a  -i e n d i ) U begini
5. □ ( - i  begini v (( °  b eg in i) U ( O endi))
6 . □  ( - i endi v  (( O e n d i ) U ( O begini))
7. □ ( - i  begini v  ( ( - i  begin2  ) U end! ))
8 . □  ( - i  begini v  ( ( begin2  ) U e n d i ))
9. □  ( 0  begini v  0  en^ i )
1 0 . □  ( 0  begin2  v  0  end2 )
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1 1 . □ (  begi]^ v  endi )
1 2 . □ ( - !  begin! v  - i e n d i )
13. □  ( begin2  v  end2  )
14. □ ( - i  begin2  v  - i  end2  )
The above specifications constitute a small set o f axioms. This set is satisfiable. Now 
we can ask the question "Will the two processes always preserve mutual exclusion?
This question is represented by the following OL-clause:
0  ( begin! A begin2 )
An OL-refutation of the set { 1,..., 15 } with the top OL-clause 15. is shown below:
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
0 ( begini A begin2  )
0 ( ( (-i begin2) U  endi v lbegin, | ) a  begini a  begin2  ) 
extension with 7.
0 ( ( - i begini v  begin2  v  l(-ibegin?) LJ endi
begini | ) a  begini A begin2 )
extension with 1 2 .
0 ( ( -i begin2  v  |(-ibegin?) LI end1
v  |begin, | ) a  begini a  begin2  ) 
reduction 
0 ( (K-ibegin?) U end. begin, | ) a  begini)
reduction 
0  reduction
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The clause 16. was obtained by extension of the clause 15 with the clause 7. in the fol­
lowing way:
E  (0  ( begin j a  begin2 ), □ (-ibeginj v (-ibegin2) U endi)) =
= 0 E  ( begin j a  begin2, -i begin j v  (-ibegin2) U e nd j ) =
= 0 ( E  ( beginl5 -i begin j v (-ibegin2) U end j ) a  beginj a  begin2) =
= 0 ((E  ( begin^ - i begin!) v  (—ibegin2) U endi v |begin! | ) a  
begini A begin2) =
= 0 ( ( ( -ibegin2) U endi v | begin!| ) a begini a begin2).
The clause 17. was obtained through extension with the clause 12, as follows:
E  (  0 ( ( ( - i  begin2) U  endi v  I begin i |  )  a  begini a  begin2),
□ ( -i begini v  “• en^ i ) )  =
= 0 E  ( ( ( begin2) U  endi v  I begin ^ | ) a  begini a  begin2,
- i begini v  - i  e n d i )) =
=  0  ( E (  (-i begin2) U  endi v [begini| , -ibeg in i v  —iend i )  a  
begini a  begin2 ) =
=  0  ( ( £ ( ( - i  begin2) U e n d ^  -ibeg in i v  - ie n d i ) v |beg in!|) a  
begini a  begin2 ) =
= 0 ( ( - i  begini v  2?( ( - i begin2) U end^ - i endi ) v  l(-ibegin?) IJ endi v
begini | ) a  begini a  begin2 ) =
= 0 (( -i begini v -i begin2 v |(-ibegin9) U endil v |begini| ) a  begin! 
a  begin2 ).
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The clause 18 is obtained by a simple reduction of the clause 17.
The reduction which leads to the clause 19 is as follows:
R ( 0  ( ( □  -i begin2 v l(-ibegin9) U endil v Ibegini | )  a  beginj a  begin2 )) =  
= 0 ( E (□ - i  begin2 v  |(-ibegin9) L) end! begin! 1 ), begin2  ) a  begins
= 0  ( (E  ( □  - i begin2, begin2  ) v  W-ibegin?) Ll endi 
begin! | )  a  begin^ =
= 0  ( ( |(—ibegin9) LI endil v  |begint I ) a  begin} )
The empty clause is obtained as a result of a reduction of the clause 19.
r
Chapter Five 
Resolution in Predicate Linear Temporal Logic
Classical predicate logic offers a significant increase of the expressive power in 
comparison to the standard propositional logic. The prepositional logic seems to be 
not adequate for many practical applications, for which the predicate logic offers 
enough expressive power. There is a significant drawback to proof methods for the 
predicate logic. Greater expressive power comes at a price: first order logic, although 
complete, is undecidable, i.e. we may fail to disprove a false statement, no matter 
what decision procedure we employ.
For similar reasons, predicate linear temporal logic offers many advantages over 
the propositional temporal logic. But, similarly as in the standard logic case, this 
increase in expressive power comes at a high price. It has been proved that the predi­
cate temporal logic with the time sequence represented in any arithmetic manner (by 
integers or reals) is incomplete, i.e. there exists a valid sentence o f predicate temporal 
logic which cannot be derived in any axiomatization of the predicate temporal logic. 
In other words there does not exist a complete axiomatization of the predicate linear 
temporal logic. This result, although severe from the theoretical point of view, does 
not prevent us from applying some syntactic proof method for predicate linear tem­
poral logic to many practical situations.
We will begin the presentation of the resolution proof method for the predicate 
linear temporal logic with the definition of the language and semantics of the predi­
cate linear temporal logic.
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5.1. P redicate L inear Tem poral Logic
As in the case o f the propositional linear temporal logic, we will present syntax 
and semantics o f the predicate linear temporal logic. For the reasons already men­
tioned, we will not discuss the axiomatization of the predicate linear temporal logic 
(complete axiomatization of the predicate linear temporal logic does not exist).
5.1.1. Syntax of the Predicate Tem poral Logic
The syntax o f the predicate temporal logic will be that of the propositional tem­
poral logic, additionally including variables, the quantifiers and functional symbols 
(functions).
Def. 5.1.
The alphabet o f  the predicate temporal logic consists of:
1 . a countable set V of variable symbols (variables): x, y, z, Xj, x2, etc.,
2 . sets d>m, m > 0 , where each set O m, m > 0 , is a set of m-ary functional sym­
bols,
3. sets Pn, n > 0, where each set Pn, n > 0, is a set of n-ary predicate symbols,
4. the logical connectives:
-i (negation) 
a (conjunction) 
v  (disjunction)
—» (implication),
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5. the quantifiers:
V (universal quantifier),
3 (existential quantifier),
6 . the temporal operators:
□ always (in the future, including the present)
0  future (sometime in the future, including the present)
O next (moment of time)
U  until (weak until), and
7. the parentheses: (,).  ■
In particular, members of the set d>°, i.e. zero-argument function symbols, will be 
called constants. Similarly, members of the set P°, i.e. zero-argument predicate sym­
bols, will be called propositions, as in the case of the propositional temporal logic.
The predicate temporal logic is richer from its propositional counterpart because 
we can use expressions composed of variables and functional symbols to denote the 
elements of some domain. Such expressions will be called terms.
Def. 5.2.
The set of terms T is the smallest of all sets X, such that:
1. V c X ,  and
2. if f  g <Dm, and t j , ..., ^  g X, m > 0, then f ( t j , ..., tm) e  X. ■
Exam ple 5.1.
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The following expressions are examples o f terms: 
a,
const!,
x,
f(const!, x),
f(a, g(constl5 x)). ■
Terms may then be used to construct atomic formulas, the basic building blocks of 
well-formed formulas {w ff s) of the predicate temporal logic.
Def. 5.3.
The set of atomic formulas is the set of expressions of the form:
P(tl 5 tn), where
P g  Pn, n > 0, is an n-ary predicate symbol, and 
tj, for 1 < i < n, are terms. ■
Def. 5.4.
The set o f well-formed formulas (shortly w ff s) of predicate temporal logic is the smal­
lest of all sets X, satisfying the following conditions:
1. every atomic formula is in X,
2. if A and B are well-formed formulas of predicate temporal logic, then
-i A, A v  B, A a  B, A —» B, 3x A, Vx A, O A, □  A,
0 A, A U  B, (A) are in X. ■
Example 5.2.
The following are examples of well-formed formulas of the predicate linear temporal 
logic:
O P( cons t j )
□  ( AT_L0  -> PRIME(y) )
□ 3x PRINTER FREE(x)
3x □  PRINTER_FREE(x)
3x (P(x) -> 0 Vy ( Q(y) -»  R( x ) ) )  ■
Def. 5.5.
We will say that an occurrence of a variable x is bound in a formula A if it is in the 
scope of a quantifier Vx or 3x in A. Conversely, if an occurrence of a variable is 
not bound it is called free. A well-formed formula A is called closed if all variables 
occurring in A are bound. ■
From now on, we will assume that any well-formed formula A of the predicate linear 
temporal logic satisfies the following conditions:
1. A is closed.
2. All quantified variables in A (in expressions (Vx) and (3y)) are pairwise
different.
The above conditions introduce minor restrictions, since any well-formed formula, as 
defined in Def. 5.4., can be transformed into an equivalent formula, in the sense of
Def. 2.9, which satisfies the above conditions (it is possible to "close" a formula by
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binding all free variables with the universal quantifiers, thus satisfying the condition 
1 ., and it is also possible to rename identical variables, making them distinct, in order 
to satisfy the condition 2 .).
Exam ple 5.3.
The formula
P(x) -> Vy Q(y) 
may be closed, as below:
Vx (P(x) -> Vy Q(y)).
Similarly, the formula
Vx (P(x) -»  Q(f(x))) v  Vx Q(x) 
may be converted into an equivalent formula with distinct variables:
Vx (P(x) -> Q(f(x))) v  Vy Q(y). ■
Some o f the logical connectives and temporal operators are redundant. They can 
be derived from other operators and/or connectives. The minimal set of connectives 
and operators contains the following symbols: —i, v , 3, O, □, U. The remaining 
operators can be derived as shown below:
•  conjunction a
A a  B =def —i ( —i A v - i B )
•  implication —>
A —» B =dcf —i A v  B
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•  universal quantifier V
(Vx) A =def —i (3x) —i A
•  future time operator 0
0 A =def - i  □  - i  A.
5.1.2. Semantics of Predicate Linear Temporal Logic
Semantics of the standard predicate logic is based on some domain D of objects 
and a mapping, assigning:
a) values from the domain D to constants and variables,
b) operations in the domain D to functional symbols, and
c) n-ary relations in D to n-ary predicate symbols.
This is suitable for describing static situations, in which a set of closed formulas has a 
definite, invariant translation, and the logical value, i.e. the truth value of the formulas 
is fixed. On the other hand, semantics of the predicate temporal logic should provide 
a dynamic interpretation o f formulas, similarly as in the case of the propositional tem­
poral logic (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2). The semantics of propositional temporal 
logic is based on the notion of worlds. The semantics of predicate temporal logic is 
based on that notion as well. The mapping used in the case of the standard logic for 
assigning values, operations, and relations in some domain to constants, functions and 
predicates, respectively, should now take into account worlds, in which the assign­
ment should take place. The following definition introduces the concept of the 
interpretation of the predicate linear temporal logic.
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Def. 5.6.
An interpretation o f  the predicate linear temporal logic is a quadruple o f the form 
I = <a, R, D, m>, where 
a  is an infinite sequence of states, s0, s1; s2, ...
R  is a linear order relation on o,
D is a nonempty set of elements, called the domain of the interpretation,
m is a meaning function, defined as follows:
m(s, f) = om, for any s e a ,  and f  e  ® m, where om is a m-ary 
operation om:D m -» D , m >  0, 
m(s, P) = r”, for any s e  W, and P e  P n, where r“ is a n-ary relation 
on D, r" <= D, n > 0. ■
As follows from the above definition, there is only one set of objects, i.e. the domain 
D, which is the same at all times. In other words, no objects die or are bom. More­
over, some constants may be rigid, i.e. have the same value at all times, or be flexible,
i.e. change their value at different instances of time. Similarly, we allow flexible and 
rigid functional as well as predicate symbols.
Def. 5.7.
Let I = <a, R, D, m> be an interpretation of the predicate linear temporal logic. Any 
mapping of the form:
v: V —» D
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where V is the set of variables and D the domain of I is called a valuation. u
Note that the valuation, as defined above, does not depend on state (time) instant, thus 
all variable symbols are rigid, i.e. they retain their assigned value at all times.
The definition o f the valuation must be extended onto all possible terms.
Def. 5.8.
Let t be a term and v a valuation. Let I = <o, R, D, m> be an interpretation of the 
predicate linear temporal logic. The value o f the term t under the interpretation I and 
the valuation v, denoted by Iv(t), is defined recursively as follows:
Iv(x) = v(x), for any x e  V 
r ( f ( t j , ..., tju)) = m(s0, fX rC tj),..., Iv(tm)), where 
f  e  O m, and
t j , ..., g  are terms, m > 0 . ■
Def. 5.9.
Let A be any predicate temporal logic formula and I an interpretation of the predicate 
linear temporal logic. Let v be a valuation. The following recursive definition intro­
duces the concept of satisfiability of the formula A in terms of its structure (in what 
follows, the expression Ij is used to denote a subinterpretation <a', R, D, m> of the 
interpretation I, such that o' = s,, si+1, si+2, ...):
Iiv sa t P ( t j , ..., g  iff ( I f t g , ..., Ijv( g )  e  m(Si, P),
for any P e  P n, and any terms t j , ..., t„
IjV sat - i  B iff not IiV sat B
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IjV sat B v  C 
I* sa t B a  C 
Iiv sa t B -> C 
Ijv sa t O B 
Iiv sa t □  B 
Iiv sa t 0 B 
Iiv sa t B U  C
17 sa t 3x B
Iiv sa t Vx B
Def. 5.10.
1. A formula A (or a set S of formulas) of predicate temporal logic is called 
satisfiable if  there exists an interpretation I and a valuation v, such that Iv sat A 
(or Iv sat Ak for every Ak e  S).
2. An interpretation I is a model o f a formula A (a set of formulas S) o f predicate
temporal logic if, for any valuation v, Iv sat A (Iv sat S).
3. A formula A of predicate temporal logic is called valid if each interpretation I of 
A is a model of A. We will denote this fact by writing \= A. m
iff Ijv sat B or Iv sat C 
iff I ” sa t B and Iiv sa t C 
iff IiV sat B implies IjV sat C 
iff I&j sa t B
iff for every j > i, Ijv sat B 
iff for some j > i, Ijv sat B
iff for every k > i, Ik sat B, or, for some k > i, Ik sat C 
and for any j, i < j < k , IjV sa t B 
iff IiV sat B for some valuation v’, which is identical to 
v, except perhaps for the variable x 
iff IiV sat B for every valuation v’, which is identical to
v, except perhaps for the variable x. ■
Exam ple 5.4.
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The formulas below are examples of valid formulas:
□ P v  0 - iP
□ Vx P(x) v  0 3x -iP(x) 
V x n A  -> n V x A
□  Vx A V x D  A
(Barcan formula) 
(inverse Barcan formula)
In Chapter 2, Sec. 2.3.3 we presented the axiomatization o f the propositional 
linear temporal logic. That axiomatization is complete, i.e. it allows the derivation of 
any valid propositional temporal formula. It is not possible to present a complete 
axiomatization o f the predicate linear temporal logic if the time sequence is 
represented by integers (or any other set isomorphic to integers). As reported by Gar- 
son [Gars84] (the first proof was accomplished by Kamp in 1977), it is possible to 
construct a sentence o f predicate linear temporal logic, which he calls SMA, such that 
it has only standard models o f arithmetic. Kurt Godel showed that if a language L 
contains a sentence which has only standard models of arithmetic then such language 
is not axiomatizable. Since Kamp showed a sentence of predicate temporal logic 
which has only standard models of arithmetic then the predicate temporal logic is 
unaxiomatizable. '
Since the domain D of interpretation of predicate linear temporal logic, as 
defined in Def. 5.6, is identical at any moment in time, the Barcan formula is valid in 
this formulation o f the semantics. There exists a different definition o f interpretation 
in which the Barcan formula is not valid. Such a definition assumes that at each 
moment of time the domain o f the interpretation may be different. Usually this is
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achieved by defining an additional mapping, assigning to each state s; a subset of the 
domain elements, which constitutes the domain at this moment in time. An example 
of such interpretation is given below.
Example 5.5.
Let us assume that the domain D is composed of non-negative integers, and let the 
domain at time 0 contain only the number 0, at time 1, the numbers 0 and 1, and so on. 
The i-th moment of time has as its domain the set {0, 1, 2 ,..., i}. Then let us assume 
that the meaning function m assigns to the predicate symbol P the relation "is-even" 
among the elements o f D. Now consider the formula
VxDP(x)  DVxP(x) ,
which is an example of the Barcan formula. The only element in the domain in the 
state s0, i.e. the number 0, is even, however it is not true that in every instant o f time 
all elements in the domain are even. Thus the above formula is false in the specified 
interpretation. ■
5.1.3. Conjunctive Normal Form for Predicate Linear Temporal Logic
As we already know, the resolution rule of inference for the classical first order 
logic is applicable only to clauses, i.e. disjunctions of literals. We need a similar 
clausal form for the predicate linear temporal logic. In standard predicate logic it is 
possible to transform any formula to an equivalent formula which is in skolemized 
conjunctive normal form, where after the skolemization, the remaining universal 
quantifiers are moved to the beginning of the formula and the matrix of the formula is 
converted to the conjunctive normal form. It is not possible to define a similar
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conjunctive normal form for the predicate linear temporal logic since the skolemiza- 
tion is not valid, as it is shown in the example below.
Exam ple 5.6.
Consider the satisfiable formula:
□  3xP(x) a  VyO-«P(y) ,
which after skolemization is converted into
□ P(c) a  Vy 0 - i P(y).
Clearly, if we consider the constant c to be rigid, the above skolemized formula is 
unsatisfiable. On the contrary, if the constant c is treated as a flexible symbol, then the 
skolemized formula is still satisfiable. However, skolemization by introducing new 
flexible constants and function symbols has its limitations as well. Consider the fol­
lowing formula:
□ 3x (P(x) -> O □ Q(x)), (5.1)
which after skolemization takes the form of
□ (-« P(c) v  ‘ O □ Q(c)), (5.2)
where c is a new flexible symbol. The skolemized formula (5.2) does not carry the 
same information as the formula (5.1), because (5.1) expects the same value x to be 
used in the implication, however, since the introduced symbol c is flexible, it is not
certain that the same value from the domain of the interpretation will be assigned to c
at different moments of time. ■
Abadi and Manna in [Abad86] proposed a different way of handling the
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skolemization. However, although satisfactory, their method requires the use of the 
equality relation which is not available in our temporal language.
Moreover, it is not possible to convert any formula of the predicate linear temporal 
logic into the prenex normal form (all quantifiers are in the front of the formula in the 
prenex normal form), since the following formula is not valid:
□ 3x A -> 3x □ A. (5.3)
The above formula states that:
If at all times there exists such x that A is true, then in the first moment of time 
there exists such x that it satisfies A at all instances of time.
The above is not true, for consider the interpretation I in which the domain is the set 
D = {0,1} and the relation R is defined on D in the following way:
1. R(0) is true only in the first moment of time and false ever after,
2. R( l )  is false only in the first moment of time and true ever after.
Then if the meaning function assigns to the predicate letter P the relation R on D then 
the formula
□ 3x P(x) -> 3x □ P(x)
is false under the above interpretation I.
The normal form for the predicate linear temporal logic is defined as follows:
Def. 5.10.
A literal o f  predicate linear temporal logic is an expression of the form:
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Ok P(t1, ....tn), or 
Ok - 1  P ( t j , t n ) ,  where
Ok, k > 0, is a sequence of zero or more O-operators,
P e  P“, n ;> 0, is an n-ary predicate symbol, 
q, 1 < i < n, is a term. ■
Def. 5.11.
A clause o f  predicate linear temporal logic is a formula of the form:
E j v  ... v  En, n > 0, where
Ej, 1 < i < n, which is called a unit clause (or element), is either:
L a literal o f predicate linear temporal logic,
□ A, where A may be as general as a clause, i.e. a
disjunction of unit clauses,
0 B, where B may be as general as a conjunction of
clauses
C U D ,  where C and D may be as general as conjunctions
of clauses.
Vx C, where C may be as general as a conjunction of
clauses
3x C, where C may be as general as a conjunction of
clauses. ■
Def. 5.12.
A formula A of predicate linear temporal logic is said to be in conjunctive normal
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form  if it is of the form:
Cj a  . . .  a  Cn, n > 0, 
where each of the C;, 1 < i < n, is a clause of predicate temporal logic. ■
Lemma 5.1.
For any formula A o f predicate linear temporal logic we can construct a semantically 
equivalent (in the sense of the Def. 2.9) formula A', which is in conjunctive normal 
form.
Proof:
The proof o f this lemma is identical as the proof of the Lemma 3.1, since the conjunc­
tive normal form for the predicate linear temporal logic does not move quantifiers. 
The only additional rules which are necessary are:
—1 3x A <-» Vx —i A
- i V x A  3x - i A
■
Example 5.7.
The following formulas are in conjunctive normal form for predicate linear temporal 
logic:
Vx ( P(x) v  0 Q( x ) )
VxVy ( P(x, y) a  3z ( O R(x, z) v  □ Q(z))).
In order to convert a formula
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( O (P(a) v  Q(a)) a  □ (Vx -i P(x))) —> O Q(a)
to its conjunctive normal form, we have to perform the following steps:
- i  ( O (P(a) v  Q(a)) a  □ (Vx - i P(x))) v  O Q(a)
O (P(a) v  Q(a)) v  □  (Vx - i P(x)) v  O Q(a)
O (-iP(a) a  -iQ(a)) v  0 - i  (Vx - i P(x)) v  O Q(a)
(O -iP(a) a  O -iQ(a)) v  0 (3x - i  -i P(x)) v  O Q(a)
(O -iP(a) a  O —iQ(a)) v  0 (3x P(x)) v  O Q(a). ■
Similarly as it is done in the case of the standard predicate logic, we will introduce the 
concepts of a substitution, a unifier, and a most general unifier, (shortly mgu) of a set 
of temporal formulas.
Def. 5.13.
Any mapping of the form: 
s : V —» T
is called a substitution. The application of a substitution s to a variable x (or expres­
sion E) will be denoted by xs (or Es). The substitution may be applied only to 
universally quantified variables. If a substitution s is finite (in fact it is the most fre­
quent case in majority of practical situations) then s will be represented by a set of the 
form:
S =  { X j \ t j ,  . . . ,  x n\ t n } ,
where Xj\tj represents that t; is substituted for the variable x; in s. ■
Example 5.8.
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Let
E = { P(x), R(c), Q(f(y)) v  P(y) }, and
s = { x\a, y\f(d) }, then
Es = { P(a), R(c), Q(f(f(d))) v  P(f(d» }. ■
Def. 5.14.
Let Sj = { x ^ t j , x n\t,j } and s2  = { yi \ul s ym\um } be two finite substitutions. The 
composition of Sj and s2, which will be denoted by s ^  is a set obtained from
{ x 1\t1s2 , x n\t„s2, y i \ u j , y m\um } 
by deleting all elements o f the form Xj\tjS2, for which Xj = tjs2  and all elements of the
form y^u,, 1 < i < m, where y; = xk, for some 1 < k < n. ■
Def. 5.15.
A substitution s is called a unifier of the set of expressions E = { E l s ..., Ek } if 
E ^  = ... = Eks.
A set E of expressions is called unifiable if there exists a substitution s which is a 
unifier for E. ■
Def. 5.16.
A m ost general unifier for a set o f expressions E = { Ej, ..., Ek } is a unifier s, such
that for any unifier Sj of E, there exists a substitution s2, such that Sj = s-s2. ■
Exam ple 5.9.
The set
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E = {O P(y), OP(f(c))} 
is unifiable through the most general unifier s = { y\f(c) }.
The set
E ' = { □ P(x), □ P(f(x)) } 
is not unifiable. ■
There exists an algorithm which computes the most general unifier for a set o f expres­
sions, if such a unifier exists (for example, we can use the algorithm presented in 
[Chan73]).
5.2. Resolution Rules for Predicate Temporal Logic
Similarly as in the case o f the prepositional linear temporal logic, we will define 
a set o f mutually recursive operations which will be used to define the resolution 
inference rules for the predicate linear temporal logic. In this case, however, we have 
to take into account the presence o f quantifiers in clauses, as well as a unifying substi­
tution. Since the skolemization may lead to incorrect results, as shown previously, we 
have to develop another method to deal with the restrictions introduced by the existen­
tial quantifiers. These restrictions are not due to the specifics o f temporal logic and 
they are present in standard predicate logic as well. Consider the following example: 
Exam ple 5.10.
Let us investigate the following formula:
Vx 3y ( P(x) a  - i  P (y ))
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We cannot unify P(x) and P(y) by a substitution { x\y } since after the proper skolemi- 
zation the above formula would be as follows:
Vx ( P(x) a  -> P (f(x))) 
where P(x) and P(f(x)) are obviously not unifiable (f is a Skolem function). ■
In order to solve this problem, W. Bibel [Bibe82, Horn] developed a method of detect­
ing incorrect unifications. W e will present the Bibel’s method extended for the predi­
cate linear temporal logic.
Def. 5.17.
We define the partial ordering, denoted by <, among the quantified variables in a for­
mula A o f predicate temporal logic to be identical to the prefix ordering of the tree 
representation of A. ■
Def. 5.18.
Let A be a formula o f predicate linear temporal logic, and < be the partial ordering of 
variables in A, defined as above. Let s be a substitution. We will define a relation ~ 
and an extension «  o f the ordering < in the following way:
4. If x\y is in s and x and y are both variables, then x = y holds.
5. If x\t is in s then for any constant symbol c in t c «  x and for any variable 
y in t y «  x.
6 . If x = y then for any c «  x we put c «  y. ■
Def. 5.19.
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If the transitive closure of the union o f < and « ,  denoted by V, contains a chain (a 
linearly ordered subset) containing two occurrences of the same symbol, then V is 
called cyclic.
Example 5.11.
Consider the formula:
Vx 3y (P(x) a  P(y)).
Clearly, x < y.
Now consider the substitution { x\y }. Following the Def. 5.18., we have y «  x. 
Taking into account the closure of the union of < and «  we obtain the cycle 
x < y «  x. The existence of the cycle prevents us from using the substitution { x\y }. 
The formula
3y Vx ( P(x) a  -i P (y ))
is different in that there is y < x. The substitution { x\y }, which establishes the rela­
tion y «  x does not introduce a cycle and it is legal. ■
In order to lift the resolution proof method to predicate linear temporal logic, we have 
to tackle yet another problem. Not every substitution will lead to correct (sound) 
results. Consider the following example.
Example 5.12.
The predicate linear temporal logic formula
□  Vx (P(x) v  O Q(x)) a  —iP(a) a  O —iQ(a) (5.4)
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is satisfied by the interpretation I = <a, R, D, m>, in which D = { 0, 1 }, and the mean­
ing function m interprets the constant a to be the sequence of values 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , ..., at 
time s0, Si, s2, s3, etc, respectively, and P and Q are as follows:
0 l 2 3
-JP(0) P(0) P(0) P(0)
P (l) 'P(I) -P (D - P ( l )
Q(0) Q(0) Q(0) Q(0)
Q d ) -iQ (D —'Q(i) —*Q(i)
However, after applying a substitution s = { x\a } the formula (5.5)
□ (P(a) v  O Q(a)) a  -,P(a) a  O -,Q(a) (5.5)
which is represented by the set of clauses
S = { □ (P(a) v  O Q(a)), P(a), O -nQ(a) }
is unsatisfiable (S is refutable). ■
The above example leads us to the conclusion that whenever a substitution s contains 
a pair { x\t }, where the term t contains at least one flexible symbol, then all 
occurrences o f the variable x which are replaced by t must refer to the same instant of 
time. This restriction is clearly violated in the above example: x is substituted both in 
P(x) and in O Q(x). The next example shows that even if the replaced occurrences 
refer to all instances of time, the conclusions might be false.
Exam ple 5.13.
Consider the formula
Vx (□ P(x) v  □ Q(x)) a  -iP(a) a  O -iQ(a). (5.6)
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The above formula is satisfied by the following interpretation: 
D = { 0 ,1  }, a = 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , and
0 l 2 3
--P(O) P(0) P(0) P(0)
P (l) P d ) P (l) P (l)
Q(0) Q(0) Q(0) Q(0)
Q (i) ->Q(i) —’Q (i) —'Q(i)
However, the substitution s = { x\a } applied to (5.6) yields the formula (5.7)
(□ P(a) v  □  Q(a)) a  -iP(a) a  O -,Q(a). (5.7)
which is unsatisfiable. The set S, below,
S = { □ P(a) v  □ Q(a), P(a) O ->Q(a) } 
is refutable. ■
Taking into consideration the above observations we have to remember that the 
unifiers in all the resolution operations, as defined in the Def. 5.21. below, must satisfy 
the following restriction:
If a substitution s contains a pair { x\t }, where the term t contains at least one 
occurrence of a flexible symbol, then all occurrences of the variable x which are 
replaced by t refer to the same instant of time.
Def 5.20.
Let s be a substitution and S a set of clauses. We say that the substitution s is legal fo r  
S, if the following condition is satisfied:
If the substitution s contains a pair { x\t }, where the term t contains at least one
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occurrence of some flexible symbol, then all occurrences of the variable x in S, 
which are replaced with t refer to the same instant o f time. ■
Def. 5.21.
Let S be a set of clauses o f predicate linear temporal logic. Let Cj and C 2  be two 
clauses from S. We define two operations R(Cj, C2) and R '(C j) and the concept of 
resolvability. If Cj and C2  (or Cj) are resolvable through a most general unifier s, 
legal for {C l5 C2} (or {Cj}), then R(Cj, C2) (or R '(C j)) yields as its value a clause, 
called the resolvent. The definition is recursive and it depends on the structure of Cj 
and C2:
1. If P  is an n-ary predicate symbol and if P ( t j , ..., tn) and P(u1;..., un) are unifiable 
by the mgu s, legal for {Cj, C2}, then P ( t j , ..., t„) and -i P (u j , ..., un) are resolv­
able through a mgu s.
R (P(ti t„), - i  P(Uj, ..., un)) = 0 .
2. If  D j and D2  are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj, C2}, then Dj a  Fj and 
D 2  are resolvable through s.
R(Dj a  F j ,  D 2) = R(D 1s, D 2s )  a  D j S a  D 2s a  F jS.
3. If D j and Cj are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj, C2}, then Dj v  D2 
and Cj are resolvable through s.
R(Dj v  D2, C j) = R(DjS, Cjs) v  D2s.
4. If □  E and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for (C j, C2}, then □ E and A F 
are resolvable through s, A e  (O , 0, □}.
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R(D E, A F) = A R (n  Es, Fs).
5. If E and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {C1; C2}, then □ E and F are
resolvable through s.
R(D E, F) = R(Es, Fs).
6 . If OE and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {C1} C2}, then OE and OF 
are resolvable through s.
R(0E, OF) = 0 R(OEs, Fs) v  0 (OEs a  OFs).
6 '. If E and OF are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {C l5 C2}, then OE and OF 
are resolvable through s.
R(0E, OF) = 0 (OEs a  OFs) v  0 R(Es, OFs).
7. If E and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {C l5 C2}, then O E and O F 
are resolvable through s.
R ( 0  E, O F) = O R(Es, Fs).
8 . If C and E are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {C1; C2}, then C U D, □ E 
are resolvable through s.
R(C U  D, □ E) = R(Cs, Es) U  Ds.
8'. If D and E are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj, C2}, then C U D, □ E 
are resolvable through s.
R(C U D, □ E) = Cs U  R(Ds, Es).
9. If 0nE v  0( CUn—E a  OnE ) and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj,
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C2}, then OE and F are resolvable through s, n < p(S).
R ( OE, F ) = R( (0nE v  0( C^-E a  O nE ))s, F s ).
10. If C U n D and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj, C2}, then 
C U D  and F are resolvable through s, n £  p(S).
R(C U D ,F )  = R(Cs Un Ds, Fs).
11. If D  and D ' are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Cj}, then <D(D a D ' a F) is 
resolvable through s.
R '( <D(D a D ' a F)) = <D((R (Ds, D's) a Fs)).
12. If E and F are resolvable through a mgu s, legal for {Clf C2}, then Q j ... Qn E 
and ... Qm F, where Qj are quantifiers, are also resolvable through s.
R(Qi ... Qn E, Ql ••• Qm F) = Qr, ••• Qrk R(E, F), 
where 0 ^  k < n+m, and Qr j ... Qrk is a sequence of quantifiers, obtained by merg­
ing the sequences o f quantifiers Q ! ... Qn and Q j ... Qm in such a way that they do 
not introduce a cycle, in the sense of the Def. 5.19., and removing redundant 
quantifiers. ■
Our intention is to apply the above operations only to unit clauses. However, some 
subformulas of unit clauses may be non-unit, thus these operations have to be defined 
for general formulas.
Def. 5.22.
Each of the following substitution operations, which eliminates an occurrence of 0 ,  
and results in a semantically equivalent formula, will be called a simplification
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operation. Substitute:
0 for any subformula 0  A C,
c for any subformula 0  v  C,
c for any subformula C v C ,
c for any subformula C a C,
0 for any subformula A 0 ,  A e
D for any subformula 0 U D ,
□ c for any subformula C U 0 .
Def. 5.23.
Let S be a set o f clauses. Let Cj v  E and C2  v  F be two clauses from S, where C 1 and 
C2  are unit clauses. The following inference rules are called resolution rules of linear 
temporal logic (Cj and C2  (or C t) must be resolvable by R (or R ') through a mgu s, 
legal for { Q  v  E, C2  v  F} (or { Q  v  E}):
Ci v  E, C2  v  F
(RR-I)R(C}S, C2 s) v  Es v  Fs
Ct v E  
R'(CiS) v  Es
(RR-II)
The simplified (see Def. 5.22.) result of the application of any of the two resolution 
inference rules is called a resolvent. ■
Def. 5.23.
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Let S be a set of clauses. Let Cj v  C2  v  E be a clause from S, where Cj and C2  are 
unit clauses. Let s be a mgu o f Q  and C2, legal for {Ct v  C2  v  E}. The following 
inference rule is called the factorization rule of linear temporal logic:
Ci v  C2  v  E
-  * ..  (FR)Cjs v  Es
The simplified result o f the application of the factorization rule is called a factor.
Example 5.14.
Consider the two clauses:
Cj = □ Vx (P(x) v  Q(x)) v  O Q(a)
C2  = 0 - i  P(b) v  O Vz Q(z).
Resolving the clauses Cj and C 2 through the mgu s = { x\b } we obtain the following 
resolvent:
C3 = 0 Q(b) v  O Vz Q(z) v  O Q(a).
Factorization of the above clause with the mgu s = { z\a } yields:
C4  = 0 Q(b) v  O Q(a). ■
The application of the resolution operations involving quantifiers does not specify
how to combine sequences of quantifiers in such a way that they do not introduce a
cycle. A solution to this problem was proposed by Abadi and Manna [Abad8 6 ]. A 
directed graph should be constructed with nodes labeled by the quantifiers Q ix1;...
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Qn+mxn+m fr°m the premises. An arc leading from a node Q jXj to QjXj should be 
created if X j\t e  s and xj occurs in t. An arc should also be created if Q jX j is in the
scope of QjXj in either Q j ... Q n or Q j ... Qm- An arc represents a situation in which
xj depends on Xj, and thus QjXj should precede QjXj in Qr i ... Qrk. "Flattening" of such 
a graph results in a desired sequence o f quantifiers.
Exam ple 5.15.
Consider the following two clauses:
Cj = Vx By (P(x, y) v  O Q(a))
C2  = 3v Vw (R(v) v  —iP(v, w))
C t and C2  are resolvable through a most general unifier s = { x\v, w\y }. A depen­
dency graph constructed for the above is as follows:
V x ------------> 3 y
Y
3 v ------------- y-Vw
The above graph can be "flattened" into the sequence:
3v Vx 3y Vw 
and the resolvent of Q  and C2  is the clause C3:
C3 = 3v Vx 3y Vw (O Q(a) v  R(v)).
We can eliminate the redundant quantifiers from C3, obtaining:
C3  = 3v (O Q(a) v  R(v)). ■
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The concepts of deduction and refutation are defined similarly as in the case of the 
propositional temporal logic.
Def. 5.24.
Let S be a set of clauses. A finite sequence of clauses Cj, C2, ..., Cn is called a deduc­
tion o f a clause C from S if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Cn = C, and
2. Each Cj, 1 < i ^  n, is either:
a) an element of the set S, or
b) a resolvent of some clause Cj (or clauses Cj and C^, in case of rule I.),
1 < j , k  < i. ■
Def. 5.25.
A set o f clauses S is called refutable if there exists a refutation of the empty clause 
from S. ■
5.3. Examples
In this section we will present a few examples of the connection method in predicate 
linear temporal logic. The first example illustrates how the new connection method 
can be applied to propositional linear temporal logic.
Example 5.16.
The next example was taken from the paper by Abadi and Manna [Abad8 6 ]. The 
theorem to be proved is as follows:
(O ( P(a) v  Q(a)) A  □( Vx - 1  P(x))) O Q(a)
P and Q are flexible predicate symbols, "a" is a flexible constant symbol.
The clausal form of the negatiion above formula is presented below:
(O P(a) v  O Q(a)) a  □ (Vx -P (x )) a  O ->Q(a).
Thus
S = { O P(a) v  O Q(a), □  (Vx -.P(x)), O -.Q(a)}.
A refutation of the above set is as follows:
1. O P(a) v  O Q(a)
2. □  (Vx -nP(x))
3. O Q (a) 1. & 2. with s = { x\a }
R ( 0  P(a) v  O Q(a), □  (Vx -iP(x))) = R ( 0  P(a), □  (Vx ^P(x))) v  O Q(a) =
= O R(P(a), Vx -.P(x)) v  O Q(a) = O Q(a)
4. O -nQ(a) 3. & 4
5. 0
a
The resolution method developed by Abadi and Manna takes several steps, every time 
generating a new formula. Our proof is obtained in the matter of few simple steps. 
Example 5.17.
Consider the formula
□  ( Vx P(x) Vy Q (y )) -4  (□ Vx P(x) □ Vy Q (y ))
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which is an instance of the propositional temporal logic axiom
a (P q)  ~ > ( n P ~> d q )
The conjunctive normal form o f the negation of the above formula is presented below: 
□  ( 3x -iP(x) v  Vy Q (y )) a  □ Vz P(z) a  0 3v -iQ(v)
We have the following set of clauses:
S = { □ ( 3x -iP(x) v  Vy Q(y)), □  Vz P(z), 0 3v -iQ(v) }.
A refutation for S is presented below:
1. □ ( 3x-iP (x ) v  Vy Q(y))
2. □  Vz P(z)
3. □ Vy Q(y) s = { z\x }
4. 0 3v —iQ(v)
5. 0  s = { y\v }. ■
Exam ple 5.18.
The following formula is an instance of the Barcan formula:
Vx □ P(x) —> □  Vx P(x)
After negating it is represented by the following set of clauses:
S = { V xD P(x), 0 3y P(y) }.
A single resolution step constitutes a refutation o f S:
R ( Vx □ P(x), 0 By P(y)) = Vx R ( □ P(x), 0 3y P(y)) =
= Vx 0 R (P(x), 3y - i P(y)) = Vx 0 By R (P(x), - i P(y)) = Vx 0 By 0  = 0
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s = { x\y }.
Similarly, the following formula, which is an instance of the converse of the Barcan 
formula:
□  V xP(x) -> V xD P(x) 
which after negating is represented by the set of clauses:
S = { □  Vx P(x), 3y 0 - i  P(y) } 
is refutable by a single resolution step. ■
f
Chapter Six 
Conclusion and Future Research
In this work we presented a resolution proof technique for Propositional Linear 
Temporal Logic of discrete time with the "Until" operator. The presented method 
stems from the resolution method developed by L. Farinas del Cerro and A. Cavalli, 
and reported in [Cava84a,Cava84b]. However, their method is incomplete, and the 
completeness proof, reported in [Cava84b] is incorrect. Unlike Farinas’s method, our 
proof technique, which is proved complete, incorporates the "Until" operator, which is 
a very powerful and useful in describing complex temporal relationships which are 
common in many areas of computer science.
The presented resolution method for linear temporal logic is similar to classical 
resolutions: the main goal is to show unsatisfiability of a set of temporal clauses by 
locating (directly or indirectly) a state which contains unsatisfiability. Subsequent 
resolvents o f a refutation are obtained by resolving out complementary literals refer­
ring to the same instant of time.
In order to increase the efficiency of the resolution proof technique we developed 
a refinement o f the presented method. This refinement, which is similar to the 
Ordered Linear (OL) strategy for classical resolution, imposes certain restrictions on 
the way resolvents are computed. Firstly, an OL-refutation is linear, i.e. at least one 
parent must be an input clause (side clause), or an ancestor of the other parent (central 
clause). Moreover, all literals in temporal clauses are partially ordered, and the first 
literal in a central clause is resolved with a literal from a side clause. Resolved literals
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are stored in resolvents in order to preserve completeness of the method.
In Chapter 5 we presented the resolution method in linear temporal logic, lifted 
to predicate temporal logic. Predicate linear temporal logic offers much greater 
expressive power than the propositional temporal logic, much like FOL does with 
respect to standard propositional logic. Unlike in FOL, clauses of predicate temporal 
logic may contain variables which are quantified existentially, because skolemization 
is not valid here. Universally quantified variables may be instantiated by unification. 
However, if a term substituted in place of a variable contains any flexible symbols (a 
constant (or a function) is flexible if it has different translation in different states) then 
all occurrences o f the substituted variable must refer to the same instant of time 
(state). Otherwise, the unification may lead to incorrect results.
Resolution in predicate linear temporal logic, though very useful from practical 
standpoint, is incomplete, since no predicate temporal logic with arithmetic model of 
time is complete.
F u tu re  Research
The resolution proof technique in linear temporal logic (both propositional and predi­
cate) needs much improvement in terms of its efficiency. We will present a few 
aspects of the basic method in which the future research and possible improvements 
would be most desirable.
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New Strategies
Chapter 4 introduced the Ordered Linear (OL) strategy for the resolution method 
in propositional linear temporal logic. It would be interesting to develop other 
refinements (strategies) of the basic method, presented Chapter 3. Especially, the con­
nection graph resolution [Kowa75] seems attractive for temporal logic resolution.
Incorporating Heuristics
The resolution operations, as defined in Chapter 3, are non-deterministic in a 
sens that frequently it is possible to apply more than one rule. Moreover, just as in the 
case of the resolution for standard propositional logic, we cannot be certain that a par­
ticular resolvent will lead to the empty clause and thus terminate the refutation pro­
cess. It would be desirable to investigate the nature of temporal refutations and dis­
cover some criteria for evaluating the usefulness of derived resolvents. As to my 
knowledge, no work has been done in this area to this day.
Subsumption Testing
In resolution for standard propositional logic we use the subsumption test in 
order to eliminate redundant clauses (the clause p v q  may be eliminated if, say, the 
clause p is also present). In standard propositional logic such testing is realized by a 
simple set membership test (if all literals of a clause A are present in another clause B, 
then A subsumes B, and B can be eliminated). In temporal logic such tests are not as 
simple. Detecting that the clause □ p subsumes the clause 0 p v  □ r is not a simple 
literal-membership test. It would be very useful to discover some more general pro­
perties of clause subsumption in temporal logic.
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Connection Method fo r  Temporal Logic
Wolfgang Bibel developed the connection method for proving theorems in the 
standard FOL. He reported his results in a number of publications [Bibe81], 
[Bibe82a], [Bibe82b], [Bibe83]. Similar method, called mating was developed by 
P.B. Andrews [Andr76], [Andr81]. As reported in [Bibe82a], there exists a close rela­
tionship between the resolution method and the connection method. In fact, the con­
nection method can simulate the steps of the resolution theorem prover and vice versa. 
An important advantage of the connection method over the resolution theorem prov­
ing is that, unlike resolution, connection method does not generate new clauses. The 
original formula, precisely its matrix representation, remains unchanged. It would be 
interesting to investigate the possibilities o f designing a connection-type reasoning 
method for linear temporal logic.
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Appendix A 
Additional Explanations to the Completeness Proof
This appendix contains some additional explanations concerning the complete­
ness proof o f the resolution method in propositional linear temporal logic.
1. Exchanging resolution steps
Suppose we have the following two consecutive resolution steps:
OBj,  DAj
B'(p) d A 2
B"(q)
where B'(p) indicates that B ' is obtained by resolving upon the literal p, which must 
occur in 0 B! and DA! with opposite polarity (negated and not negated). Then if the 
occurrence of q, which is resolved upon is, say, in 0  B t then we can rearrange the 
above resolution steps into:
0 B j , DA2
C'(q) D A l
C"(p)
and C " is equal to B " (in a specific case, discussed in Example A.3., it may happen 
that already C ' is equal to B", in which case only one resolution step is required.) 
Instead o f presenting a formal proof of the above fact, we will show a few general 
enough examples, which clarify the argument.
Exam ple A .I.
Suppose we have the following two resolution steps:
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Q(D(p v  Qq v  Ot) a  r  U  (s v  Ot) a  t ) , □  0  □  -iq
_0(0(p v  Ot) a  r U  (s v  Ot) a  t)___________________  a  ~ lS
0(0(p v  Ot) A r U  (Ot) a  t)
The above derivation can be rearranged into:
Q(D(p v  Qq v  Ot) a r  U (s v  Ot) A t ) ,  □  -is
 Q(d(p v  Qq v  Ot) A rU  (Ot) a  t)  □  0 □ -iq
0(0(p v  Ot) A rU  (Ot) a t)
Here, the transformation trivial, since the literals q and s which were resolved in the 
original resolution steps occur in two distinct "branches" of temporal modality in the 
(obvious) tree representation o f temporal formulas, as shown below:
0  □
1
A
□
1 u1
V / \  r v
/ \
1 | 1
S o 
1i 1 
*1 t ,
1
t
0
1
□
I
■ n
The first resolvent, i.e. B', is resolvable with □ A2. Any 0 operators in B ' were origi­
nally in 0 B 1} or they were introduced to B ' by converting corresponding □  operators 
to 0 operators by the application of the resolution operation R4. Then 0 Bi must also 
be resolvable with □ A2. ■
Exam ple A.2.
Suppose we have the following two resolution steps:
0(D(p v  Qq v  Ot) a r  U  (s v  Ot) a t ) , □  0 □ -iq
  0(0(p v  Ot) a r U  (s v  Ot) a t)_________  D -ip
0(0O t a  r U  (s v  Ot) a  t)
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in which the resolved literals q and s are positioned in the same branch of a modality. 
However, this does not prevent us from rearranging the above resolution steps into:
Q(D(p v  Qq) a  r  U (s v  Ot) a  t ) , □  -ip
0(n(0q v  Ot) a  r  U  (s v  Ot) A t) ’ □  0 D ~>q 
0(0O t a  r U (s v  Ot) a  t)
Exam ple A.3.
The following two resolution steps
0(q(p vQq v  Ow) a t U  (s v  Ot) a  t ) , □ O D - i q
_0(0(p v  Ow) a  r  U (s v  Ot) a  t)____________________ a  -4
0
In this case, after rearranging the above into
0(D(p v  Qq v  Ow) a  r  U (s v  Ot) A t ) ,  □  - it 
0
we discover that after just one resolution step the first resolvent is equal to the overall 
original resolvent. This will always happen if the second of the literals resolved upon,
i.e. the one used to form the second resolvent, occurs also as one of the branches in a 
conjunction (the entire conjunction simplifies to 0 ). ■
We can exchange not only the formulas of the form □ A, but we can exchange the 0 B 
and □ A as well. The following two resolution steps
O B j, DAj
B'(p) d A 2
B"(q)
can be transformed into 
n  A2, nAj
C (q) 0  B l 
C"(p)
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if q occurs in □ A j. It is illustrated in the following example.
Exam ple A.4.
The following two resolution steps
0(0(~<P v  r) a D(s v  t)) , D(p v  q)
 0 (0 (q v  r) a  n(s v  t))_______  ~ 1
0 (0 r a  n(s v  t))
can be reorganized into
— ~1(k — a ^ - V ^  , 0 (0 (—«p v  r) a  D(s v  t))
_______n_p_________
0 (0 r a  n(s v  t))
2. Com bining refutations of sets e(S, 0 B j) and  e(S, 0 B2)
The following example illustrates how two refutations of e(S, 0  Bj) and e(S, 0 B2) 
should be combined into a refutation of S.
Exam ple A.5.
Let
S = { □ —.q, □  -ir, 0 (□ p v  q), 0 □ (-ip v  r) }.
Then
S! = e(S, 0 (□ p v  q)) = { □  —.q, □ -.r, □  p v  q, O n  (->p v  r) },
S2  = e(S, 0 □  (-<p v  r)) = { □ -,q , □ -nr, O ( O p v q ) ,  □ ( - . p v r ) } .
The following refutations of S^.
D P V ^— ELzSL q □  (-,pvr)
----------------   D -n r
_____________ Or____________________
0
are identical (up to the second resolution step), after we restore and propagate 
removed 0  operators, which is shown below:
O g p v q )  a -q  o n (  ,
   □ - *
OOr
0
The above refutation is a refutation of S. We did not have to combine both refuta­
tions, since the result o f R6, applied to 0 □ p and 0  □ (-ip v  r) is 0 0  r v  0 0 r, which 
simplifies to 0  0  r.
Another pair of refutation of Sjt
0  (□ p v  q) □ (-ipvr)
_0  (q v  r)________________ a ~ |q
Or n - , r
0
and of S2:
□  p v  q Q □ (-ipvr)
 Qrvq________ a - g
Or □ -ir
0
can be combined (after restoring and propagating 0 ’s) into a refutation of S, as shown 
below:
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0  (□ p v  q) O P (-ipvr)______
Q Q (qvr) v  0  ((□ p v  q) a  Q □ (-ipvr))
_Q 0  (qvr) v  0  ( 0  r  v  q)__________________ D -iq
_____________ O O r v Q ( O r v q ) _________________ P  ~’r
 0  ( 0  r v  q)________________________ D -iq
__________________________ OOr____________________________
0
□ -.r   ■
Appendix B 
Completeness of OL-Resolution for Propositional LTL.
This appendix contains a detailed proof of the completeness of the OL-strategy 
of the resolution for the propositional linear temporal logic.
The proof of the completeness theorem of the Ordered Linear resolution for the 
propositional linear temporal logic is very similar to the proof of the completeness 
theorem of the basic resolution for the propositional LTL (see Theorem 3.1.). As in 
the case of the basic resolution for propositional linear temporal logic, the proof is 
inductive on the modal degree of the set of ordered temporal clauses (see Def. 2.3.). 
We will begin by proving three important lemmas.
Lem m a B .l.
Let S = {L l5 L2 , □  A j, □  A2, 0 B ls 0 B2, U  C2  U D2) be an unsatisfiable set of 
ordered unit clauses. If there exists an OL-refutation of the set 0 '(S ), 0 < i < p(S), 
with the top clause C ', then there exists an OL-refutation o f S with the top clause C = 
O 1 C'. ■
Proof:
Obviously, the set S ' is composed o f classical literals only, i.e. of propositions or 
negations o f propositions. Any refutation p ' of S ' must be composed of a single appli­
cation of the extension operation to a complementary pair o f literals p and -ip (let 
C ' = p):
p member o f S '
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0  extension o f p against -ip.
Then an OL-refutation p of the set S with the top clause O1 C ' may be obtained from 
p ' by prefixing each literal in p ' by O1. The above OL-refutation after transformation 
is shown below:
Oxp member o f S
0  extension of O 1 p against O 1 -ip.
The above is a correct OL-refutation of the set S, because we can use repeatedly the 
extension operation o f the form
E ( O A, O B) = O E(A, B)
still preserving the rule of resolving the first literal of the central clause in each OL- 
refutation step.
If i = 0 then p' is already an OL-refutation of S with the top clause C ' (C ' e  S).
Q.E.D.
Lem m a B.2.
Let S = {Lj, 1^, □  Aj, □  A 2, 0 B 1? 0 B2, Cj U D ls C2 U  D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses, such that DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0 , . . . ) .  If there exist refutations p' with the top 
clause C ' and p" with the top clause C " of the sets S ' = e(S, 0  Bj) and S" = e(S, 0 B2), 
respectively, then p' and p" can be transformed into an OL-refutation p of the set S 
with a top clause C. ■
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Proof:
Case A .  The refutation p ' does not use the clause 0 B2.
Similarly as in the case of the basic resolution (see Lemma 3.7.), we can transform p ' 
into a refutation of the set S, using some reorganization of p ' (see proof of Lemma 
3.7.), and the following extension rules:
R (n  A, o B) = o R (n  A, B),
R (n  A, B) = R(A, B),
R(Dj a  F 1? D2) = R(Dj, D2) a  Fj, and 
R '( 0>(D a D ' a F ) )  = 0 ( ( R  (D, D ') a  F)).
It is easy to introduce a reorganization of p ', if at all necessary, which will preserve 
the strategy o f resolving always the first literal of a central clause (see Example B.L).
Case B . Every refutation p ' uses 0 B2  and every refutation p "  uses 0 Bj.
Then there exist two OL-refutations p j and p2, where the 0 operator has been put into 
its proper place, i.e. in front of B t in p ' and in front of B2  in p", respectively. In addi­
tion, the OL-refutations P! and p2  are identical to the point where 0 B t and 0 B2  are 
resolved. The OL-refutations pj and p2  are presented in the Fig. B.l .  Then the opera­
tion
E (0E, OF) = 0 E{E, OF) v  0 E(0E, F) 
can be used to obtain the refutation p of S, combining Pi and p2  as in the Fig. B.2. 
The clauses E and F must be of the form 0 B3 and 0 B4, respectively, thus future reso­
lution steps must involve other clauses of the form □ A. Then of course we can use
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Pl 1 OB! OB2
r e
p2 0 B2 0 Bi 
f F
P y.
0 0
Fig. B .l. Refutations p j and p2.
the extension rule:
£ ( n E , 0 F )  = 0 E ( n E , F ) ,  or 
E (0 E, □  F) = 0 E(E, □  F)
in order to accommodate for the additional 0  operator.
Note that the above transformations preserve the rule o f resolving the first literal in a 
central ordered clause (the first literal in 0 E will be resolved first in 0 E v  0 F). If the 
top clause C ' = B ^  then the top clause o f the refutation R of S is 0 B^ Otherwise, C ' 
is the top clause o f R. It may also be necessary to change the top clause C ' if R ' has to 
be reorganized (see Example B .l.).
Q.E.D.
Example B .l.
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Pi
a -
OBj OB2 
(O EvO F
7'
0
Fig. B.2. Combining the refutations p j and p2.
Let
S = { □ (p v  q), □ (—.p v  q), 0 - .q  }.
Then
S' = e(S, 0  -iq) = { □ (p v  q), □  (—.p v  q), -,q  }.
S ' is unsatisfiable. R ', shown below, is an OL-refutation of S ' with the top clause -iq:
1 . —<q
2 . p v |—iq) extension of 1 . with □  (p v  q)
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3- q v  0  v |-iq | v  jp v  —iq| extension of 2 . with □ (-ip v  q)
4- 0 v  l - ’Ql reduction o f 3.
5. 0  reduction o f 4.
The above OL-proof may be transformed into an OL-refutation of S in two different 
ways:
A. By reorganizing the proof R':
1 . □ ( —. p v q )
2 . □  q v  !□ (-ip v  q)| extension of 1 . with □ (p v  q)
3. |D (—>p v  q)| extension of 2. with 0 —>q
4. 0
Note that we had to change the top clause of R'.
B. By direct transformation, as below:
1 . 0  -iq
2 . 0  (p v  |—iq|) extension of 1 . with □  (p v  q)
3. 0  (q v 0  v  |—iq| v  |p v  —iq|) extension of 2. with n  (-ip v  q)
4. 0 ( 0  v  |—>q|) reduction o f 3.
5. 0  reduction o f 4.
In this case we did not even have to change the top clause. ■
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Lemma B.3.
Let S = {Lj, L2 , □  Aj, □  A2, 0 Bj, 0  B2, C t U  Dj, C2  U  D2} be an unsatisfiable set of 
unit clauses, such that DEG(S) > (0, 0, 0 , . . . ) .  If there exist refutations p ' with the top 
clause C ' and p"  with the top clause C " of the sets e(S, □ At) and e(S, Q  U  Dj), 
respectively, then the refutations p ' and p(fm ' can be transformed into a refutation p 
of the set S with the top clause C. ■
Proof:
Let us denote by
□ A the formula □ A b and by 
C U D the formula U  Dj.
Then there are two cases:
Case A . The OL-refutation p ' o f S ' = e(S, □  A) uses the formula CLJD ,  and the OL- 
refutation p" of S" = e(S, C U D )  uses the formula □ A.
Then there exists an OL-refutation p of the set S obtained from the refutation p ' by 
replacing any occurrence of O1 A by □ A and replacing the altered results of some 
extension steps (adding the operator □ whenever necessary.)
The transformed extension steps are correct, since we can use the following extension 
operations:
£ ( D E , 0 F) = 0 £ ( n E , F ) ,
E (O E , D F )  = 0 £ ( E , D F ) ,
E(D E, 0 F) = 0 E(D E, F),
jE(0 E, □  F) = 0 i?(E, □  F),
E (D E ,F )  = E (E ,F ), and 
E(E ,m F)  = E(E, F).
In addition, if clauses O 1 A and C U D  were used as arguments to the extension opera­
tion then we will perform the following replacements:
E(C  U D, □ E) = E(C, E) U D,
£ (□  E, C U D) = E (E, C) U D,
E(C  U  D, □ E) = C U  E(D, E),
£ (□  E, C U D) = C U E(E, D),
E(C  U D, F) = E(C  Uk D, F), and 
E(F, C U D) = E (F, C Uk D).
The above transformations preserve the restriction o f resolving the first literal of a 
central clause.
Case B .
If any OL-refutation, i.e. either p', or p "  does not use the clause C U D ,  or DA,  
then it can be transformed into an OL-refutation p of S, using similar method as 
shown in the previous case.
If the top clause C ' = O 1 A, then the top clause of the refutation p o f S is □ A. Other­
wise, C' is the top clause of p.
Similarly, if the top clause
C ' = D v  O D v  ... v  O* D v  O' C,
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then the top clause C of the refutation p is C U  D. Otherwise, C ' is the top clause of 
P-
Q.E.D.
Theorem  (Completeness of OL resolution for propositional LTL)
Let S be an unsatisfiable set o f ordered temporal clauses and C a clause from S. If 
S -  {C} is satisfiable then there exists an OL-refutation of S with the top clause C.
Proof:
The proof will be by induction on the modal degree of the set S, similarly as in the 
case of standard resolution for temporal logic (see Theorem 3.1.)- As usual, the modal 
degree of a set S will be denoted by DEG(S).
1. DEG(S) = ( 0 ,0 , 0 , . . . )
The set S does not contain any temporal operators (□, 0, or U). It can, how­
ever, contain O (next) operators. The proof in this case will be inductive, as 
well, but this time on the number of disjunction symbols governing the dis- 
juncts of ordered clauses in S. This number will be denoted by V(S). Note that 
in this particular case the number V(S) is equal to the total number of disjunc­
tion symbols occurring in S. This may not be the case for sets with DEG(S) > 
(0 , 0 , 0 ,...).
1.1. V(S) = 0
The set S is composed o f literals only. Since S is unsatisfiable then on the basis 
of Lemma 3.4., there exists such transformation 0 ‘(S), 0 < i < p(S), that 
S ' = 0 ‘(S) is also unsatisfiable. We can easily select a smallest unsatisfiable
subset of S ' and a literal C ' = L, such that S -  {C'} is satisfiable. The set S' 
does not contain any non-classical operators (□, 0, U, or even O). Then, on the 
basis o f the similar completeness theorem of OL-resolution for classical logic 
(see for example [Chan73]) there exists an OL-refutation p ' o f the set S ' with 
the top clause C'. Then on the basis of the Lemma B.l.  S is also OL-refutable.
1.2. V(S) = n+1
Assume that the theorem holds for 0 < V(S) < n. The reasoning in this case is 
very similar as in the case without any non-classical operators (see e.g. 
[Chan73]).
Thus, the theorem has been proved for the case when DEG(S) = (0, 0 ,...).
2. DEG(S) > (0, 0 , 0 , . . . )
Assume that the theorem holds for any set X, such that
(0 ,0 ,...)  < DEG(X) < DEG(S).
The proof in this case is inductive on the number of disjunction symbols 
governing the disjuncts in the clauses of S, V(S).
2.1. V(S) = 0
The set S is composed of ordered unit clauses only, but unlike previously, the 
clauses of S may contain temporal operators. By Lemma 3.5., there exists a 
transformation T (see Def. 3.13.), such that for all S' e  SPLIT( T(S)):
a) for some i, 0 < i < p(S'), ©'(S') is unsatisfiable, or
b) for each subformula of type 0 B occurring in S', e(S', 0 B) is 
unsatisfiable, or
c) •  there exists a subformula of type □ A occurring in S', such that e(S', □ 
A) is unsatisfiable, and
•  there exists a subformula of type C U D  occurring in S', such that 
e(S', C U  D) is unsatisfiable.
The proof in this case is again inductive, this time on the number of disjunc­
tion symbols introduced by the transformation T, denoted by V (T).
2.1.1. V (T) = 0
T is a series of identity transformations. Then, by Lemma 3.5., either
a) Sm = ©m(S) is unsatisfiable for some m, 0 < m < p(S), or
b) S'j = e(S, 0 Bj) is unsatisfiable for each j = 1,2, or
b) S" = e(S, □ A;) is unsatisfiable for some i, i = 1, 2, and
S'"k = e(S, Ck U Dk) is unsatisfiable for some k, k = 1 , 2 .
We will investigate each case separately:
a) Since S -  {C} is satisfiable, then C must be a literal L  of the form Om P, and
P e  ©m(S). Thus Sm ~ {P} is satisfiable. Then on the basis of the lemma
B.l.  S is also OL-refutable.
b) We have the following two cases:
•  If C is not the erased clause 0 Bj, then since S -  {C} is satisfiable then S' -  
{C} must also be satisfiable. Then on the basis of the Lemma B.2. S is OL-
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refutable.
•  If C is the erased clause 0 Bj, then since S -  {C} is satisfiable then S'j -  
{Bj} must also be satisfiable. Then on the basis of the Lemma B.2. S is OL- 
refutable.
c) We have two cases:
•  C = □ Aj. S -  {C} is satisfiable. The set S'j = S -  {C} u  { Ai; O A j , ..., 
OP® A; } is unsatisfiable. Then we can construct a minimal unsatisfiable set 
S ' by adding formulas A;, O A j , ..., Op Aj to the set S -  {C}, doing it one for­
mula at a time, until we obtain an unsatisfiable set for the first time.
S' = S -  {C} u  { Aj, O A j,..., Ok Aj } 0 < k < p(S).
Then S' -  { Ok A j} is satisfiable. Then, on the basis of the Lemma B.3., S is 
OL-refutable.
2.1.2 V(T) = n+1
Ass'ume that the theorem holds for any transformation T ', for which 
0 < V(T') < n. The number o f sets in SPLIT(T(S)) directly corresponds to the 
number o f disjunction symbols introduced by T. By Lemma 3.2.. each of the 
sets in SPLIT(T(S)) is unsatisfiable. Also, each set in SPLIT(T(S)) has fewer 
disjunction symbols introduced by T, thus, by the inductive hypothesis each 
one of them is refutable. Let
B v  O B v  ... v  O i_1 B v O ( - , B a O —, B a  ... a  Om  B a O ‘ B)
be an ordered clause in T(S), which was introduced by some T1 in the series of
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transformations T, and whose disjuncts occur in sets S0  Sj, where each Sp
e  SPLIT(T(S)), 1 < p < i. The sets S0, ..., Sj are OL-refutable by inductive
hypothesis. Let us denote their corresponding OL-refutations by p0, pi(
respectively. Then the OL-refutation o f a set containing the ordered clause 0 
B can be constructed from the refutations pp, 1 < p < i, in the following way:
1. Replace all the ordered clauses O B in pj by B v  O B.
2. Replace all the clauses O2  B in p 2  by B v  O B v  O 2  B.
i. Replace all the ordered clauses
0 (—i B a  O —i B a  ... a  O*  ^—i B a  O* B),
which occur in pj, by
B v  O B v  ... v  O ' - 1  B v  0 (—i B a  O -i B a  ... a  O i_1 B a  O* B)
Then we can construct the OL-refutation p ' by putting the modified (as above) 
OL-refutation pj on top of the modified OL-refutation p j.j, ..., on top of the 
modified pj eventually followed by the OL-refutation p0. Preceding every­
thing with the operation of type f?(0 B, A) yields an OL-refutation of the origi­
nal set containing the ordered clause OB. It is obvious that, since we split only 
disjunctions, the rule of resolving only the first literal of the central clause is 
still preserved.
We conclude this part o f the proof by stating that the set S is refutable for any
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number of disjunction symbols introduced by the transformation T.
2.2 V(S) = r+1
Suppose that the theorem holds for any set S, where 0 < V(S) < r. W e have to 
distinguish two cases.
C = L
C is a single literal. Let C ' = Lj v  be a clause from S. There must be 
at least one such clause, since V(S) = r+1. Let S ' = S -  {C'}. Now, if S ' is 
unsatisfiable then, since V(S') < V(S) and S' -  {C} is satisfiable, S' is 
OL-refutable (by inductive hypothesis). Then assume that S ' is satisfiable. 
Then we can split S into two unsatisfiable sets:
Sj = S ' u  {C!}, and
S2  = S ' u  { L J .
Sj and S2  are unsatisfiable. This is because if  any of the two sets was 
satisfiable then there would exist an interpretation I, such that I sat S ' and 
I sa t Cj (or I sat L j in the other case). Then such interpretation I would 
satisfy S as well (I sat Lj v  C ^ , which is impossible because S is 
unsatisfiable.
Both sets Sj and S2  are OL-refutable with clauses Cj and Lj as the top 
clauses, respectively. The set Sj -  (C ) is satisfiable, then Sj is OL- 
refutable with the top clause C. Let be an OL-refutation of the set Sj 
with the top clause C (see Fig. B.3.). We can transform pj into a
Fig. B.3. The OL-refutation
refutation p of the set S by changing every occurrence of the clause to 
Q  v  Lj and adding the literal to all center clauses, whenever neces­
sary. W e may also need to add a number of framed literals which were 
resolved with C L if was a single literal. Then if the modified proof Rj 
yields the clause Lj then we can follow it by an OL-refutation of the set 
S2  with the top clause Li (see Fig. B.4.).
In order to accomplish the above we can use the cases b), b'), c), and c') 
o f the extension operation E , as well as additional reductions, and 
simplifications, if necessary.
C i v  L t
Since S is unsatisfiable and S -  {C} is satisfiable, then
5 1 = ( S - { C } ) u { C 1}
52  = ( S - { C } ) u { L 1}
are unsatisfiable as well. (The proof is as above.) Let p i be an OL- 
refutation of the set Si with the top clause Ci. Then an OL-refutation p
Fig. B.4. The OL-refutation p of the set S.
of the set S may be constructed from pj by converting the top clause the 
clauses of the form Cj to Ci v  L h  adding v  Lj in the center clauses when 
necessary. This, followed by an OL-refutation o f the set S2  with the top 
clause L j is an OL-refutation of the set S.
This proves that the theorem holds for any modal degree o f a set o f ordered 
clauses, thus for any set of ordered clauses.
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